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Abstract
A Heron triangle is a triangle that has three rational sides (a, b, c) and a rational area whereas a perfect
triangle is a Heron triangle that has three rational medians (k, l,m). Finding a perfect triangle was
stated as an open problem by Richard Guy in [14]. Numerous research have been done in the past to
find such a triangle, unfortunately to date no one has ever found one, nor has proved its non-existence.
However, on the bright side, there are partial results which shows that there exist triangles that satis-
fies five or even six of the seven parameters to be rational.
Heron triangles with two rational medians are parametrized by the eight curvesC1, · · · , C8 mentioned
in [4], [5] and [1]. In this thesis, we devote our attention to study the curve C4 which has the property
of satisfying conditions such that six of seven parameters given by three sides, two medians and area
are rational. Our aim is to perform an extensive search to investigate if we can extract any perfect
triangles from this curve. If it is impossible to generate perfect triangles from the curve C4, then we
proof the core theorem of this thesis which is the non-existence of perfect triangle arising from this
curve.
The contribution of this work is to introduce a method that extends from [4] and [5] by intersecting
equations parametrized by Heron triangle with two rational median with the condition of the last
median to be rational.
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We start off this chapter with the history and development of elliptic curves, which is an essential
requirement in this thesis. The latter section will then look into the background of Heron and perfect
triangles.
1.1 Elliptic Curves
One of the major problems of number theory is to understand the set of rational solutions to a system
of polynomial equations. Despite decades of research, a standardised method for solving all such
problems has never materialised. Therefore, many researchers have tried to solve only special cases
of the general problem, such as equations given by curves. Many scholars were also interested in
not only obtaining solutions for a particular curve, but also to solve the problem entirely by proving
that those solutions obtained are the only ones. We will be concerned with rational points on curves,
especially elliptic curves. Even though our motivation is to understand rational solutions, we shall
need to work in finite extension fields K/Q, called number fields.
Elliptic curves occurred for the first time in the work of Diophantus, and the topic has remained close
to Diophantine Geometry throughout the centuries. A typical example from Diophantus is the follow-
ing: given a number, say 15, that can be written as a difference of two cubes, 33 − 23 = 15, find two
rational numbers such that 15 = a3 + b3 with positive a and b. Diophantus succeeded with brilliant
substitutions, and it was discovered much later by Newton, Lucas and Sylvester that there exists a
very geometric interpretation. In the example above, consider the curve E : x3 − y3 = 15 and the
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rational point P = (3, 2). Then the tangent to E at P will intersect E in a third rational point Q.
Numerous mathematicians started to look at elliptic curves. Mordell proved an implicit assumption in
one of Poincare´’s articles, namely, that the group of rational points on any elliptic curve is generated
by finitely many points. In fact, there are finitely many rational points such that every rational point
can be constructed from these using the classical chord and tangent processes. Andre´ Weil, one of
the greatest mathematicians of the 20th century, gave a new and precise proof of Mordell’s theorem
and generalised it to abelian varieties over number fields. Emil Artin studied hyperelliptic curves in
his thesis and came up with a ‘Riemann conjecture’ for the zeta functions of such objects. Hasse in
the 1920s, succeeded in proving the Riemann hypothesis for elliptic curves, and during World War II,
Andre´ Weil generalised these conjectures to algebraic varieties which were known as the Weil con-
jectures. He then proved them for curves. In the 1970s, Deligne proved the last of them, namely the
Riemann conjecture.
Not long after that, Lenstra found that elliptic curves could be used for factoring integers. In addition,
Frey discovered that they could be used for proving Fermat’s Last theorem, which was actually done
by Wiles in 1994 with a little bit of help from Serre, Ribet and Taylor.
1.1.1 Curves of genus zero
An important invariant of a curve is its genus. This is a non-negative number canonically associated
to every curve, C. It is known that every smooth irreducible curve of genus zero can be embedded
into P2, the projective plane with a defining equation given by a conic over a field K. Recall that a
conic is the zero locus in P2 of an irreducible homogeneous polynomial F inK[x, y, z] of degree two.
A major result is the Hasse-Minkowski Principle, a fundamental result in number theory which states
that two quadratic forms over a number field are equivalent if and only if they are equivalent locally at
all places, i.e. equivalent over every completion of the field (which may be real, complex, or p-adic).
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1.1.2 Curves of genus one
An elliptic curve is a smooth curve of genus one with a distinguished base point,O. These curves can
be described by the Weierstrass equation
E : y2 + a1xy + a3y = x
3 + a2x
2 + a4x+ a6 where ai ∈ K. (1.1)
Elliptic curves are important in number theory and constitute a major area of current research. For
example, they were used in the proof of Fermat’s Last Theorem by Andrew Wiles. They were also
used in the applications of elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) and integer factorisation. The rational
points on an elliptic curve admit a commutative group law with the identity element O.
Figure 1.1: The group law of an elliptic curve
The famous Mordell-Weil theorem proved in the 1920s states thatE(Q) is a finitely generated abelian
group [22]. Therefore, we can write
E(Q) ∼= Zr ⊕ Etors(Q) (1.2)
where Etors(Q) is a finite abelian group. The non-negative integer r is known as the Mordell-Weil
rank of E.
The Mordell-Weil theorem remains as a qualitative result in the sense that there is no algorithm to
construct generators for this group or even to calculate r. On the other hand, we have the following
theorem due to Mazur (see for instance [17]).
Theorem 1.1.1. [Mazur’s Theorem] Let E be an elliptic curve over Q. Then, possibilities for the
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torsion subgroup Etors(Q) are the following:
Etors(Q) =
Z/NZ, if 0 < N < 11 or N = 12.Z/2Z⊕ Z/2NZ, if 0 < N < 5. (1.3)
Determining the rank of E(Q) and a list of generators has not been completely solved. Thus, we
understand far less about the rank r of E(Q). Nevertheless, there are two conjectures on the ranks as
follows.
Conjecture 1.1.2 (Tate-Shafarevich (see for instance [17])). An elliptic curve over a number field can
have an arbitrary large rank.
The unboundedness in the number field case is still unknown, where the current record overQ is held
by Elkies (2006) who found an elliptic curve with at least 28 independent rational points.
Conjecture 1.1.3 (Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer (see for instance [17])). LetE be an elliptic curve over
a number fieldK. Associated to an elliptic curve is a type of generating function called an L-function.
Then, the order of vanishing of L(E, s) at s = 1 is equal to the rank of E(K).
This remarkable conjecture has been chosen as one of the seven Millennium Prize problems by the
Clay Institute and there is much evidence in favour of the BSD conjecture studied by Artin-Tate in
the 1960s, Gross-Zagier in 1986, Kolyvagin in 1989 and Monsky in 1996.
1.1.3 Curves of higher genus
The curves of genus that are greater than or equal to two are much more difficult to work with, and
the theory is much less complete. One result that illustrates the difference between this case and the
genus one case is Faltings’ theorem below.
Theorem 1.1.4 (Faltings [16]). Let K be a number field and let C be a curve of genus g ≥ 2. Then
C(K) is finite.
The proof is ineffective since it does not provide an upper bound on the numerators and denominators
of the coordinates of the rational points. Therefore, it cannot be used to determine C(K) explicitly.
On the other hand, Chabauty [7] had done explicit calculations much earlier than Faltings to deter-
mine the bounds of the number of solutions. The advancing world of technology, by means of the
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usage of computers and in some cases, advanced mathematical packages has been a contributing fac-
tor to renewed interest in extending Chabauty’s method.
Chabauty’s original idea was to embed C(Q) into an algebraic abelian group called the Jacobian, J
of C. Much of the theory of elliptic curves can be generalized to J and it is feasible to describe the
Mordell-Weil group J(Q) explicitly, as in (1.2). One is then left with the problem of determining
which elements of J(Q) actually come from points on C. If J(Q) is finite, we can then determine
which of them lie on C. On the other hand, if J(Q) is infinite, it can be very difficult to determine
all points of J(Q) that lie on C. Chabauty worked in J(Qp), where Qp is the completion of Q at a
non-archimedean place p. He observed that the closure J(Q) of J(Q) in J(Qp) is an analytic sub-
manifold of J(Qp). He then proved that if the rank of J(Q) is less than the genus, then the subset of
points in J(Q) lying on C is finite. In this case, one gets an effective upper bound for #C(Q). This
theorem offers the advantage that it leads to an explicit upper bound on #C(Q) that is frequently
sharp.
Subsequently, Chabauty’s method was simplified by replacing J with an actual elliptic curve, E, at
the cost of replacing Q by a number field K. One then has to determine the points of E(K) that
actually have coordinates in Q. By using the so-called elliptic Chabauty method, [2], [13] and [23]
have extended Chabauty’s method to some cases where the rank of the Jacobian may not be less than
the genus. We also refer to [18] for further reading on the developments and extensions of Chabauty’s
method as well as the progress in determining the set of rational points on the curves of higher genus.
Whether we work in the Jacobian or an elliptic curve, our ultimate aim is to find a function that
vanishes on the rational points. If we can then bound the number of zeros of this function, we can
obtain a bound for the number of rational points. A major tool here is Strassman’s theorem as follows.
Strassman’s Theorem [19]
Let
f(x) = f0 + f1x+ f2x
2 + · · ·+ fnxn ∈ Qp[x]
and suppose N ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , n} is such that | fN |= maxi | fi |, then the number of distinct zeros
of f(x) is less than or equal to N .
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1.2 Elliptic Curves over Qp
In this section, we will define and explore elliptic curves over the p-adic numbers. The real numbers,
R, are constructed from Q by taking all Cauchy sequences in Q modulo all sequences that converge
to zero. The p-adic numbers are constructed in a similar way, but instead of the standard norm, we use
the p-adic norm. The study of p-adic numbers is more recent than that of elliptic curves. However, p-
adic numbers play a central role in algebraic number theory. Kurt Hensel (1861-1941) first introduced
them and he proved the following lemma.
Lemma 1.2.1 (Hensel’s Lemma). If f(X) ∈ Zp[X] and a ∈ Zp satisfies f(a) ≡ 0 (mod p), f ′(a) 6≡
0 (mod p), then there is a unique α ∈ Zp such that f(α) = 0 and α ≡ a (mod p).
This lemma asserts that we can find solutions of certain polynomials over the p-adic integers, Zp, by
looking for solutions in a finite field, Fp.
The study of elliptic curves and the study of p-adic numbers are quite related. Helmut Hasse (1898-
1979) proved that a second degree polynomial in two variables has rational solutions if it has solutions
inQp for every prime p as well as R. Unfortunately, this theorem does not hold for elliptic curves, but
we can still use the group of p-adic solutions of the elliptic curves to understand the group of ratio-
nal solutions. This is useful in the sense that the group of p-adic points on a curve is more easily found.
Let E be an elliptic curve with defining equation F ([X : Y : Z]) = 0 in projective coordinates. The
group of p-adic points on E is given by
E(Qp) = {[a : b : c] ∈ P2(Qp) | F (a, b, c) = 0}.
For an element x ∈ Zp there is a natural reduction map
ϕ : Zp 7−→ Fp , x 7−→ x (mod p) ,
where we use the notation ϕ(x) = x˜. There does not exist such a reduction map on Qp, since all ring
homomorphisms on a field are injective. Therefore, it makes sense to consider elliptic curves that are
defined over Zp.
Definition 1.2.2. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Zp. The reduction of E, denoted by E˜, is
defined as
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E˜ : f˜(x, y) = y2 + a˜1xy + a˜3y − x3 − a˜2x2 − a˜4x− a˜6 = 0.
We can also reduce the points in P2(Qp) as follows.
Definition 1.2.3. For P ∈ P2(Qp), write P = [α : β : γ] with α, β, γ ∈ Zp and at least one of α, β
and γ in Z∗p. The reduction of P , denoted by P˜ , is defined as P˜ = [α˜ : β˜ : γ˜].
If E is an elliptic curve defined over Zp and P ∈ E(Qp), then we have P˜ ∈ E˜(Fp). We can now
define the reduction map
P2(Qp) 7−→ P2(Fp) , P 7−→ P˜
which, when restricted to E(Qp), induces a reduction map
E(Qp) 7−→ E˜(Fp) , P 7−→ P˜
from the p-adic points on an elliptic curve E defined over Zp to points in E˜(Fp). However, E˜(Zp) is
not always an elliptic curve, since it can contain singular points. We define the following sets
E˜ns(Fp) = {P ∈ E˜(Fp) | P is not a singular point};
E0(Qp) = {P ∈ E(Qp) | P˜ ∈ E˜ns};
E1(Qp) = {P ∈ E(Qp) | P˜ = O}.
We have
E1(Qp) = {P = (α, β) ∈ E(Qp) | both α and β are not in Zp}.
E˜ns(Fp) can be made into a group by giving it a group structure that is similar to the group structure
on an elliptic curve. Furthermore, E0(Qp) and E1(Qp) are subgroups of E(Qp). We then have the
following sequence
0 −→ E1(Qp) −→ E0(Qp) ϕ−→ E˜ns(Fp) −→ 0,
which is exact, where ϕ is the reduction map and the set E˜ns(Fp) is an abelian group under the
operation +. This, however, implies that
E0(Qp)/E1(Qp) ' E˜ns(Fp).
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1.3 Expansion Around O
In this section, which borrows heavily from Chapter IV of [17], we describe the structure of an elliptic
curve and its addition law close to the origin. By performing the change of variable, we let
z = −x
y
and w = −1
y
, so x =
z
w
and y = − 1
w
.
The origin O on E is now the point (z, w) = (0, 0) and z is a local uniformizer at O, which implies
the function z has a zero of order one at O. The Weierstrass equation 1.1 for E now becomes




3 = f(z, w).
We then substitute this equation into itself recursively so as to express w as a power series in z. Thus,
w = z3 + (a1z + a2z
2)w + (a3 + a4z)w
2 + a6w
3
= z3(1 + A1z + A2z
2 + · · · )
where each An ∈ Z[a1, · · · , a6] is a polynomial in the coefficients of E. Using the power series w(z),









− a2 − a3z − (a4 + a1a3)z2 − · · · (1.4)










+ a3 + (a4 + a1a3)z + · · · . (1.5)
We define a formal power series by
∫






z3 + · · · ∈ A[[z]]. (1.6)
This series converges on pZp and defines the formal logarithm map satisfying









zn bn ∈ A[[z]]. (1.7)
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1.4 The Division Polynomial
Inductively, one can obtain formulae for the coordinates of [m](x, y) for every positive integer m. For
the case of m = 2, we have the following Corollary.
Corollary 1.4.1. For points on an elliptic curve in Weierstrass form (1.1) we have
−(x1, y1) = (x1,−y1 − a1x1 − a3).
Hence the points of order 2 in the group are as follows :
• Char K = 2 : if a1 = 0, there are no points of order 2; if a1 6= 0 there is a unique point of order 2












where b8 = a21a6 + 4a2a6 − a1a3a4 + a2a23 − a24.
• Char K 6= 2 : there are exactly 3 points of order 2, possibly some irrational over K : (x,N ) =











where b2 = a21 + 4a2, b4 = 2a4 + a1a3 and b6 = a
2
3 + 4a6.
For (x2, y2) 6= −(x1, y1), we have the addition law
(x1, y1) + (x2, y2) = (x3, y3)
where
x3 = −x1 − x2 − a2 + a1λ+ λ2





x2−x1 , if x1 6= x2
3x21+2a2x1+a4−a1y1
2y1+a1x1+a3
, if x1 = x2.
Hence, x([2](x, y)) =
x4 − b4x2 − 2b6x− b8
4x3 + b2x2 + 2b4x+ b6
.







4 + a1b8 + a3b6,
c2 = x
6 + a4x
4 + (b6 + a4b2)x
3 + (b8 + a4b4)x
2 + (b2b8 + (a4 + b4)b6)x
+ (b4b8 + b
2
6 + a4b8.









2 + (b2b8 − b4b6)x+ (b4b8 − b26).























We will now look at the vast literature on Heron and perfect triangles and identify gaps that exist




1.5.1 Existing Results in Literature
There are seven parameters associated to a perfect triangle which are the three side lengths (a, b, c),
the three medians (k, l,m), and the area, 4. Various authors have examined the problem of find-
ing triangles with as many of these parameters as possible being simultaneously rational. A perfect
triangle, as defined by Guy [14] in Problem D21, is a Heron triangle which also has three rational
medians. To date, no one has found such a triangle, nor has anyone proved its non-existence. On the
bright side, there are partial results which show that triangles do exist in which five or six of the seven
parameters are rational.
Figure 1.2: Triangles with sides (2a, 2b, 2c) and medians (k, l,m)
Many interesting questions can be raised about these triangles, and there has been massive research
regarding several properties of the Heron triangle. One interesting question is, of course, the existence
of a perfect triangle arising from any known Heron triangle. The search for a perfect triangle requires
one to find rational solutions to the equations defining the area and the medians in terms of the sides.
These equations have been handed down to us from Heron of Alexandria (in his Metrica, (circa 60),
10-70 A.D) and Apollonius of Perga (who lived 262 BC - 190 BC). It was Brahmagupta [9], the In-
dian Mathematician (598 - 668 A.D) who showed us how to parameterise all Heron triangles, while
Euler (see [10]) provided an infinite family of Apollonian triangles, i.e. rational sided triangles with
three rational medians.
During the 1770s, Euler was working on triangles with the property that the distance from a vertex to
the center of gravity is rational. On December 1778, he presented [11, p. 111-113] a parametrization
of such triangles in which all three such lengths were rational. Let the sides of the desired triangle
be 2a, 2b and 2c and the lengths drawn from their midpoints to the opposite angles be f , g and h
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(M −N)2 − 4
4(M +N)
to its lowest terms and denote the numerator as x and the denominator as y. From here, we will
obtain the side 2a = 2qx + (M − N)qy and the line f = rx − 1/2(M − N)ry. Let p = x + y and
q = x−y, we then have the sides 2b = pr−qs and 2c = pr+qs and the lengths g = (3pq+rs)/2 and
h = (3pq − rs)/2. Since the distance from a vertex to the center of gravity is two-thirds the length
of the corresponding median, this immediately provides a parametrization of triangles with three ra-
tional medians. Unfortunately, this turns out to be incomplete since the triangle (466, 510, 884), with
three integer medians, can not be represented in this way.
Figure 1.3: Ancient mathematicians
Recent mathematicians also showed interest in this triangle problem. It is proven in [3, p. 31] that
integer right triangles have precisely one rational median, which is the median to the hypotenuse. But,
the question is that can any Heron triangle have two rational medians? In 1905, Schubert claimed that
no such triangle could exist, but Dickson points out that Schubert’s proof was flawed however no
such triangle was forthcoming (see [9, p. 199-208]). Despite this flaw, the parametrization used by
Schubert turns out to be extremely useful in helping to uncover a key underlying pattern.
There are partial results which show that triangles do exist in which six of the seven parameters are
rational. In fact, we know of infinite families of triangles with the following properties :
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1. Three rational sides and one rational median [9]
C. G. Bachet’s fourth problem, added to his comment on Diophantus, VI, 18, was to find a
rational sided triangle with one rational median. The approach was to let the angle A from
which the median AD is drawn to be acute. Let BC denote the side whose mid point is D.
Take any number which is a sum of two squares, for example, 13 = 22 + 32, and take DC = 2,
AD = 3. Then,
AB2 + AC2 = 2AD2 + 2DC2
= 2 · 13 = 52 + 12
since the double of a sum of two squares is indeed a sum of two squares. But 5 and 1 are not the
values of AB and AC respectively. Hence, we divide 52 + 12 into a sum of two other squares
by (5−N)2 + (1 + 2N)2, whence N = 6/5, AB = 19/5 and AC = 17/5. Multiplying all by
5, we get AB = 19, AC = 17, BC = 20 and AD = 15. Taking a different sum of two squares
yields a different triangle.
2. Three integral sides and three integral medians [10]
In a paper published in 1849, Euler noted that the expression
a = (m+ n)p− (m− n)q
b = (m− n)p+ (m+ n)q (1.9)
c = 2mp− 2nq
where p = (m2 + n2)(9m2 − n2) and q = 2mn(9m2 + n2) for positive integers m and n is
sufficient to make the three medians integers as well. Below are some of the rational sided
triangles with three rational medians obtained from this parametrisation. From [3], a down side
to Euler’s parametrisation is that no triangles with three medians can have an integer area. If the
triangle is primitive, i.e gcd(a, b, c, k, l,m) = 1, then we would have odd sides a and b which
then imply that gcd(m,n) = 1 and have opposite parity. From Heron’s formula and equation
(1.9), the area are given by
∆2 = 4mp[2(m− n)p+ 2(m− n)q][2(m+ n)p− 2(m+ n)q]4nq
= 64mnpq(m2 − n2)(p2 − q2)
= 128m2n2(34m4 − n4)(m4 − n4)(p2 − q2)
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Hence, if the area is to be an integer then
2(34m4 − n4)(m4 − n4)(p2 − q2) = z2
with z ∈ Z. Note that gcd(2, 34m4 − n4,m4 − n4, p2 − q2) = 1 since the latter three terms are
all odds, which then clearly leads to a contradiction since z2 ≡ 2 (mod 4) is impossible.
Sides Medians
a b c k l m
136 170 174 158 131 127
226 486 580 523 367 244
290 414 656 529 463 142
318 628 650 619 404 377
466 510 884 683 659 208
654 772 818 725 632 587
554 892 954 881 640 569
932 982 1614 1252 1223 515
1162 1548 1814 1583 1312 1025
1620 2198 2678 2312 1921 1391
1018 2646 3328 2963 2075 1118
1754 2612 3834 3161 2680 1129
2446 3048 3206 2879 2410 2251
1678 3280 3858 3481 2482 1751
2802 3556 3946 3485 2924 2521
3810 3930 4740 3915 3825 3060
Table 1.1: Triangles with three integral sides and three integral medians
Apart from these results, Rathbun [15] in his own research found the following 16 sets of almost
perfect rational triangles where the three sides and medians are rational, but not the area.
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Sides Medians Squared-area,42
a b c k l m
87 85 68 79 65.5 63.5 7207200
328 207 145 264.5 231.5 71 105814800
290 243 113 261.5 183.5 122 179071200
442 255 233 341.5 329.5 104 521060400
325 314 159 309.5 202 188.5 602330400
409 386 327 362.5 316 293.5 3491888400
477 446 277 440.5 320 284.5 3670959600
807 491 466 626 611.5 257.5 10759694400
907 774 581 791.5 656 512.5 49744094400
1664 1323 509 1481.5 1037.5 559 77318060400
1339 1099 810 1156 960.5 695.5 197794674000
1917 1306 877 1580.5 1340 564.5 237944926800
1929 1640 839 1740.5 1241 875.5 466612146000
2822 2007 1105 2385.5 1893.5 796 769017916800
1603 1524 1223 1439.5 1205 1125.5 771033463200
1973 1778 1401 1742.5 1462 1260.5 1456477999200
Table 1.2: Triangles with three rational sides and three rational medians
3. Three rational sides, two rational medians and rational area [4]
In 1986, Buchholz and Rathbun, unaware of each others work, searched for Heron triangles
with two rational medians. The authors found the last two triangles in Table 1.3; meanwhile
naive exhaustion struggled to reach the fourth in the list.
a b c k l area
73 51 26 35/2 97/2 420
626 875 291 572 433/2 55440
4368 1241 3673 1657 7975/2 2042040
14791 14384 11257 21177/2 11001 75698280
28779 13816 15155 3589/2 21937 23931600
1823675 185629 1930456 2048523/2 3751059/2 142334216640
Table 1.3: Sides, medians and area of discovered Heron-2-median triangles
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In the attempt to describe all rational-sided triangles with three rational medians, Buchholz
discovered that any rational-sided triangle, (a, b, c), with two rational medians is given by the
following parametrization (see [3])
a =τ[(−2φθ2 − φ2θ) + (2θφ− φ2) + θ + 1]
b =τ[(φθ2 + 2φ2θ) + (2θφ− θ2)− φ+ 1]
c =τ[(φθ2 − φ2θ) + (θ2 + 2θφ+ φ2) + θ − φ]
for (τ, φ, θ) where θ, φ, τ ∈ Q are constrained such that τ > 0, 0 < θ < 1, 0 < φ < 1 and
φ + 2θ > 1. One particularly efficient method is to enumerate over the rational parameters
(θ, φ), then check if the area of the corresponding triangle is rational since a triangle obtained
from a rational pair (θ, φ) has rational sides and two rational medians. This technique allows
the author to obtain the last two triangles in Table 1.3. This finding showed that Heron triangles
with two rational medians do exist. The big question here would be how to generate more such
triangles.
Both authors in [5] applied Schubert parameters to generate the values of θ and φ and plotted these
parameters, considered as points corresponding to distinct Heron triangles with two rational medians,
in the θφ - plane below.
Figure 1.4: Heron triangles with two rational medians in θφ-plane
Rather than being randomly distributed in the region, the points seem to lie on five distinct curves. As




3φ3 − θφ(θ − φ)(8θ2 + 11θφ+ 8φ2)− 3θφ(5θ2 − θφ+ 5φ2)− (θ − φ)(θ2 + 4θφ+ φ2)
− (3θ2 − 7θφ+ 3φ2)− 3(θ − φ)− 1
C2 : 3θ
2φ2 − 2θφ(θ − φ)− (θ2 + 6θφ+ φ2) + 1
C3 : θφ(θ − φ)3 − (θ4 + 11θ3φ+ 3θ2φ2 + 11θφ3 + φ4)− 2(θ3 − φ3) + 10θφ+ 2(θ − φ) + 1
C4 : θφ(θ − φ) + θφ+ 2(θ − φ)− 1
C5 : (θ − 1)3φ2 + 2(θ + 1)(θ3 + 2θ2 − 2θ + 1)φ+ (2θ − 1)(θ + 1)3
which then lead to proving of the following two theorems
Theorem 1.5.1. Every rational point on the curve
C4 : θφ(θ − φ) + θφ+ 2(θ − φ)− 1 = 0
such that 0 < θ < 1 and 0 < φ < 1 and 2θ + φ > 1 corresponds to a triangle with rational sides,
rational area and two rational medians.
and
Theorem 1.5.2. The curve C4 contains an infinite number of rational points in the region 0 < θ < 1
and 0 < φ < 1 and 2θ + φ > 1.
The approach used to prove this is simply to observe that an unbounded portion of the positive arm of
the elliptic curve
E : y2 + xy = x3 + x2 − 2x
mapped into the bounded region defined by θ > 0 and φ < 1 and 2θ + φ > 1. Then, use the fact
that rational points on the curve, namely E(Q), are dense in the group of real points E(R). However,
curve C4 is an elliptic curve of rank 1 and it is not hard to show that infinitely many rational points lie
in the required region.
Following from that, in an attempt to find all Heron triangles with the property of having three rational




4 + 2θφ3 − φ3 − 3φ2θ − 3φθ2 − 2θφ− θ − θ2
C7 : (−φ− 1)3θ2 + 2(φ− 1)(−φ3 + 2φ2 + 2φ+ 1)θ − (2φ+ 1)(1− φ)3
C8 : 3φ
2θ − φ2 + 3φθ2 − 2θφ+ 2θ3φ+ φ+ θ3 + θ4.
The authors show that these families correspond to eight elliptic curves, all isomorphic to each other.
The subsequent exploration of these curves revealed that constraining the remaining median to be
rational required one to find rational points on genus seven curves - which by Faltings’ Theorem [12]
leads to a finite number of possible solutions, which were left unresolved. Then, in [6], the authors
disposed the unresolved finite list of solutions in the sense that they found them all and verified that
none of them correspond to a non-trivial Heron triangle with three rational medians, in other words, a
perfect triangle. But, unfortunately, this does not solve our main problem since there is an unknown
number of Heron triangles called sporadic triangles, with two rational medians that do not lie on these
eight curves. The four known sporadic triangles from [1] have been checked and found wanting.
Figure 1.5: Curve C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 found in [4] and [5], and C6, C7, C8 found in [1]
1.5.2 Gaps in Literature
As we go through our literature section, we can see that massive findings have been obtained (al-
though not completely solving problem D21) showing the existence of triangles satisfying five (or
even six) of seven parameters (three sides, three medians and area) to be rational. Thus, it is natural
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Figure 1.6: Pictorial view
to ask if any of these triangles have a third median rational as well, and hence form a perfect triangle.
On the bright side, these findings are the starting point of development into solving problem D21
completely.
This study focuses on the aspect of introducing a new method of proving the non-existence of a perfect
triangle arising from the curve C4. Intersecting curve C4 with the condition for the last median to be a
rational gives a genus 7 curve, D4 which by Faltings’ theorem, this curve can have only finitely many
rational points. This was observed in [1] and [6] but it was not determined whether D4(Q) is empty
or non-empty. The goal of this thesis is to prove that D4(Q) is empty. Later, we plan to apply this
method to the remaining seven curves hoping that the same goal is achieved.
1.6 Main Result
In this thesis, we concentrate work on proving that there does not exist any perfect triangles arising
from the curve C4, which is one of the eight curves introduced in [4], [5] and [1]. The core theorem
of this thesis is as follows.
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Theorem 1.6.1. There does not exist any perfect triangle arising from the curve C4 : θφ(θ − φ) +
θφ+ 2(θ − φ)− 1 except1 possibly for n ≡ 3024 (mod 6052).
We establish a new inductive method for applying the Mordell Weil sieve to provably find all points
on a (complicated) curve of high genus, without necessarily having to compute its Jacobian or a
basis for its Mordell Weil group. We illustrate with a difficult curve arising from the question in
[14] of the existence of perfect triangles. Unfortunately, the calculations in this chosen example were
lengthier than we expected, and we have not had time to complete the final case of the induction, but
the method is illustrated. We can show that any perfect triangle arising in this instance would have
to have side lengths at least 101010 . The reason we know this is that we can prove n must be say
{−4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 3} (mod 106) by explicit calculations and so a counter example would have n
at least 106, which means the coordinates of (x, y) on the curve would be approximately exp(1012) in
size.
1.7 Future directions
In this thesis, we study the gap that exists in the current literature. Therefore, in reviewing these gaps,
it is apparent that a further study could be conducted on the defining equations of Heron triangles with
two rational medians to prove the existence or non-existence of a perfect triangle.
The research problems could be presented as following :
1. To find a perfect triangle from any of the eight curves introduced in the literature by [4], [5] and
[1].
2. Can the methodology introduced in this thesis be applied and extended to other curves apart
from the one studied in this thesis, which is the curve C4?
3. If there does not exist any such perfect triangles arising from curve C4, can a proof be written
specifically for this curve? And is it possible to generalize or extend the proof on the remaining
curves apart from C4?
These multi faceted holistic problems will be presented as segmented topics of interest in this thesis,
and addressed in a series of chapters as a contribution to the current body of knowledge.
1this indicates that there may exist one or more further points on the curve that is of enormous height which could
possibly form a perfect triangle
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1.8 Thesis Outline
The outline of this thesis will concentrate on the curve C4. In Chapter 2, we illustrate the background
equation on how to obtain a triangle with six of seven parameters to be rational. In Section 2.2 of
this chapter, we wish to determine if any rational points on the curve C4 gives rational solution m
of equation (2.9). Making a change of variables, we may describe C4 via its Weierstrass equation
(2.11). In these coordinates, equation (2.9) becomes Z(nP ) = R(xn)− S(xn)yn = , where R and
S are given by (2.13) and (2.14). The curve C4 has Mordell-Weil group C4(Q) ' Z × Z/2Z 2 with
generator P of infinite order and torsion point T of order 2. Thus, any point in C4(Q) may be written
as nP + εT for n ∈ Z and ε ∈ {0, 1}. Thus, we need to determine if Z(nP + εT ) =  has any
solutions. Exploiting some symmetries, it is not hard to show that we may just consider ε = 0 and
n ≥ −4 (see Lemma 2.2.3), Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. The expression of Z(nP ) will then identify the
existence or non-existence of perfect triangle arising from curve C4 as stated in Theorem 2.2.1. The
question now is does there exist an integer n ≥ −4 such that Z(nP ) = .
Let
X = {n ∈ N | Z(nP ) = R(xn)− S(xn) · yn = }
be the unknown set of n ≥ −4 which gives Z(nP ) a square and let Y = {−4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 3} to be
the initial set of obvious solutions which is obtained from Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. We shall prove that
X = Y by showing that for some (suitably chosen) k, t ∈ Z+ we have X ≡ Y (mod 2tk). The main
step is the inductive implication of X ≡ Y (mod 2tk) implying X ≡ Y (mod 2t+1k). If n ∈ X ,
then we must eliminate the possibilities n ≡ 2tk + µ (mod 2t+1k) for µ ∈ Y . We illustrate this by
using an example as follows :
Example 1.8.1. Let k = 11, then the only ones that give a square are n ≡ −4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 3
(mod 11). By lifting the modulo, these six values gives rise to additional six problematic values, so
called n ≡ 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14 (mod 22).
2See Sage code C.13
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We want to show that upon lifting n ≡ −4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 3 (mod 11) will result only in n ≡
−4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 3 (mod 22) with the six problematic values n ≡ 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14 (mod 22) be-
ing eliminated such that there are no other solutions apart from n ≡ −4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 3 (mod 22)
that gives a square. In general, every k that works gives rise to six problematic values upon lifting
modulo, which we wish to eliminate by creating some conditions upon them. Conditions applied on
each of the cases in µ ∈ Y leads us to Table 3.2, eliminating n ≡ {k − 4, k − 3, k − 1, k, k + 3}
(mod 2t+1k) except for the case µ = −2 which we discuss further in Section 5.3 of Chapter 5.






Theorem 3.0.3) where δ(µ) is such as Table 3.2 and q denotes the indicator prime (see Definition
3.0.1 and Definition 3.0.2). This condition ensures the lifting from X ≡ Y \{−2} (mod 2tk) to
X ≡ Y \{−2} (mod 2t+1k) for suitable choices of t, k ∈ Z+. The case µ = −2 had to be dealt in





= −1 does not exist for which we cannot
eliminate the lifting of n ≡ 2tk − 2 (mod 2t+1k). We will discuss further the case µ = −2 ∈ Y






conditions were symmetry around µ = −2, which implies that in the following chapter we only need
to deal with the case µ ∈ {−1, 0, 3}.
In Chapter 4, we proof the existence of the indicator prime, q, in each of the cases µ ∈ Y \{−2} by






−1 ensures the lifting of n ≡ Y \{−2} (mod 2tk) to n ≡ Y \{−2} (mod 2t+1k) by eliminating the
five additional cases that occur upon lifting which are n ≡ 2tk − 4, 2tk − 3, 2tk − 1, 2tk, 2tk + 3
(mod 2t+1k). To address that, we need to examine the numerator and denominator of x(kP ) by using
p-adic methods. The congruence classes on Bk (see Lemma 4.1.1) obtained from these conditions
will then lead us to a doubling closed set S, and provide us an initial value of k0 = min(S). This will
then give us congruence conditions on k that satisfies each µ ∈ Y \{−2} as summarized in Table 4.9.
In Chapter 5, since we have proved the existence of such indicator prime, q, in each cases listed in





= −1, we now apply
the congruence conditions obtained to find a suitable pair (M,k0) as defined in Definition 5.1.1 where
M denotes the lcm of all periods listed in Table 4.9 and k = min(S) with S the doubling set contained
in M . In Section 5.2, we will show that by working with the primes that occur in the denominator
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of x(kP ), we eliminate all elements only leaving n ≡ −4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 3 (mod k) by using the
fact that Z(nP ) is not a square modulo primes. In Section 5.3, we look into the case µ = −2 which





= −1 from which we were
unable to eliminate the lifting of n ≡ 2tk − 2 (mod 2t+1k) for k ∈ Z values found in Section 5.1.
Finally in Section 5.4, we proof that the conditions imposed in Table 3.2 ensures that X ≡ Y \{−2}
(mod 2t+1k) for t, k ∈ Z with k ∈ S and since this modulo goes arbitrarily high, we would have
X = Y \{−2}. This section will also prove our main theorem in this thesis stating that there are no
perfect triangles arising from curve C4 except possibly from n ≡ 3024 (mod 6052) which indicates
the existence of one or more further points on the curve of enormous height.
Chapter 6 will then look into potential future work that could be carried forward. In this thesis we con-
centrate on curve C4 and there are remaining 7 curves left which are curve C1, C2, C3, C5, C6, C7, C8.
An overview on Sporadic triangles, i.e the Heron triangles which do not lie on any of the curves




In this chapter, Section 2.1 below illustrates the background equations on how to obtain a triangle with
six of seven parameters to be rational (see [3] and [5] for details). In Section 2.2 we consider a curve,
C, defined by the condition that the discriminant of C4 is a square. We then use C to demonstrate
the connection between the solubility of the genus seven curve, D4, and the condition that a rational
function of the coordinates of a point, on a curve birationally equivalent to C, be a square. The
detailed proofs and calculations exploiting Section 2.2 will appear later on in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.
2.1 Defining equations
This section concentrates on defining sides (2a, 2b, 2c) of a triangle in terms of rational numbers θ and
φ which leads us to Theorem 2.1.1. Consider a triangle with sides (2a, 2b, 2c) and medians (k, l,m)
that are incident with respect to the sides (2a, 2b, 2c).
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The medians can be expressed in terms of the half-sides as follows
4k2 = 2b2 + 2c2 − a2
4l2 = 2c2 + 2a2 − b2
4m2 = 2a2 + 2b2 − c2.
(2.1)
Factorizing (2.1) over the field Q(
√
2) gives














































































(2cb− ak)2 − 2(ck − ab)2
(k2 − 2b2)2
=
a2(k2 − 2b2)− 2c2(k2 − 2b2)2
(k2 − 2b2)2
=













2 is just −1. In other words, k + b√2 is just some unit
of Q(
√
2) multiplied by a + c
√









Thus, r2 + t2 = 2s2 and so r and t have same parity. Letting 2R = r + t and 2T = r − t leads to
R2 + T 2 = S2. Using the general Pythagorean triple gives
r = 2p1q1 + p1 − q21
s = p21 + q
2
1
t = ±(2p1q1 − p21 + q21)
(2.2)
where gcd(p1, q1) = 1 and 2 | p1q1. Now a similar analysis can be applied to the other two median






























































= −1. So as in equation (2.2),
the variables u, v, w and x, y, z are expressible in terms of the parameters p2, q2 and p3, q3 respectively.
Equating the irrational parts of equation (2.3) leads to
rc+ sa = tb
ua+ vb = wc
xb+ yc = za.
(2.4)













So any integer sided triangle with two integer medians has sides proportional to
a = tw − rv
b = sw + ru
c = tu+ sv.
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Here, we switch back from half-sides (2a, 2b, 2c) to sides (a, b, c) since the 1/2-s are absorbed into the
constant of proportionality. Substituting for the parameters r, s, t and u, v, w as given by equations
like (2.2), the sides can now be expressed by
a = −4p1q1p22 + 2(2p1q1 − p21 + q21)p2q2 + 2(q21 − p21)q22
b = (2p1q1 − 2q21)p22 + 2(p1q1 + 2p21)p2q2 + 2(q21 − p1q1)q22




2 + 2(2p1q1 − p21 + q21)p2q2 + 2(p21 − p1q1)q22
(2.5)
where p1, q1, p2, q2 ∈ N. Since a, b, c can either be positive or negative by equation (2.1), one may
take without loss of generality, the positive sign in equation (2.2). However, u, v, w can also take both
positive and negative values. Comparing the result of the eight possible permutations of the signs of
u, v, w on the form of a, b, c leads to only four distinct types.
u v w a b c
+ + + tw − rv sw + ru tu+ sv
+ + − −tw − rv −sw + ru tu+ sv
+ − + tw + rv sw + ru tu− sv
+ − − −tw + rv −sw + ru tu− sv
The last three forms are all equivalent to the first form of equation (2.5) by the respective interchanges
(p1, q1, p2, q2) =⇒ (−q1, p1,−q2, p2)
(p1, q1, p2, q2) =⇒ (p1, q1,−q2, p2)
(p1, q1, p2, q2) =⇒ (−q1, p1, p2, q2).
The above argument leads to the following theorem as stated in [3, p. 38].
Theorem 2.1.1. If the rational numbers a, b and c are lengths of sides of a triangle with at least two
rational medians, then
a = τ[(−2φθ2 − φ2θ) + (2θφ− φ2) + θ + 1]
b = τ[(φθ2 + 2φ2θ) + (2θφ− θ2)− φ+ 1]
c = τ[(φθ2 − φ2θ) + (θ2 + 2θφ+ φ2) + θ − φ]
(2.6)
where θ, φ, τ ∈ Q are constrained such that τ > 0, 0 < θ < 1, 0 < φ < 1 and φ+ 2θ > 1.
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Apparently τ is a scaling factor; if T is a rational triangle with various parameters rational, so is any
rational scaling of T .
Triangle with 3 sides (a, b, c) ∈ Q
and 2 medians (k, l) ∈ Q
with constraints
a+ b < c
b+ c < a
c+ a < b
a, b, c > 0
a = τ[(−2φθ2 − φ2θ) + (2θφ− φ2) + θ + 1]
b = τ[(φθ2 + 2φ2θ) + (2θφ− θ2)− φ+ 1]
c = τ[(φθ2 − φ2θ) + (θ2 + 2θφ+ φ2) + θ − φ]
with constraints
τ > 0, 0 < θ < 1, 0 < φ < 1 and φ+ 2θ > 1
Figure 2.1: Bijection between triangles with 5 rational parameters (a, b, c, k, l) with θφ-plane
Since the parameters (τ, φ, θ) are rational, the corresponding triangle has rational sides and two ratio-
nal medians, namely k and l, but not necessarily rational area. The scaling factor τ is usually set to
one, in which, solving for θ and φ gives1
θ =
c− a±√2c2 + 2a2 − b2
a+ b+ c
φ =




If we bootstrap the process by substituting equation (2.6) into equation (2.7) via
(a, b, c) = (a(θ, φ), b(θ, φ), c(θ, φ)),
the pair of equations for (θ−, φ+) lead to the identities θ− = θ and φ+ = φ. However, the other pair
leads to the transformation2
d(θ, φ) =
(
θφ+ 2φ2 − θ − φ− 1
3θφ+ θ − φ+ 1 ,
−2θ2 − θφ− θ − φ+ 1
3θφ+ θ − φ+ 1
)
. (2.8)
This maps a point in the θφ-plane to a related point which corresponds to the same triangle. Geo-
metrically speaking, this amounts to simply flipping the triangle about the third median, that is, by
interchanging sides a and b and simultaneously medians k and l.
The motivating question here is how many of these seven parameters, three sides, three medians and
area, can be rational? All rational sided (a, b, c) with two rational medians parameterised by equation
1See SAGE code C.1
2See SAGE code C.2
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a = τ[(−2φθ2 − φ2θ) + (2θφ− φ2) + θ + 1]
b = τ[(φθ2 + 2φ2θ) + (2θφ− θ2)− φ+ 1]
c = τ[(φθ2 − φ2θ) + (θ2 + 2θφ+ φ2) + θ − φ]
with constraints
τ > 0, 0 < θ < 1, 0 < φ < 1 and φ+ 2θ > 1
θ =
c− a±√2c2 + 2a2 − b2
a+ b+ c
φ =
b− c±√2b2 + 2c2 − a2
a+ b+ c
Figure 2.2: Bijection map between triangles with 3 rational sides and two rational medians
(a, b, c, k, l) with θφ-plane
(2.6) substituted into the third median equation, m, in (2.1) leads to a surface some of whose rational
points correspond to triangles with a third rational median. This surface is given by3
4m2 = 4 + 9φ2θ4 − 4φ+ 18θφ+ 4θ + 6φθ2 − 6φ2θ − 6φθ4 − 22θφ3 + 6φ2θ2
+ 6φ4θ + 9φ4θ2 − 22φθ3 + 18φ3θ2 − 18φ2θ3 + 18φ3θ3 − 3φ2 − 3θ2+
φ4 + θ4 − 2θ3 + 2φ3 = f4(θ, φ).
The area of a triangle,4, can be expressed in terms of the sides (a, b, c) of triangle by using Heron’s
formula for the area given by




is the semi-perimeter. Alternatively, it can also be written in the form
T : 1642 = 2a2b2 + 2b2c2 + 2c2a2 − a4 − b4 − c4
or expressed in terms of θ and φ as4
Tφθ : 42 = 16θφ(θ2 − 1)(φ2 − 1)(3θφ+ θ − φ+ 1)(2θ + φ− 1)(θ + 2φ+ 1)(θ − φ+ 1). (2.9)
It has been shown in [5] that every rational point onC4 such that 0 < θ < 1, 0 < φ < 1 and 2θ+φ > 1
corresponds to a triangle with rational sides, rational area and two rational medians. The sides of a
triangle corresponding to a point (θ, φ) ∈ C4(Q) given by (2.6) immediately imply that the sides
and two medians are rational so we need to only check the area 4 as whether or not (a, b, c) form a
3See SAGE code C.3
4See SAGE code C.4
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proper triangle. Substituting (a, b, c) into the triangle inequalities provide the following inequalities5
in terms of θ and φ. These inequalities exclude regions6 in which proper triangles cannot form. The
remaining four regions contains copies of the same set of triangles and it is sufficient to just consider
one of them. (See Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4).
a, b, c > 0
a+ b ≤ c
b+ c ≤ a
c+ a ≤ b
(θ − 1)(φ+ 1)(θ − φ+ 1) ≥ 0
φ(θ + 1)(2θ + φ− 1) ≤ 0
θ(φ− 1)(θ + 2φ+ 1) ≥ 0
Figure 2.3: Bijection map between the constraints in triangles with three rational sides with two
rational medians (a, b, c, k, l) with θφ-plane
φ = θ + 1 φ = 1− 2θ
2φ = −θ − 1
θ
φ
Figure 2.4: The excluded region of the θφ-plane
In the following sections and chapters, we will investigate further into the methodology described in
Section 1.8 and finally prove Theorem 1.6.1.
2.2 A condition for the existence of perfect triangle
The following theorem is one of our main results in this thesis.
Theorem 2.2.1. Finding a perfect triangle corresponding to an appropriate rational point on the curve
5See SAGE code C.5
6Refer Sage code C.9
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C4 is equivalent to finding an integer n such that Z(nP ) = R(x)− S(x)y =  where (xn, yn) = nP ,
P = (−21, 324) is an infinite order generator of the curve
E : y2 = (x− 15)(x2 + 15x− 3042)
and R(x), S(x) ∈ Z[x] are polynomials of degree 16 and degree 14 defined below.
Proof.
The curve C4 satisfies conditions such that six of seven parameters are rational given by three rational
sides (a, b, c), two rational medians, k and l, as well as rational area. We only need to check if the
third median, m of equation (2.1) is a rational. Since we are searching for rational points on C4, we
require the corresponding discriminant of C4 with respect to θ, say C, to be a square7, therefore all
the rational points which force this correspond to rational points on the elliptic curve
C : v2 = φ4 − 2φ3 + 5φ2 + 8φ+ 4.
We want to find rational values φ, θ and m that simultaneously satisfy the curve C4 and the surface
4m2 = f4(φ, θ). Taking the resultant of C4 and f4(φ, θ) with respect to θ gives8
D4 : 16φ
4m4 − 8A(φ)m2 +B(φ) = 0 (2.10)
with
A =18φ10 − 54φ9 + 59φ8 + 130φ7 − 209φ6 − 98φ5 + 407φ4 + 362φ3 + 49φ2 − 16φ+ 8
B = 9(φ+ 1)2(φ4 − 2φ3 + 2φ2 + 2φ+ 1)(4φ8 − 52φ7 + 373φ6 + 68φ5 − 445φ4 + 72φ3
+ 163φ2 − 48φ+ 9).
The curve D4 is a curve of genus 7. Thus, by Faltings’ theorem [12], D4 consists of finitely many
rational points9. It contains the following 14 rational points given by
(φ,m) = {∞, (−1, 0), (−1,±2), (−1/2,±9/8), (0,±9/8), (1,±2), (1,±18), (3,±18)}.
However, the factorisation of D4 using the curve C to replace the square root of a quartic in φ with v
gives
7See SAGE code C.6
8See SAGE code C.8
9See Sage code C.7
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φ(
(16φ4m4 − 8Am2 +B)− 16φ4
(
m2 − A+ 2Fv
4φ4
)(




where F = 9φ8 − 18φ7 − 7φ6 + 45φ5 − 21φ4 − 74φ3 − 18φ2 + 6φ− 2.
Since φ 6= 0, D4 = 0 and m 6= 0 otherwise it will form a degenerate triangle, one of the two factors
on the LHS has to be zero. Thus, we have
16φ4
(
m2 − A+ 2Fv
4φ4
)(





[4φ4m2 − (A+ 2Fv)][4φ4m2 − (A− 2Fv)] = 0
which implies that either A+ 2Fv or A− 2Fv is a non-zero square. Hence if φ 6= 0, equation (2.10)
has a rational root m iff one of A± 2Fv is a non-zero square. Also, note that if (φ, v) is a point on C
so is (φ,−v), thus without loss of generality the third median is rational iff A+ 2Fv is a square.
By making change of variables from C, we obtain the elliptic curve
E : y2 = x3 − 3267x+ 45630
= (x− 15)(x2 + 15x− 3042)
(2.11)
via the following maps10
C → E : x = 35φ
2 + 24φ+ 12v + 24
φ2
, y = 108
−φ3 + 5φ2 + 2φv + 12φ+ 4v + 8
φ3
E → C : φ = 12 6− x
6x− y − 198 , v = 2
x3 − 18x2 + 3267x− 324y − 71658
x3 + 36x2 − 12xy − 5643x+ 396y + 84834 .
The discriminant of E is 214 · 314 · 17 which is zero upon reduction by the primes 2, 3, 17. These are
called the primes of bad reduction on E. Furthermore11, E(Q) ∼= Z ⊕ Z/2Z with 2-torsion point
T = (15, 0) and generator P = (−21, 324). The Cremona label12 of E is ‘102a1’. Also, E has points




(−15 + 27β), 0
]






where β2 = 17. All the rational
points on E can be written as nP + εT with ε ∈ {0, 1}.
10See SAGE code C.11 and C.12
11See SAGE code C.13
12See SAGE code C.13
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Figure 2.5: Elliptic curve E : y2 = x3 − 3267x+ 45630
Rewriting A+ 2Fv in terms of x, y requires that13
64
(−12xy + 396y + x3 + 36x2 − 5643x+ 84834)2(6x− y − 198)8 (R(x)− S(x) · y) (2.12)
is a square where
R(x) =81x16 + 40662x15 + 14353281x14 − 460241028x13 − 644722959186x12 + 39379675354740x11
+ 5212980804862026x10 − 415546630058854656x9 − 8202010485984353739x8 + 1396767997
483732402758x7 − 27550698906220673513787x6 − 1044392234943529703379852x5 + 6077039
8462922893831446348x4 − 1284453663719469166478575296x3 + 1418384464187971598845007
4288x2 − 81800517874945025246941522368x+ 196162341839727571433321441856
(2.13)
and
S(x) =3240x14 + 456840x13 + 188268624x12 − 45834271200x11 − 2435651997264x10 + 6823537672819
68x9 − 7053953405575680x8 − 2553415737499629216x7 + 98906717445152189544x6 + 13481174
11901578667784x5 − 162666175355778441465360x4 + 4276857451171442758058304x3 − 544566
00108308451946891776x2 + 350065581968511893813480064x− 918312303919436410092339456.
(2.14)
The numerator and denominator of the leading factor of (2.12) are both squares, hence we are only
left to check if R(x)−S(x) ·y is a square. For brevity, we denote Z(nP ) = R(xn)−S(xn) ·yn. This
completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.1.
Now we have the following definition.
13See Sage code C.14, C.15
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Corollary 2.2.2. Let
X = {n ∈ N | Z(nP ) = R(xn)− S(xn) · yn = }
Y = {−4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 3}.
If X = Y , then there are no perfect triangles arising from C4, and the set of rational points on D4 are
exactly
(φ,m) = {∞, (−1, 0), (−1,±2), (−1/2,±9/8), (0,±9/8), (1,±2), (1,±18), (3,±18)}.
C4 ∩ third median ∈ Q
There exist (m,φ) satisfying D4
16φ4m4 − 8A(φ)m2 +B(φ) = 0
with φ, θ,m ∈ Q
A± 2Fv = 
which can be written
in terms of x, y as
Z(nP ) =
R(x)− S(x) · y = 
iff iff
Figure 2.6: Bijection map between curve C4 and Z(nP ) = R(x)− S(x) · y = 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Observation from Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 leads to the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2.3. Z(nP ) is a non-zero square iff Z(nP + T ) is a non-zero square.
Proof.
Let nP = (xn, yn) ∈ E(Q). Let Z = Z(nP ) · Z(nP + T ) with all obvious square factors removed.
We claim that Z is a square. We have14
Z = Z(nP ) · Z(nP + T ) = f32 + 4f2f12f16y.
LetR = f16 and Q = 2f2f12. Then,
(R+Qy)2 = R2 +Q2y2 + 2RQy
= [R2 +Q2 · (x3 − 3267x+ 45630)] + 4f16f2f12y.
We have checked that 15
R2 +Q2 · (x3 − 3267x+ 45630) = f32.
Thus,
(R+Qy)2 = f32 + 4f2f12f16y = Z
which implies that Z is a square. Thus, Z(nP ) = Z(nP + T ) modulo squares.
14See Sage code C.16
15See Sage code C.17
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Chapter 3
Eliminating lifted multiples of a point
For each of the five problematic values of µ ∈ Y \{−2}, we compute a corresponding integer δ(µ)
which represents the square-free part of Z(µP ⊕T ′) (see Table 3.2) with the property that there exists





= −1. These will be used to eliminate certain lifted multiples of P . We
first have the following definition for indicator prime, q.
Definition 3.0.1. Let k ∈ Z+. We say q is a 2-torsion prime for k if q 6= 2, 3, 17 such that kP˜ 6= O, T
but 2kP˜ = O in E(Fq) where P˜ is the reduction of P onto the curve E(Fq). This implies that
kP˜ = T ′ or T ′′ in E(Fq).
Definition 3.0.2. Let k ∈ Z+ and µ = Y \{−2}. We say q is an indicator prime for (k, µ) if q is a






If the same q is simultaneously an indicator prime for (k, µ) for each µ ∈ Y \{−2}, we say q is a
universal indicator prime for k.
From Table 2.1 and Table 2.2, we are claiming that the only small values of n that makes Z(nP ) a
square are µ ∈ Y = {−4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 3}. We now have the following theorem that provide con-
ditions applied to each of the cases in µ ∈ Y \{−2} to ensure the lifting of n ≡ Y \{−2} (mod 2tk)
to n ≡ Y \{−2} (mod 2t+1k) eliminating the five so-called problematic values, namely n ≡ k + µ
(mod 2t+1k) for µ ∈ Y \{−2}. The indicator primes, q, satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem
are exactly the q occurring in the denominator of 2kP˜ but not the denominator of kP˜ and satisfying
x(kP˜ ) 6= 15.
Theorem 3.0.3. Suppose there exists an indicator prime, q, then for every µ ∈ Y \{−2} there exists





= −1 which implies Z((2k ⊕ µ)P ) 6= 
38
Proof.
Suppose q 6= 2, 3, 17. Let W = kP˜ = (xW , yW ). This has exact order 2 and W 6= T . So yW = 0 and
xW is a root of (x− 15)(x2 + 15x− 3042) which is xW = 32(−5± 9β) where β2 = 17. The quadratic




= 1 which implies ±q = 1, 2, 4, 8 (mod 17).
Let µ ∈ Z and µ 6= 0. Let µP = (r, s) and Q = (k⊕ µ)P = (xQ, yQ). Then 2Q˜ = 2µP˜ but Q˜ 6= µP˜










(−5 + 9β), 0
)
be the
other 2-torsion points. Thus











(−5 + 9β), 0
)
.
In both cases adding this on the curve gives us1
xQ˜ =
3(−5 + 9β)r2 − 45(5 + 9β)r + 27(8575− 3267β)
2r2 + (30− 54β)r + (6309− 405β)
and
yQ˜ = 243s
(−5β + 51)r + (−726β + 1530)
−2r3 + (81β − 45)r2 + (1215β − 18927)r + (88209β − 140265) .
If the denominator of xQ˜ = 0, then 3
3(2r + 15)β = 2r2 + 30r + 6309. Squaring both sides yields
36 ·17(2r+15)2 = (2r2+30r+6309)2 which gives 4(r2+15r−3042)2 = 0. Since q 6= 2, this would
force (r, s) to be T ′ or T ′′, so Q˜ is a sum of two of T ′ and T ′′. Such a sum is either T orO which gives
a contradiction. Similarly, equating the denominator of yQ˜ = 0 gives 4(r
2 + 15r− 3042)3 = 0 and an
identical contradiction is achieved. This implies that both denominators of xQ˜ and yQ˜ are non-zero.
Rationalising the denominators of these equations gives us2
xQ˜ =
3
2(r2 + 15r − 3042)
(





2(r2 + 15r − 3042)2
(







































−2 (162β + 681,−5994β − 24786) [213 · 322 · 5 · 19 · 379 · 1433 · 1481β + 213 · 323 · 199 · 527732929]2





























Table 3.1: Z(Q˜) a square for µ ∈ Y .
Substituting xQ˜ and yQ˜ into the expression of Z(Q˜) gives Table 3.1.
We define δ(µ) to be the square-free part of Z(Q˜). For each of the five problematic values of µ ∈
Y {−2} we compute a corresponding integer δ(µ) (see Table 3.1) with the property that there exists a





= −1. These will be used to eliminate certain lifted multiples of P . Note
that, µ = −2 does not posses a square-free part and we will further discuss this case in Section 5.3 of





= −1 obtained in the table above.






implies that there is no perfect triangle arising from nP with n ≡ k − 1 (mod 2k). For example,
if we consider k = 16. The primes q 6= 2, 3, 17, in the denominator of 32P but not 16P such that





= −1 for q = 1326053 and
2774248223. Thus, we conclude that n 6≡ 15 (mod 32).




= −1, implies that there is no perfect triangle arising from nP with n ≡ k +
3 (mod 2k). For example if we consider k = 40. The primes q 6= 2, 3, 17 in the denominator




= −1 for q = 11 and 271. Thus, we conclude that n 6≡ 43 (mod 80).






implies that there is no perfect triangle arising from nP with n ≡ k − 3 (mod 2k). For example
if we consider k = 40. The primes q 6= 2, 3, 17 in the denominator of 40P but not 20P such
1See Sage code C.18, C.19
2See Sage code C.20, C.21
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µ ∈ Y δ(µ) Condition applied on δ(µ) Implication upon lifting





= −1 n 6≡ k − 4 (mod 2k)





= −1 n 6≡ k − 3 (mod 2k)
−2 - - Refer Section 5.3 of Chapter 5





= −1 n 6≡ k − 1 (mod 2k)





= −1 n 6≡ k (mod 2k)





= −1 n 6≡ k + 3 (mod 2k)
Table 3.2: Conditions following from lifting the multiplier.






q = 19, 67, 251, 870931 and 2201234507. Thus, we conclude that n 6≡ 37 (mod 80).


































= −1 for µ ∈ {−1, 0, 3}
which implies that Z((2k + µ)P ) 6= .





= −1 for the case
µ = −2, we need to find a different way of eliminating this case to show that n ≡ 2tk−2 (mod 2t+1k)
is impossible. This case will be discussed in Section 5.3 of Chapter 5. We ultimately obtain congru-
ence conditions on n ∈ X and µ ∈ Y \{−2} from the following result.
Theorem 3.0.7. Let k ∈ Z+. If there exists an indicator prime, q, for (k, µ) then
n ∈ X,µ ∈ Y \{−2} implies n 6≡ k + µ (mod 2k). (3.1)
41
Proof.






= −1 as per Table 3.2 implies that upon lifting we will have n ≡ µ (mod 2t+1k)
eliminating n ≡ 2t + µ (mod 2t+1k).
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Chapter 4
Problematic cases of µ ∈ {−1, 0, 3}





= −1 as in
Table 3.2. In order to find an indicator prime, q, satisfying Theorem 3.0.3 we need to examine the







and let Bk denote the squarefree part
of the quadratic univariate part of the elliptic curve E namely Bk = s2k + 15skd2k − 3042d4k. To find
the primes occurring we can use p-adic methods.
4.1 Bk series
We first have the following lemma which states the form of Bk.
Lemma 4.1.1. Let Bk = s2k+15skd2k−3042d4k with gcd(sk, dk) = 1. Then Bk = (−1)k ·2αk ·3βk ·w2k
where wk is a positive integer with gcd(wk, 2 · 3 · 17) = 1 and αk, βk are given by the following
1.
αk = ord2(Bk) =
2, if 6 - k,0, otherwise
2.
βk = ord3(Bk) =

0, if 8 | k,
4, if 2 | k but 8 - k,
6, if k is odd
3. ord17(Bk) = 0.
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Proof.
1. Points on E(F2) are {[0 : 0 : 1], [0 : 1 : 0], [1 : 0 : 1]}. There are three points modulo 2 and only
two points are smooth which are {(0, 0),O}, which means we have E0(Q2)/E1(Q2) ' Z/2Z. And
for all n ≥ 1 we have En(Q2)/En+1(Q2) ' Z/2Z by the general properties of filtration. We have
6P˜ = O in E(F2), thus, we first calculate the local parameter of 6P which is given by
z(6P ) = −x
y
= 22 + 23 + 24 + 26 + 27 + 29 +O(210).
To calculate the local parameter of z(6KP ), we use the logarithmic and exponential function of the
formal group of curve E given by (1.6) and (1.7) which yields











Since E has additive reduction and is defined over Q2, the logarithmic function L(z) will be a Z2-
series which implies that the exponential series E(z) is also in Z2[[x]] and so has good convergence
properties. The power series of x(z) and y(z) (see equation (1.4)) are given by
x(z) = z−2 + 3267z2 − 45630z4 − 10673289z6 + · · · (4.3)
and
y(z) = −z−3 − 3267z + 45630z3 + 10673289z5 − 447219630z7 − · · · . (4.4)
We can then calculate x(6KP ) by using these series. Also, to calculate x(6KP ⊕ Uk) we denote
Uk = kP = (xk, yk) with 1 ≤ k ≤ 5. Addition on the curve E(Q2) gives the following x-coordinate
x(6KP ⊕ Uk) = W1
((28 +O(29))x2k + (29 +O(210)))k8 + (25 + 26 + 27
+ 28 +O(29))xkk6 + (1 + 26 + 28 +O(29))k4
where
W1 = ((2
8 +O(29))y2k + ((28 +O(29))x3k + x2k + (29 +O(210))xk))k8 + ((24 + 28 +O(29))x2k
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+ (24 + 26 + 27 +O(28)))k6 + (23 + 24 + 25 + 27 + 28 +O(29))ykk5 + (1 + 26 + 28+
O(29))xkk4 +O(28)k2.
Substituting this power series into Bk gives us the following expression
B(6KP ⊕ Uk) = d4k
W2
(((28 +O(29))x2k + (29 +O(210)))k10 + (25 + 27
+ 28 +O(29))xkk8 + (1 + 26 + 27 + 28 +O(29))k6)
where
W2 = (((2
4 + 25 + 26 + 28 +O(29))xk + (23 + 26 + 27 + 28 +O(29)))ykk7 + ((1 + 26 + 27
+ 28 +O(29))x2k + (1 + 2 + 22 + 23 + 26 +O(29))xk + (2 + 22 + 23 + 24 + 27+
O(29)))k6 + ykk5 + (O(29)xk +O(28))k4 + k2).
We know that 6KP ⊕ Uk does not map to infinity, therefore 2 - dk because if there is any 2 coming
from the denominator of 6KP ⊕ Uk, then we would obtain 6KP ⊕ Uk = O which we do not.
Upon substituting K = 1 and Uk = [xk, yk] where 1 ≤ k ≤ 5 gives Table 4.1.
k x(6P ⊕ Uk) B(6P ⊕ Uk)
1 1 + 2 + 23 +O(26) 22 + 23 + 24 + 25 +O(26)
2 1 + 2 + 24 +O(26) 22 + 25 +O(26)
3 2 + 22 + 25 +O(26) 22 + 23 + 24 + 25 +O(26)
4 1 + 2 + 24 + 25 +O(26) 22 +O(26)
5 1 + 2 + 23 + 25 +O(26) 22 + 23 + 24 +O(26)
Table 4.1: 2-adic series of x(6P ⊕ Uk) and B(6P ⊕ Uk) with K = 1 and 1 ≤ k ≤ 5
From the table, we have ord2(Bk) = 2 if 6 - k.
2. Points in E(F3) = {[0 : 0 : 1], [1 : 1 : 1], [1 : 2 : 1],O} and only three points are smooth which are
{[1 : 1 : 1], [1 : 2 : 1],O}. Thus, Ens(F3) ' Z/3Z.
We have
Bk = s2k + 15skd2k − 3042d4k
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· d4k ≡ (xk)2 · d4k (mod 3).
If 8 | k and 3 - k, then 3 - dk implies Bk 6≡ 0 (mod 3). If 8 | k and 3 | k, then 3 | dk but 3 - sk
because gcd(sk, dk) = 1. Thus, Bk 6≡ 0 (mod 3) implying ord3(Bk) = 0 when 8 | k.
To show the other two cases, we have 24P˜ = O in E(F3). We first calculate the local parameter of
24P which is given by
z(24P ) = −x
y
= 2 · 3 + 32 + 2 · 33 + 2 · 34 +O(35).
To calculate the local parameter of z(24KP ), we use the logarithmic and exponential function of the
formal group of curve E given by (4.1) and (4.2). Since E has additive reduction and is defined over
Q3, the logarithmic function L(z) will be a Z3-series which implies that the exponential series E(z)
is also in Z3[[x]] and so has good convergence properties. The power series of x(z) and y(z) are
given by (4.3) and (4.4). We then use these series to calculate x(24KP ) and x(24KP ⊕ Uk) where
Uk = kP = (xk, yk) with 8 - k. Addition on the curve E(Q3) gives the following x-coordinate
x(24KP ⊕ Uk) = W3
((81x2k + (2 · 37 +O(38)))k6 + (32 + 34 + 36 + 2 · 37 +O(38))
xkk




k + (−81x3k + (2 · 37 +O(38))xk))k6 + ((32 + 33 + 2 · 34 + 2 · 35+
O(38))x2k + (2 · 35 + 37 +O(38)))k4 + (3 + 2 · 32 + 33 + 34 + 2 · 35 + 37+
O(38))ykk3 + (1 + 2 · 3 + 2 · 32 + 2 · 34 + 2 · 35 + 36 +O(38))xkk2 +O(38)).
Substituting this power series into Bk gives us the following expression
B(24KP ⊕ Uk) = d4k ·W4 · [1 + 32 − 114791256k12x6k − 248714388k10x5k − 230409198k8x4k




k + (2xkykk + 2xk) · 3 + (2ykk + 2x2k + xk + 1) · 32 + (2xkykk + ykk + 2x2k
+ xk + 1) · 33 + (xkykk + 2ykk + xk) · 34 + (2ykk + xk + 1) · 35 + (2xkykk
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+ 2ykk + xk + 1) · 36) +O(38).
We know that 24KP ⊕ Uk does not map to infinity, therefore 3 - dk because if there is any 3 coming
from the denominator of 24KP ⊕ Uk, then we would obtain 24KP ⊕ Uk = O which we do not.
Note that if we avoid Uk = 8P and 16P , then we will have (xk, yk) ∈ Z3 and not in Q3.
Upon substituting K = 1 and Uk = kP = (xk, yk) where 8 - k gives Table 4.2.
k x(24P ⊕ Uk) B(24P ⊕ Uk)
1 2 · 3 + 2 · 33 + 2 · 34 + 36 +O(37) 2 · 36 + 37 +O(38)
2 2 · 3 + 2 · 32 + 33 + 2 · 34 + 35 + 2 · 36 +O(37) 34 + 35 + 2 · 36 +O(38)
3 2 · 3 + 35 + 2 · 36 +O(37) 2 · 36 + 37 +O(38)
4 2 · 3 + 32 + 34 + 2 · 35 + 2 · 36 +O(37) 34 + 35 + 36 + 37 +O(38)
5 2 · 3 + 2 · 34 + 36 +O(37) 2 · 36 +O(38)
6 2 · 3 + 2 · 32 + 2 · 33 + 2 · 34 +O(37) 34 + 2 · 35 + 36 + 2 · 37 +O(38)
7 2 · 3 + 2 · 33 + 34 + 36 +O(37) 2 · 36 + 2 · 37 +O(38)
9 2 · 3 + 2 · 33 + 35 + 2 · 36 +O(37) 2 · 36 +O(38)
10 2 · 3 + 2 · 32 + 2 · 34 + 36 +O(37) 34 + 2 · 36 +O(38)
11 2 · 3 + 34 + 2 · 36 +O(37) 2 · 36 + 2 · 37 +O(38)
12 2 · 3 + 32 +O(37) 34 + 35 + 2 · 36 + 37 +O(38)
13 2 · 3 + 34 + 36 +O(37) 2 · 36 + 2 · 37 +O(38)
14 2 · 3 + 2 · 32 + 2 · 34 + 35 + 36 +O(37) 34 + 2 · 36 + 37 +O(38)
15 2 · 3 + 2 · 33 + 35 + 36 +O(37) 2 · 36 +O(38)
17 2 · 3 + 2 · 33 + 34 + 2 · 36 +O(37) 2 · 36 + 2 · 37 +O(38)
18 2 · 3 + 2 · 32 + 2 · 33 + 2 · 34 + 2 · 35 +O(37) 34 + 2 · 35 + 36 + 37 +O(38)
19 2 · 3 + 2 · 34 + 2 · 36 +O(37) 2 · 36 +O(38)
20 2 · 3 + 32 + 34 + 2 · 35 + 36 +O(37) 34 + 35 + 36 + 37 +O(38)
21 2 · 3 + 35 + 36 +O(37) 2 · 36 + 37 +O(38)
22 2 · 3 + 2 · 32 + 33 + 2 · 34 + 2 · 35 +O(37) 34 + 35 + 2 · 36 + 37 +O(38)
23 2 · 3 + 2 · 33 + 2 · 34 +O(37) 2 · 36 + 37 +O(38)
Table 4.2: 3-adic series of x(24P ⊕ Uk) and B(24P ⊕ Uk) with K = 1 and 8 - k
From the table, we have ord3(Bk) = 4 if 2 | k but 8 - k and ord3(Bk) = 6 if k is odd.
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3. To show ord17(Bk) = 0, we have 18P˜ = O in E(F17). We first calculate the local parameter of
18P which is given by
z(18P ) = −x
y
= 14 · 17 + 7 · 172 + 8 · 173 + 12 · 174 +O(175).
To calculate the local parameter of z(18KP ), we use the logarithmic and exponential function of the
formal group of curve E given by (4.1) and (4.2). Since E has additive reduction and is defined over
Q17, the logarithmic function L(z) will be a Z17-series which implies that the exponential series E(z)
is also in Z17[[x]] and so has good convergence properties. The power series of x(z) and y(z) are
given by (4.3) and (4.4). We then calculate x(18KP ) and x(18KP ⊕Uk) where Uk = kP = (xk, yk).
Addition on the curve E(Q17) gives the following x-coordinate
x(18KP ⊕ Uk) = W5
((4 · 174 +O(175))x2k + (8 · 174 +O(175)))k8 + ((172 + 2 · 173 + 12 · 174
+O(175))xk)k6 + (16 + 4 · 17 + 13 · 172 + 14 · 173 + 14 · 174 +O(175))k4
where
W5 = ((8 · 172 + 7 · 173 + 2 · 174 + 11 · 175 + 16 · 176 + 12 · 177 +O(178))x2k+
(10 · 172 + 5 · 173 +O(178)))k6 + (6 · 17 + 5 · 172 + 9 · 174 + 7 · 175 + 10 · 176+
O(177))ykk5 + ((16 + 4 · 17 + 13 · 172 + 14 · 173 + 14 · 174 + 4 · 175 +O(176))xk.
Substituting this power series into Bk gives us the following expression
B(18KP ⊕ Uk) = d
4
k ·W6
3 · 172 + 10 · 173 +O(174))xk)k8+






k + (12 · 17 + 9 · 172 + 174 +O(175))xk + (5 · 17 + 13 · 172 + 12 · 173 + 7 · 174
+O(175)))ykk7 + (x4k + x3k + (16 + 14 · 17 + 15 · 172 + 12 · 173 + 8 · 174 +O(175))x2k
+ (2 + 3 · 17 + 7 · 173 + 12 · 174 +O(175))xk + (16 + 6 · 17 + 10 · 172 + 9 · 173 + 5 · 174
+O(175)))k6 +O(175)ykk5 + (O(174)xk +O(174))k4 + k2).
We know that 18KP ⊕ Uk does not map to O, therefore 17 - dk because if there is any 17 coming
from the denominator of 18KP ⊕ Uk, then we would obtain 18KP ⊕ Uk = O which we do not.
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Upon substituting K = 1 and Uk = (xk, yk) gives Table 4.3.
k x(18P ⊕ Uk) B(18P ⊕ Uk)
1 13+9 ·17+5 ·173+5 ·174+4 ·175+6 ·176+O(177) 8 + 7 · 17+ 8 · 172 +6 · 173 +174 +2 · 176 +O(177)




8 + 11 · 17 + 15 · 172 + 16 · 173 + 15 · 174 + 175 +
13 · 176 +O(177)
4 16 + 7 · 17 + 2 · 172 + 12 · 173 + 10 · 174 + 5 · 175 +
2 · 176 +O(177)
4+9 · 17+6 · 173+14 · 174+3 · 175+176+O(177)
5 7+8 ·17+11 ·172+15 ·174+175+4 ·176+O(177) 2 + 11 · 17+ 12 · 172 +11 · 173 +6 · 174 +13 · 175 +
3 · 176 +O(177)
6 14 + 9 · 17 + 13 · 172 + 5 · 173 + 3 · 174 + 5 · 175 +
176 +O(177)
16 + 10 · 17+ 7 · 172 +11 · 173 +8 · 174 +15 · 175 +
5 · 176 +O(177)
7 11+7 ·17+4 ·173+174+7 ·175+12 ·176+O(177) 15 + 11 · 17+ 3 · 172 +15 · 173 +16 · 174 +6 · 175 +
13 · 176 +O(177)
8 2 + 6 · 17 + 14 · 172 + 4 · 173 + 11 · 174 + 5 · 175 +
9 · 176 +O(177)
1 + 5 · 17 + 9 · 172 + 6 · 173 + 9 · 174 + 9 · 175 + 15 ·
176 +O(177)
9 15+8 ·172+3 ·173+16 ·174+9 ·175+176+O(177) 9+11·172+2·173+11·174+6·175+16·176+O(177)
10 2 + 4 · 17 + 2 · 172 + 11 · 173 + 3 · 174 + 4 · 175 + 7 ·
176 +O(177)
1 + 17 + 14 · 172 + 6 · 173 + 9 · 174 + 176 +O(177)
11 11+ 2 · 17+ 10 · 172 +12 · 173 +10 · 174 +175 +4 ·
176 +O(177)
15 + 13 · 17+ 11 · 172 +12 · 173 +3 · 174 +9 · 175 +
6 · 176 +O(177)
12 14+8·17+8·172+13·173+3·175+14·176+O(177) 16 + 17+ 11 · 172 +14 · 173 +7 · 174 +15 · 175 +6 ·
176 +O(177)
13 7+9 · 17+6 · 172+173+5 · 175+16 · 176+O(177) 2 + 6 · 17 + 5 · 172 + 16 · 173 + 11 · 174 + 7 · 175 +
3 · 176 +O(177)
14 16+9·17+15·172+4·173+8·174+15·176+O(177) 4 + 17 + 3 · 172 + 12 · 173 + 5 · 174 + 16 · 175 + 9 ·
176 +O(177)
15 6 + 11 · 17 + 9 · 172 + 10 · 173 + 7 · 174 + 12 · 175 +
11 · 176 +O(177)
8 + 6 · 17 + 14 · 172 + 13 · 173 + 8 · 174 + 8 · 175 +
11 · 176 +O(177)
16 16 · 17 + 7 · 172 + 15 · 173 + 174 + 12 · 176 +O(177) 1 + 10 · 17 + 7 · 172 + 11 · 173 + 10 · 174 + 3 · 175 +
10 · 176 +O(177)
17 13+10·17+14·172+5·173+3·175+2·176+O(177) 8 + 14 · 17 + 8 · 172 + 15 · 173 + 3 · 174 + 10 · 175 +
13 · 176 +O(177)
Table 4.3: 17-adic series of x(18P ⊕ Uk) and B(18P ⊕ Uk) with K = 1 and 1 ≤ k ≤ 17
From the table, we have ord17(Bk) = 0. Thus, we obtain Bk = (−1)k · 2αk · 3βk · w2k where wk is a
positive integer with gcd(wk, 2 · 3 · 17) = 1.
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Note : The sign of Bk is (−1)k as it can be seen by looking at the R-connected components of elliptic
curve E which from Figure 2.5, E has two connected components.
4.2 Cases of µ ∈ {−1, 0, 3}
We now apply this lemma to prove the following theorems for the case µ = {−1, 0, 3} ∈ Y . From
Table 3.2, we have the conditions that 5 · 29 6= , 13 · 1789 6=  and 5333 · 97324757 6=  where
5, 29, 13, 1789, 5333, 97324757 ≡ 1 (mod 4). We have the following lemma to show that there al-
ways exists a prime number, p, such that product of two primes q1, q2 congruent to 1 modulo 4 is not
a square.
Lemma 4.2.1. Let q1, q2 ≡ 1 (mod 4) be distinct primes. Suppose N ∈ Z satisfies gcd(N, 2q1q2) =

































= +1 for i = 1, 2, the hypotheses on N imply












sk where a, b, c, d ≥ 0
















= (−1)a+c, so b 6≡ c (mod 2). So one of b, c is odd and hence


































Now, we will apply the lemma above to prove the following cases of µ ∈ Y \{−2} in the following
theorems. Also, recall that we have Bk = (−1)k ·2αk ·3βk ·w2k wherewk ∈ Z+ with gcd(wk, 2·3·17) =
1. Let PN (wk) denote the period of wk in Z/NZ. We define
A5 = {k ∈ Z/MZ | wk = square (mod 5) & M = P5(wk)}
A29 = {k ∈ Z/PZ | wk = square (mod 29) & P = P29(wk)}.
It follows that the complement set would be given by
A∗5 = {k ∈ Z/MZ \ A5}
A∗29 = {k ∈ Z/PZ \ A29}.
Theorem 4.2.2. Let k ∈ Z+ satisfying the following congruence condition1
k ≡ A5 (mod 30) and k ≡ A∗29 (mod 102)
or
k ≡ A∗5 (mod 30) and k ≡ A29 (mod 102),
then there exists an indicator prime q 6= 2, 3, 17 and 5 · 29 6=  (mod q) such that µ = −1,−3 ∈ Y








. Substituting these into our elliptic curve gives
y2 =x3 − 3267x+ 45630
t2k =(sk − 15d2k)(s2k + 15skd2k − 3042d4k).
Let Ak = sk − 15d2k and Bk = s2k + 15skd2k − 3042d4k, then we have
t2k = AkBk. (4.5)
Any prime q 6= 2, 3, 17 that divides Bk comes from the denominator of (2kP ) such that sk−15d2k 6≡ 0
(mod q). This means that sk and dk comes from kP˜ , but the primes comes from 2kP˜ because y = 0
but x 6= 15 in E(Fq) since q - Ak. Also, if q - dk then q - sk and hence q | gcd(sk, dk), which leads to




a contradiction. We will now show that Bk is divisible by some prime q such that 5 · 29 6=  (mod q).
This implies two cases as follows :
Case 1: 5 is a square modulo q and 29 is not a square modulo q from which we
obtain
q ≡ ±1 (mod 5) and
q ≡ 2, 3, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 26, 27 (mod 29).
Case 2: 5 is not a square modulo q and 29 is a square modulo q from which we
obtain
q ≡ ±2 (mod 5) and
q ≡ 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 13, 16, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28 (mod 29).
(4.6)
From (4.5), Bk is a square up to factors of 2, 3, 17 which from Lemma 4.1.1 we obtain
Bk = (−1)k · 2αk · 3βk · w2k
with the integer wk divisible by some prime q listed in either cases in (4.6). Also, this integer wk
satisfies the condition such that kP˜ is not the point T˜ = (15, 0), but 2kP˜ is the point at infinity. This
implies that q is congruent to the one listed in (4.6) which leads to Z(nP ) not a square. Recall that the
exponents αk and βk are specified in Lemma 4.1.1 from which we know that αk has a period of 6, βk
has a period of 8 while (−1)k has a period of 2. This gives us periodic of modulo lcm(2, 6, 8) = 24.












Bk = s2k + 15skd2k − 3042d4k
≡ s2k − 2d4k (mod 5)
≡ d4k(x2k − 2) (mod 5).






(mod 5) which leads to a contradiction since 2 is not a square modulo 5. Also, if 5 | dk, then
Bk ≡ s2k (mod 5). We know that t2k = AkBk and Ak ≡ sk (mod 5), substituting gives us









Thus, we have sk ≡ ±1 (mod 5) which implies Bk ≡ 1 (mod 5) which implies that Bk is
periodic modulo 5.
2. If 5 - dk, then Bk ≡ x2k − 2 (mod 5). Thus, xk is periodic modulo 5 since 5P˜ = O. Therefore,
Bk is periodic modulo 5 as well.





has a period dividing lcm(24, 5) = 120. Table 4.4












+1, for k ≡ 0,±1,±2,±3,±4,±7,±8,±9,±11,±13,±14 (mod 30)−1, for k ≡ ±5,±6,±10,±12, 15 (mod 30).
We denote the following notations for respective k in each cases.
A5 : k ≡ 0,±1,±2,±3,±4,±7,±8,±9,±11,±13,±14 (mod 30)







1 1 +O(52) 1
2 1 +O(52) 1
3 1 +O(52) 1
4 4 + 3 · 5 +O(52) 1
5 3 + 2 · 5 +O(52) −1
6 2 +O(52) −1
7 1 + 3 · 5 +O(52) 1
8 1 + 3 · 5 +O(52) 1
9 1 +O(52) 1
10 2 + 4 · 5 +O(52) −1
11 4 + 4 · 5 +O(52) 1
12 2 + 4 · 5 +O(52) −1
13 1 + 4 · 5 +O(52) 1
14 4 + 2 · 5 +O(52) 1
15 3 + 2 · 5 +O(52) −1
16 4 + 3 · 5 +O(52) 1
17 4 + 3 · 5 +O(52) 1
18 3 + 2 · 5 +O(52) −1
19 4 + 2 · 5 +O(52) 1
20 2 + 5 +O(52) −1
21 4 + 4 · 5 +O(52) 1
22 4 + 3 · 5 +O(52) 1
23 4 + 5 +O(52) 1
24 2 + 5 +O(52) −1
25 3 + 3 · 5 +O(52) −1
26 1 + 2 · 5 +O(52) 1
27 4 +O(52) 1
28 1 + 5 +O(52) 1
29 1 + 4 · 5 +O(52) 1






31 4 + 2 · 5 +O(52) 1
32 4 + 4 · 5 +O(52) 1
33 1 + 2 · 5 +O(52) 1
34 4 + 3 · 5 +O(52) 1
35 2 +O(52) −1
36 3 + 3 · 5 +O(52) −1
37 4 +O(52) 1
38 1 + 5 +O(52) 1
39 1 + 5 +O(52) 1
40 3 +O(52) −1
41 1 + 4 · 5 +O(52) 1
42 2 + 3 · 5 +O(52) −1
43 1 + 3 · 5 +O(52) 1
44 4 +O(52) 1
45 2 + 4 · 5 +O(52) −1
46 1 + 5 +O(52) 1
47 4 +O(52) 1
48 3 + 2 · 5 +O(52) −1
49 1 +O(52) 1
50 3 + 4 · 5 +O(52) −1
51 1 + 5 +O(52) 1
52 4 + 4 · 5 +O(52) 1
53 4 +O(52) 1
54 3 +O(52) −1
55 2 + 2 · 5 +O(52) −1
56 1 + 4 · 5 +O(52) 1
57 4 +O(52) 1
58 1 + 3 · 5 +O(52) 1
59 4 +O(52) 1






61 4 + 4 · 5 +O(52) 1
62 4 + 3 · 5 +O(52) 1
63 4 + 4 · 5 +O(52) 1
64 1 + 2 · 5 +O(52) 1
65 2 +O(52) −1
66 3 +O(52) −1
67 4 + 3 · 5 +O(52) 1
68 4 + 4 · 5 +O(52) 1
69 4 + 5 +O(52) 1
70 3 + 3 · 5 +O(52) −1
71 1 + 4 · 5 +O(52) 1
72 3 +O(52) −1
73 4 + 5 +O(52) 1
74 1 + 2 · 5 +O(52) 1
75 2 + 3 · 5 +O(52) −1
76 1 + 2 · 5 +O(52) 1
77 1 + 3 · 5 +O(52) 1
78 2 + 4 · 5 +O(52) −1
79 1 + 4 · 5 +O(52) 1
80 3 + 3 · 5 +O(52) −1
81 1 + 3 · 5 +O(52) 1
82 1 +O(52) 1
83 1 + 5 +O(52) 1
84 3 +O(52) −1
85 2 +O(52) −1
86 4 + 2 · 5 +O(52) 1
87 1 +O(52) 1
88 4 + 3 · 5 +O(52) 1
89 4 + 4 · 5 +O(52) 1






91 1 + 4 · 5 +O(52) 1
92 1 + 3 · 5 +O(52) 1
93 4 +O(52) 1
94 1 + 4 · 5 +O(52) 1
95 3 + 2 · 5 +O(52) −1
96 2 + 4 · 5 +O(52) −1
97 1 + 4 · 5 +O(52) 1
98 4 + 4 · 5 +O(52) 1
99 4 + 3 · 5 +O(52) 1
100 2 +O(52) −1
101 4 + 4 · 5 +O(52) 1
102 3 + 2 · 5 +O(52) −1
103 4 +O(52) 1
104 1 + 5 +O(52) 1
105 3 +O(52) −1
106 4 +O(52) 1
107 1 + 3 · 5 +O(52) 1
108 2 + 3 · 5 +O(52) −1
109 4 +O(52) 1
110 2 + 4 · 5 +O(52) −1
111 4 + 3 · 5 +O(52) 1
112 1 + 5 +O(52) 1
113 1 + 4 · 5 +O(52) 1
114 2 + 5 +O(52) −1
115 3 + 4 · 5 +O(52) −1
116 4 + 3 · 5 +O(52) 1
117 1 + 2 · 5 +O(52) 1
118 4 + 4 · 5 +O(52) 1
119 1 + 2 · 5 +O(52) 1
120 1 + 3 · 5 +O(52) 1
Table 4.4: wk for k = 1, · · · , 120
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k Bk wk wk (mod 5)
1 −22 · 36 1 1
2 22 · 34 1 1
3 −22 · 36 1 1
4 22 · 34 · 192 19 -1
5 −22 · 36 · 132 13 -2
6 34 · 1272 127 2
7 −22 · 36 · 12912 1291 1
8 22 · 147412 14741 1
9 −22 · 36 · 79012 7901 1
10 22 · 34 · 31566972 3156697 2
11 −22 · 36 · 472 · 7998172 47 · 799817 -1
12 34 · 192 · 64902132 19 · 6490213 2
13 −22 · 36 · 1492 · 2392 · 7536112 149 · 239 · 753611 1
14 22 · 34 · 532 · 589632031632 53 · 58963203163 -1
15 −22 · 36 · 132 · 13612 · 12774967912 13 · 1361 · 1277496791 -2
16 22 · 13260532 · 27742482232 1326053 · 2774248223 -1
17 −22 · 36 · 5572 · 33312 · 51472 · 1086494812 557 · 3331 · 5147 · 108649481 -1
18 34 · 1272 · 2712 · 3592 · 112830394592712 127 · 271 · 359 · 11283039459271 -2
19 −22 · 36 · 1572 · 1903672 · 4171920734848312 157 · 190367 · 417192073484831 -1
20 192 · 672 · 2512 · 173272 · 8709312 · 22012345072 19 · 67 · 251 · 17327 · 870931 · 2201234507 2
21 −22·36·12792·12912·1735492·15052272·18268253172 1279 · 1291 · 173549 · 1505227 · 1826825317 -1
22 22 · 34 · 772392 · 14779466589732 · 181917772620772 77239 · 1477946658973 · 18191777262077 -1
23 −22 · 36 · 20532 · 2402572 · 6647081812 ·
5313697376727592
2053 · 240257 · 664708181 · 531369737672759 -1
24 83892 · 147412 · 51683576785065855501802023432 8389 · 14741 · 5168357678506585550180202343 2
25 −22 · 36 · 132 · 1032 ·
6433558716849569776701412946656078372
13 · 103 · 643355871684956977670141294665607837 -2
26 22 · 34 · 303472 · 498577372 · 3575349178492992 ·
17065748163198012
30347 · 49857737 · 357534917849299 ·
1706574816319801
1
27 −22 · 36 · 6592 · 15432 · 79012 · 58084032 ·
1588441372 · 11583425112 · 508274752272
659 · 1543 · 7901 · 5808403 · 158844137 · 1158342511 ·
50827475227
-1
28 22 · 34 · 192 · 9871432 ·
6356166346157371910077564031104365134 · 287932
19 · 987143 ·
6356166346157371910077564031104365134 · 28793
1





30 34 · 1272 · 61732 · 808312 · 2249692 · 31566972 ·
54894112 · 605709219367907134134937672
127 · 6173 · 80831 · 224969 · 3156697 · 5489411 ·
60570921936790713413493767
1
Table 4.5: Bk = (−1)k · 2αn · 3βn · w2k showing wk ≡ ±1 (mod 5) for k ≡ 0,±1,±2,±3,±4,±7,
±8,±9,±11, ±13,±14 (mod 30) and wk ≡ ±2 (mod 5) for k ≡ ±5,±6,±10,±12, 15 (mod 30)





has a period of 102. We know that
αk, βk and (−1)k has a period of 6, 8 and 2 respectively. Order of P˜ in E(F29) is 17 which gives





has a period dividing 408. We have





is 102. From Table 4.6, we obtain the following2




























gives the following congruences
k ≡ A5 (mod 30) ∪ k ≡ A∗29 (mod 102)
and
k ≡ A∗5 (mod 30) ∪ k ≡ A29 (mod 102)
such that Bk is divisible by some prime q with 5 · 29 6≡  mod q.
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k wk (mod 29) k wk (mod 29) k wk (mod 29)
1 1  35 16  69 22 
2 1  36 18  70 4 
3 1  37 5  71 23 
4 19  38 10  72 28 
5 13  39 20  73 22 
6 11  40 28  74 24 
7 15  41 10  75 10 
8 9  42 15  76 9 
9 13  43 13  77 5 
10 18  44 21  78 1 
11 4  45 1  79 24 
12 19  46 16  80 13 
13 12  47 19  81 27 
14 4  48 18  82 1 
15 13  49 20  83 23 
16 5  50 6  84 10 
17 27  51 3  85 3 
18 27  52 4  86 5 
19 5  53 4  87 1 
20 7  54 15  88 5 
21 19  55 12  89 19 
22 5  56 7  90 17 
23 5  57 13  91 20 
24 20  58 8  92 27 
25 1  59 1  93 16 
26 22  60 26  94 6 
27 17  61 11  95 3 
28 25  62 22  96 14 
29 25  63 13  97 25 
30 28  64 15  98 21 
31 4  65 24  99 13 
32 5  66 12  100 1 
33 1  67 9  101 9 
34 18  68 15  102 23 










= +1 for k ≡ A29
(mod 102)
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Theorem 4.2.3. Let k ∈ Z+ satisfying the following congruence condition such that
k ≡ A13 (mod 30) and k ≡ A∗1789 (mod 2670)
or
k ≡ A∗13 (mod 30) and k ≡ A1789 (mod 2670),
then there exists an indicator prime q 6= 2, 3, 17 and 13 · 1789 6=  (mod q) such that µ = 0,−4 ∈ Y
implies n 6≡ k − 4 (mod 2k) and n 6≡ k (mod 2k).
Proof.
We will first show that Bk is divisible by some prime q such that 13 ·1789 6=  (mod q). This implies
two cases as follows3 :
Case 1: 13 is a square modulo q and 1789 is not a square modulo q from which
we obtain
q ≡ 1, 3, 4, 9, 10, 12 (mod 13) and
q ≡ G1 (mod 1789).
Case 2: 13 is not a square modulo q and 1789 is a square modulo q from which
we obtain
q ≡ 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11 (mod 13) and
q ≡ G2 (mod 1789).
(4.7)
From (4.5), Bk is a square up to factors of 2, 3, 17 which from Lemma 4.1.1 we obtain
Bk = (−1)n · 2αk · 3βk · w2k
with the integer wk satisfying either one of the condition listed in (4.7). Also, this integer wk must be
divisible by some prime q listed in either cases in (4.7) which satisfies the condition such that kP˜ is
not the point T = (15, 0), but 2kP˜ is the point at infinity in E(Fq). This implies that q is congruent
to the one listed in (4.7) which leads to Z(nP ) not a square. Recall that the exponents αk and βk are
specified in Lemma 4.1.1 from which we know that αk has a period of 6, βk has a period of 8 while
(−1)k has a period of 2. This gives us periodic of modulo lcm(2, 6, 8) = 24. Now, we need to show
that the period of the Legendre symbol Legendre symbol
wk
13
is 30. Note that, the order of point P˜ in
E(F13) is 10.
3Refer Appendix A for Sage code to get list of G1 and G2
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We now have that the Legendre symbol of
wk
13
has a period dividing lcm(24, 10) = 120. Table 4.7
shows wk for k = 1, · · · , 120 from which we observe that wk
13
has in fact a period of 30 from which






+1, for k ≡0,1,2,3,5,6,7,8,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,22,23,24,25,27,28,29 (mod 30)−1, for k ≡4,10,12,14,16,18,20,26 (mod 30).
We denote the following notations for respective k.
A13 : k ≡ 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29 (mod 30)







1 1 +O(132) 1
2 1 +O(132) 1
3 1 +O(132) 1
4 6 + 13 +O(132) −1
5 13 +O(132) 0
6 10 + 9 · 13 +O(132) 1
7 4 + 8 · 13 +O(132) 1
8 12 + 2 · 13 +O(132) 1
9 10 + 9 · 13 +O(132) 1
10 11 + 8 · 13 +O(132) −1
11 1 + 4 · 13 +O(132) 1
12 7 + 3 · 13 +O(132) −1
13 4 + 8 · 13 +O(132) 1
14 7 + 5 · 13 +O(132) −1
15 4 · 13 +O(132) 0
16 6 + 9 · 13 +O(132) −1
17 4 + 6 · 13 +O(132) 1
18 7 + 5 · 13 +O(132) −1
19 12 + 8 · 13 +O(132) 1
20 2 + 3 · 13 +O(132) −1
21 10 + 12 · 13 +O(132) 1
22 12 + 7 · 13 +O(132) 1
23 4 + 6 · 13 +O(132) 1
24 3 + 12 · 13 +O(132) 1
25 5 · 13 +O(132) 0
26 6 + 10 · 13 +O(132) −1
27 1 + 5 · 13 +O(132) 1
28 12 + 9 · 13 +O(132) 1
29 12 +O(132) 1






31 1 + 11 · 13 +O(132) 1
32 1 + 7 · 13 +O(132) 1
33 12 + 7 · 13 +O(132) 1
34 7 + 12 · 13 +O(132) −1
35 7 · 13 +O(132) 0
36 10 + 13 +O(132) 1
37 4 + 11 · 13 +O(132) 1
38 1 + 12 · 13 +O(132) 1
39 3 + 10 · 13 +O(132) 1
40 11 +O(132) −1
41 1 + 13 +O(132) 1
42 6 + 6 · 13 +O(132) −1
43 9 + 13 +O(132) 1
44 6 +O(132) −1
45 12 · 13 +O(132) 0
46 6 + 6 · 13 +O(132) −1
47 9 + 7 · 13 +O(132) 1
48 6 +O(132) −1
49 12 + 11 · 13 +O(132) 1
50 2 + 9 · 13 +O(132) −1
51 10 + 11 · 13 +O(132) 1
52 1 + 10 · 13 +O(132) 1
53 9 + 7 · 13 +O(132) 1
54 3 + 12 · 13 +O(132) 1
55 11 · 13 +O(132) 0
56 7 + 11 · 13 +O(132) −1
57 12 + 5 · 13 +O(132) 1
58 1 + 3 · 13 +O(132) 1
59 12 + 4 · 13 +O(132) 1






61 12 + 6 · 13 +O(132) 1
62 12 + 13 +O(132) 1
63 12 + 5 · 13 +O(132) 1
64 7 + 5 · 13 +O(132) −1
65 O(132) 0
66 3 + 10 · 13 +O(132) 1
67 9 + 10 · 13 +O(132) 1
68 1 + 11 · 13 +O(132) 1
69 3 + 8 · 13 +O(132) 1
70 2 + 13 +O(132) −1
71 12 + 4 · 13 +O(132) 1
72 6 + 11 · 13 +O(132) −1
73 9 + 10 · 13 +O(132) 1
74 6 + 13 +O(132) −1
75 6 · 13 +O(132) 0
76 7 + 13 +O(132) −1
77 9 + 7 · 13 +O(132) 1
78 6 + 13 +O(132) −1
79 1 + 8 · 13 +O(132) 1
80 11 + 3 · 13 +O(132) −1
81 3 + 6 · 13 +O(132) 1
82 1 + 12 · 13O(132) 1
83 9 + 7 · 13 +O(132) 1
84 10 + 9 · 13 +O(132) 1
85 9 · 13 +O(132) 0
86 7 + 12 · 13 +O(132) −1
87 12 + 6 · 13 +O(132) 1
88 1 +O(132) 1
89 1 + 13 +O(132) 1






91 12 + 13 +O(132) 1
92 12 +O(132) 1
93 1 + 6 · 13 +O(132) 1
94 6 + 9 · 13 +O(132) −1
95 7 · 13 +O(132) 0
96 3 +O(132) 1
97 9 + 5 · 13 +O(132) 1
98 12 + 5 · 13 +O(132) 1
99 10 + 2 · 13 +O(132) 1
100 2 + 10 · 13 +O(132) −1
101 12 +O(132) 1
102 7 + 13 +O(132) −1
103 4 + 7 · 13 +O(132) 1
104 7 + 2 · 13 +O(132) −1
105 11 · 13 +O(132) 0
106 7 + 13 +O(132) −1
107 4 + 6 · 13 +O(132) 1
108 7 + 2 · 13 +O(132) −1
109 1 + 12 · 13 +O(132) 1
110 11 + 9 · 13 +O(132) −1
111 3 + 2 · 13 +O(132) 1
112 12 + 13 +O(132) 1
113 4 + 6 · 13 +O(132) 1
114 10 + 13 +O(132) 1
115 3 · 13 +O(132) 0
116 6 + 7 · 13 +O(132) −1
117 1 + 2 · 13 +O(132) 1
118 12 + 5 · 13 +O(132) 1
119 1 + 4 · 13 +O(132) 1
120 1 + 2 · 13 +O(132) 1
Table 4.7: wk for k = 1, · · · , 120
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k Bk wk wk (mod 13)
1 −22 · 36 1 1
2 22 · 34 1 1
3 −22 · 36 1 1
4 22 · 34 · 192 19 6
5 −22 · 36 · 132 13 0
6 34 · 1272 127 10
7 −22 · 36 · 12912 1291 4
8 22 · 147412 14741 12
9 −22 · 36 · 79012 7901 10
10 22 · 34 · 31566972 3156697 11
11 −22 · 36 · 472 · 7998172 47 · 799817 1
12 34 · 192 · 64902132 19 · 6490213 7
13 −22 · 36 · 1492 · 2392 · 7536112 149 · 239 · 753611 4
14 22 · 34 · 532 · 589632031632 53 · 58963203163 7
15 −22 · 36 · 132 · 13612 · 12774967912 13 · 1361 · 1277496791 0
16 22 · 13260532 · 27742482232 1326053 · 2774248223 6
17 −22 · 36 · 5572 · 33312 · 51472 · 1086494812 557 · 3331 · 5147 · 108649481 4
18 34 · 1272 · 2712 · 3592 · 112830394592712 127 · 271 · 359 · 11283039459271 7
19 −22 · 36 · 1572 · 1903672 · 4171920734848312 157 · 190367 · 417192073484831 12
20 192 · 672 · 2512 · 173272 · 8709312 · 22012345072 19 · 67 · 251 · 17327 · 870931 · 2201234507 2
21 −22 · 36 · 12792 · 12912 · 1735492 · 15052272 ·
18268253172
1279 · 1291 · 173549 · 1505227 · 1826825317 10
22 22 · 34 · 772392 · 14779466589732 · 181917772620772 77239 · 1477946658973 · 18191777262077 12
23 −22 · 36 · 20532 · 2402572 · 6647081812 ·
5313697376727592
2053 · 240257 · 664708181 · 531369737672759 4
24 83892 · 147412 · 51683576785065855501802023432 8389 · 14741 · 5168357678506585550180202343 3
25 −22 · 36 · 132 · 1032 ·
6433558716849569776701412946656078372
13 · 103 · 643355871684956977670141294665607837 0
26 22 · 34 · 303472 · 498577372 · 3575349178492992 ·
17065748163198012
30347 · 49857737 · 357534917849299 ·
1706574816319801
6
27 −22 · 36 · 6592 · 15432 · 79012 · 58084032 ·
1588441372 · 11583425112 · 508274752272
659 · 1543 · 7901 · 5808403 · 158844137 ·
1158342511 · 50827475227
1
28 22 · 34 · 192 · 9871432 ·
6356166346157371910077564031104365134 · 287932
19 · 987143 ·
6356166346157371910077564031104365134 · 28793
12





30 34 · 1272 · 61732 · 808312 · 2249692 · 31566972 ·
54894112 · 605709219367907134134937672
127 · 6173 · 80831 · 224969 · 3156697 · 5489411 ·
60570921936790713413493767
12





= +1 for k ≡ 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 22,





= +1 for k ≡ 4, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 26 (mod 30)





is 2670. We know that αk,
βk and (−1)k has a period of 6, 8 and 2 respectively. Also, note that the order of point P˜ in E(F1789)







































gives the following congruences
k ≡ A13 (mod 30) ∪ k ≡ A∗1789 (mod 2670)
and
k ≡ A∗13 (mod 30) ∪ k ≡ A1789 (mod 2670)
such that Bk is divisible by some prime q with 13 · 1789 6≡  mod q.
4Refer Appendix B for the lists of sets A∗1789, A1789
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Theorem 4.2.4. Let k ∈ Z+ satisfying the following congruence condition such that
k ≡ A5333 (mod 750) and k ≡ A∗97324757 (mod 97306362)
or
k ≡ A∗5333 (mod 750) and k ≡ A97324757 (mod 97306362),
then there exists an indicator prime q 6= 2, 3, 17 and 5333 · 97324757 6=  (mod q) such that µ = 3 ∈
Y implies n 6≡ k + 3 (mod 2k).
Proof.
We will first show that Bk is divisible by some prime q such that 5333 · 97324757 6=  (mod q). This
implies two cases as follows5 :
Case 1: 5333 is a square modulo q and 97324757 is not a square modulo q from
which we obtain
q ≡ G3 (mod 5333) and
q ≡ G4 (mod 97324757).
Case 2: 5333 is not a square modulo q and 97324757 is a square modulo q from
which we obtain
q ≡ G5 (mod 5333) and
q ≡ G6 (mod 97324757).
(4.8)
From (4.5), Bk is a square up to factors of 2, 3, 17 which from Lemma 4.1.1 we obtain
Bk = (−1)k · 2αn · 3βn · w2k
with the integer wk satisfying either one of the condition listed in (4.8). The integer wk must be
divisible by some prime q listed in either cases in (4.8) which satisfies the condition such that kP˜ is
not the point T = (15, 0), but 2kP˜ is the point at infinity. This implies that q is congruent to the one
listed in (4.8) which leads to Z(nP ) not a square. Recall that the exponents αk and βk are specified
in Lemma 4.1.1 from which we know that αk has a period of 6, β has a period of 8 while (−1)k has




is 750. Also, not that the order of point P˜ in E(F5333) is 125.
We now have that the Legendre symbol of
wk
5333
has a period dividing lcm(24, 125) = 3000 and we
have checked that it has in fact a period of 750 from which we obtain the following6
5See Appendix A for the Sage code to generate G3, G4, G5, G6







+1, for k ≡ A5333 (mod 750)−1, for k ≡ A∗5333 (mod 750).
Now, we need to show that the Legendre symbol
wk
97324757
has a period of 97306362. We know
that αk, βk and (−1)k has a period of 6, 8 and 2 respectively. Also, note that the order of point P˜



































gives the following congruences
k ≡ A5333 (mod 750) ∪ k ≡ A∗97324757 (mod 97306362)
and
k ≡ A∗5333 (mod 750) ∪ k ≡ A97324757 (mod 97306362)
such that Bk is divisible by some prime q such that 5333 · 97324757 6≡  mod q.
7Refer Appendix A : Listing A.1






































































































































































































































































































































































Existence of a Suitable Pair (M,k0)






In this chapter, we will show the existence of a suitable pair (M,k0) based on the congruence con-
dition on k as per Table 4.9. In Chapter 4 we proved that there exists an indicator prime for case of





= −1. We now find an
initial value, k0, that satisfies the following definition :
Definition 5.1.1. Let M ∈ N. Let ∅ 6= S ⊆ {0, 1, · · · ,M − 1}. We say (M,k0) is a suitable pair if
1. 2S ≡ S (mod M),
2. X ≡ Y (mod k0) where k0 = min(S), and
3. For every k ∈ S there exists a universal indicator prime.
We now have the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1.2. LetM = 2·32·53·17·89·829·6521 = 18403065713250, and let k0 = 2·17·89 = 3026.
Then there exist a suitable pair (M,k0).
Proof. Let Bk = (−1)k · 2αk · 3βk · w2k. The least common multiple of all the periods of wk in Table
4.9 is M = 18403065713250. There exists a closed doubling set1, S , of k modulo 18403065713250
satisfying all the congruence conditions of 5 · 29 6= , 13 · 1789 6=  and 5333 · 97324757 6=  given
by
S = [3026, 6052, 12104, 24208, 48416, 96832, 193664, 387328, 774656, 1549312, 3098624,
1Refer Listing A.1 in Appendix A
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6197248, 12394496, · · · , 1661263073114, 3322526146228, 6645052292456, 1329010
4584912, 8177143456574, 16354286913148, 14305508113046, 10207950512842, 201
2835312434, 4025670624868, 8051341249736, 16102682499472, 13802299285694, 9
201532858138] (mod 18403065713250)
which implies that 2S ≡ S (mod M). Condition (1) can be stated in terms of Bk while condition (2)
is simply a congruence condition on q.
Thus, we obtain the following Corollary.
Corollary 5.1.3. Let k ∈ N. If there exists q 6= 2, 3, 17 such that q | Bk and q satisfies all of the
congruence conditions below, then q is an indicator prime for k.
The following theorem follows from the doubling closed set, S, that we obtained above.
Theorem 5.1.4. If k ≡ 3026 (mod 18403065713250) then there exists a universal indicator prime,





= −1 for δ(µ) values as per Table 3.2.
Proof.
For k = 3026, the prime q 6= 2, 3, 17, in the denominator of 6052P but not 3026P such that x(kP˜ ) 6≡
x(T ) (mod q) is
q = 248840234180189, 678788928252618491084017, 6360444529332013903874861227052563.





= −1 for δ(µ) values as per
Table 3.2 are satisfied by the prime 248840234180189. Thus, we conclude that n 6≡ 3026 + µ
(mod 2t ·3026) for µ ∈ Y \{−2} leaving only n ≡ {−4,−3,−1, 0, 3} (mod 2t ·3026) for t ≥ 1.
Note : There could be more than one indicator prime apart from q = 248840234180189 in the





= −1 for δ(µ) such that in Table 3.2.
Unfortunately due to limitation of large number factorisation we only found one such indicator prime
q = 248840234180189.
Now, we find the prime divisors, p, of the denominator, dP , where d | 3026. Then, we find Z(nP )
not a square modulo p.
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5.2 Reducing sets to show n ≡ {−4,−3,−1, 0, 3} (mod 3026)
Divisors, (d), of 3026 = {1, 2, 17, 34, 89, 178, 1513, 3026}. Table 5.1 below lists down the primes
that occurs in each divisor, d.
Divisor, d The prime divisors, p, of the denominator of dP where d | 3026
1 -
2 -
17 29, 3041, 11497
34 29, 557, 1063, 3041, 3331, 5147, 11497, 531847, 108649481




178 173, 383, 1103, 6863, 20177, 36100121, 90485641, 18515870179, 341943808608872989,
20331920635737076061, 858102664334222177653, 142581050037171253553473,
5818427326253088868022726369, 1355669140863612041608216454957 (cofactor of 805 digits)
1513, 3026 29, 173, 3041, 11497
Table 5.1: The prime divisors, p, of the denominator of dP where d | 3026
The denominator of 89P factorises completely using GMP-ECM version 6.4.3 which is a program
capable of factoring numbers using the ECM, p − 1 and p + 1 algorithms which took 52.87 hours
to yield all the primes divisors2. Denominator of 178P factorises partially leaving a cofactor of 805
digits which took 30 days to yield the primes divisors listed in Table 5.1. We work with the primes
divisors in Table 5.1 to show that Z(nP ) is not a square modulo p which will eliminate certain
congruence classes. We illustrate an example using prime 29 which is of order 17 as follows.
2Platform: Windows 7 x64, Pentium Dual-Core CPU E5200 2.50 GHz, RAM 4 GB
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Example 5.1.5
n nP (mod 29) Z(nP ) (mod 29)  or 
1 (8, 5) 18 
2 (22, 8) 26 
3 (6, 12) 0 -
4 (20, 8) 15 
5 (21, 28) 11 
6 (16, 21) 0 -
7 (9, 22) 0 -
8 (11, 2) 3 
9 (11, 27) 15 
10 (9, 7) 13 
11 (16, 8) 15 
12 (21, 1) 12 
13 (20, 21) 25 
14 (6, 17) 23 
15 (22, 21) 0 -
16 (8, 24) 0 -
Table 5.2: Example using prime 29 of order 17
This example shows that Z(nP ) is not a square modulo 29 when n ≡ 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12 (mod 17)
which we denote as B17. Applying this to the rest of the primes in Table 5.1 we obtain sets3
B17, B34, B89, B178.
We denote the following sets of congruence classes.
BB17 = {n ∈ Z/3026Z | n (mod 17) ∈ B17}
BB34 = {n ∈ Z/3026Z | n (mod 34) ∈ B34}
BB89 = {n ∈ Z/3026Z | n (mod 89) ∈ B89}
BB178 = {n ∈ Z/3026Z | n (mod 178) ∈ B178}.
3Refer Appendix B for the list of sets
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We now eliminate all elements in BB17, BB34, BB89, BB178 from S3026 = [1, 3026]. Thus4,
[U3026] = [S3026]− [BB17]− [BB34]− [BB89]− [BB178]
= [3, 355, 710, 711, 712, 887, 1155, 1424, 1427, 1511, 1598, 1601, 1783, 1867, 2139, 2310,
2311, 2312, 2667, 2757, 3022, 3023, 3024, 3025, 3026].
We want to show that the only elements that will survive are {3, 3022, 3023, 3024, 3025, 3026}
(mod 3026), in other words,{3, 0,−1,−2,−3,−4} (mod 3026), eliminating the rest of the ele-
ments. We shall now look at the case 2 · 3026 = 6052.
Divisors, (d′) of 6052 = {1, 2, 4, 17, 34, 68, 89, 178, 356, 1513, 3026, 6052}.
Divisor, d′ The prime divisors, p, of the denominator of dP where d | 6052
68 8348881, 27619699, 5032940881, 636407416699, 248840234180189, 67878892825
2618491084017, 6360444529332013903874861227052563
356 173, 383, 1103, 2801, 4993, 6863, 20177, 715243, 36100121, 90485641, 388733981
Table 5.3: The prime divisors, p, of the denominator of dP where d | 6052
We work with the primes listed in Table 5.3 to show that Z(nP ) is not a square modulo p which will
eliminate certain congruence classes. We denote the following sets of congruence classes.
BB∗17 = {n ∈ Z/6052Z | n (mod 17) ∈ B∗17}
BB∗34 = {n ∈ Z/6052Z | n (mod 34) ∈ B∗34}
BB∗89 = {n ∈ Z/6052Z | n (mod 89) ∈ B∗89}
BB∗178 = {n ∈ Z/6052Z | n (mod 178) ∈ B∗178}
BB∗68 = {n ∈ Z/6052Z | n (mod 68) ∈ B∗68}
BB∗356 = {n ∈ Z/6052Z | n (mod 356) ∈ B∗356}.










356 from S6052 = [1, 6052].
Thus5,
[U6052] = [S6052]− [BB∗17]− [BB∗34]− [BB∗89]− [BB∗178]− [BB∗68]− [BB∗356]
4Refer A.4 in Appendix A
5Refer A.5 in Appendix A
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= [3, 712, 1155, 1424, 1427, 2310, 2312, 3024, 3736, 3738, 4624, 4627, 4893, 5336, 5783,
6048, 6049, 6050, 6051, 6052].
We want to show that the only elements that will survive are {3, 6048, 6049, 6050, 6051, 6052}
(mod 6052), in other words, {3, 0,−1,−2,−3,−4} (mod 6052) eliminating the rest of the ele-
ments. The following are the elements that we wish to eliminate.
[U3026] = [355, 710, 711, 712, 887, 1155, 1424, 1427, 1511, 1598, 1601, 1783, 1867, 2139, 2310,
2311, 2312, 2667, 2757]
[U6052] = [712, 1155, 1424, 1427, 2310, 2312, 3024, 3736, 3738, 4624, 4627, 4893, 5336, 5783].
We perform doubling operation on set U3026 as follows :




712 1424 ∈ U6052
887 1774











2312 4624 ∈ U6052
2667 5334
2757 5514
From this table, we can see that upon performing the doubling operation only three elements in 2·U3026
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appears in set U6052 which are
U = (U3026, U6052) = [(712, 1424), (1155, 2310), (2312, 4624)].
Since looking at 2 · 3026 did not eliminate all the elements in U3026, we now search for more primes
to work with. We look at 3 · 3026 and the divisors are as follows.
Divisors (d′′) : 1, 2, 3, 6, 17, 34, 51, 89, 102, 178, 267, 534, 1513, 3026, 4539, 9078.
Divisor d′′ The prime divisors, p, of the denominator of dP where d | 9078
51 29, 3041, 11497, 115565611397334238169231623190182913,
2836028200003852058503272908875165997
102 2, 29, 557, 1063, 3041, 3331, 5147, 11497, 531847, 8769247, 108649481,
204147583, 1708442713 (cofactor 262 digit)
267 173, 28949
Table 5.4: The prime divisors, p, of the denominator of dP where d | 9078
We work with the primes appearing in Table 5.4 to show that Z(nP ) is not a square modulo p which
will eliminate certain congruence classes. We obtain the sets6 B51, B102, B267. We find congruence

















which eventually comes down to obtaining this set7 U9078 with S9078 = [1, 9078].
U9078 = [S9078]− [BB′17]− [BB′34]− [BB′89]− [BB′178]− [BB′68]− [BB′356]− [BB′51]− [BB′102]
− [BB′267]
= [3, 1783, 2139, 2757, 4893, 7653, 8719, 9074, 9075, 9076, 9077, 9078].
We want to show that the only elements that will survive are {3, 9074, 9075, 9076, 9077, 9078}
(mod 9078), in other words, {3, 0,−1,−2,−3,−4} (mod 9078) eliminating the rest of the ele-
ments. We have the following implications.
1783 (mod 9078) =⇒ 1783 (mod 3026)
2139 (mod 9078) =⇒ 2139 (mod 3026)
6Refer Appendix B for the list of sets
7Refer A.6 in Appendix A
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2757 (mod 9078) =⇒ 2757 (mod 3026)
4893 (mod 9078) =⇒ 1867 (mod 3026)
7653 (mod 9078) =⇒ 1601 (mod 3026)
8719 (mod 9078) =⇒ 2667 (mod 3026)
which does not overlap with the three elements that survived doubling operation denoted by the set
U = (U3026, U6052) = [(712, 1424), (1155, 2310), (2312, 4624)]. Upon looking at multiples of 2 and
3, we have eliminated all elements leaving only possible solutions given by n ≡ −4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 3
(mod 3026). This huge calculation leads us to showing that for all n ∈ X , X ≡ Y (mod 3026). We
now have the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2.1. If there exists a suitable pair (M,k0) then X = Y .
Proof.
We prove by induction that X ≡ Y (mod 2rk0) for every non-negative integer r. The case r = 0 is
part (2) of Definition 5.1.1. Suppose inductively that X ≡ Y (mod 2rk0). Thus
n ∈ X implies n ≡ µ (mod 2rk0) for some µ ∈ Y.
Let n ∈ X . Let k = 2rk0. Then there exists µ ∈ Y such that n ≡ µ or µ + k (mod 2k). By (1)
of Definition 5.1.1, k ∈ S and by (3) there exists an indicator prime q for (k, µ). Theorem 3.0.7 rules
out n ≡ µ+k (mod 2k), so n ≡ µ (mod 2k). Since n ∈ X was arbitrary, X ≡ Y (mod 2k) which
completes the induction.
5.3 Case µ = −2






= −1 from which we were unable to eliminate the lifting of n ≡ 2tk − 2
(mod 2t+1k) for k ∈ Z+ values found in Section 5.1. Despite being unable to eliminate this case by
applying the methodology introduced in this thesis, numerous other independent methods and ideas
were exploited, unfortunately they were not strong enough to give a subtle argument to eliminate
the lifting of n ≡ 2tk − 2 (mod 2t+1k). This implies that a “second ascent” would be needed to
deal with this case which has not yet been completed. This could possibly indicate the existence
of one or more further points on the curve, of enormous height. Nonetheless, we demonstrate the
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following conjectures and ideas in attempt to eliminate the lifting of this case leaving only n ≡ −2
(mod 2t+1k) each time k lifts. In addition, for each of these conjectures and ideas, we also include
a brief reason indicating the failure of these arguments to subtly eliminate the lifting of n ≡ 2tk − 2
(mod 2t+1k).
Conjecture 5.3.1. Let k = 3026 ∈ S, then there exists an indicator prime q 6= 2, 3, 17 such that
µ = −2 ∈ Y implies n 6≡ 2tk − 2 (mod 2t+1k).
Proof.
For t = 0, we obtain the lifting to n ≡ 3024 (mod 2 ·3026) which by reducing n (mod 40), we have
n ≡ {4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36} (mod 40). Prime 17327 eliminates {4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32}
(mod 40) leaving only n ≡ 36 (mod 40) which by chinese remainder theorem is equivalent to
n ≡ 4 (mod 8). The prime 157 and 190367 eliminates n ≡ 4 (mod 8) which implies n 6≡ 36
(mod 40). Thus, n 6≡ 3024 (mod 2 · 3026) leaving n ≡ −2 (mod 2 · 3026).
For t = 1, we obtain the lifting to n ≡ (2 ·3026)−2 (mod 22 ·3026) which by reducing n (mod 40),
we have n ≡ {2, 10, 18, 26, 34} (mod 40). The prime 251 eliminates n ≡ 2, 10, 26, 34 (mod 40).
For n ≡ 18 (mod 40), which is equivalent to n ≡ 2 (mod 8) is eliminated by prime 2774248223.
Thus n 6≡ (2 · 3026)− 2 (mod 22 · 3026) leaving only n ≡ −2 (mod 22 · 3026).
For t ≥ 2, we obtain the lifting to n ≡ (2t · 3026) − 2 (mod 2t+1 · 3026) which by reducing
n (mod 40), we have checked8 that n ≡ {6, 14, 22, 30, 38} (mod 40). The prime 67 eliminates
n ≡ 6, 30 (mod 40) and prime 233 eliminates n ≡ 14, 22 (mod 40). For n ≡ 38 (mod 40),
which is equivalent to n ≡ 6 (mod 16) is eliminated by prime 1326053. Thus n 6≡ (2t · 3026) − 2
(mod 2t+1 · 3026) leaving only n ≡ −2 (mod 2t+1 · 3026).
Failure : We reduced n (mod 40), unfortunately 40 is not a divisor of 3026.
Conjecture 5.3.2. Let k ∈ Z+ such that kP˜ = P ∗ = (15 + 36i, 216− 324i) in E(Fq), then n ∈ Y =
{−2} implies n 6≡ k − 2 (mod mq) with mq the order of P˜ over Fq.
Proof.
Let P ∗ = (15 + 36i, 216− 324i) ∈ Q(i) lies on E. We have
8Refer A.7 in Appendix A
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P ∗ ⊕ P ∗ = 	2P = [51, 108].
So, 	P is the “real part” of P ∗. Note that (a + bi) = i2(−a − bi), so modulo squares we may write
“complex numbers” with non-negative “real part”. We also have the following
Z(P ∗) =  · (41− 120i)
Z(P ∗) =  · (41 + 120i)
Z(P ∗ − 2P ) =  · (41 + 120i)
Z(−P ∗ − 4P ) =  · (41− 120i).
Now, let (x, y) ∈ {±P ∗,±P ∗}. This implies that
0 = (x− 15)2 + 36 = x2 − 30x+ 1521.





k − 30xk + 1521)
The Norm of 41+120i is 13·1237. Suppose k is such that there exists a prime q | Ck, q ≡ 1 (mod 4),






Ck = (−1)k · 2α∗k · 3β∗k · w∗2k
where w∗k ∈ Z+ with gcd(w∗k, 2 · 3 · 17) = 1. Let PN (wk) denote the period of wk in Z/NZ and
A13 = {k ∈ Z/MZ | w∗k = square (mod 13) & M = P13(w∗k)}
A1237 = {k ∈ Z/PZ | w∗k = square (mod 1237) & P = P1237(w∗k)}.
It follows that the complement set would be given by
A∗13 = {k ∈ Z/MZ \ A13}
A∗1237 = {k ∈ Z/PZ \ A1237}.
Thus, k would be given by a congruence condition such that
k ≡ A13 (mod M) and k ≡ A∗1237 (mod P)
or
k ≡ A∗13 (mod M) and k ≡ A1237 (mod P).
Then, kP˜ ∈ {±P ∗,±P ∗} ∈ E(Fq). Assume at the moment that kP˜ = P ∗, then
Z(kP˜ ) = Z(P ∗) =  ∈ Fq. Thus, Z(P ∗ − 2P ) =  which implies Z((k − 2)P ) =  ∈ Q. So
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n ∈ Y = {−2} implies that n 6≡ k − 2 (mod mq) where mq is the order of P˜ over Fq.









= −1. Here, we have 8P˜ = −P ∗ (mod 457) and (mod 63473).
P˜ has order 218 and 3979 respectively.
Failure : We still need to figure out how to connect the k values obtained here to the congruence






= +1, then E˜ has a point Q˜ = (0, 39
√
30). Then,
Z(Q˜) = 26 · 318 · (7911395185002059361 + 1444416534719996604√30.
If Q˜ = aP˜ and P˜ has order m and Z(Q˜) = , then n ∈ X implies n 6≡ a (mod m). Also,
Z/(26 · 318) = A˜+ B˜√30 = u2
implies
u4 − 15822790370004118722u2 + 98074412360272357821743841 = 0.
The discriminant of this quadratic in u2 is 30 ·. The quartic factorizes as[
u2 − (A˜+ B˜√30)
][
u2 − (A˜− B˜√30)
]
.
If it has a linear factor then at least one of A˜ ± B˜√30 is a square, and if the quartic splits then both
are squares. An example is given below to demonstrate this approach.
Example : Let q = 29, then we have the point (0, 10) which gives Z((0, 10)) = 27 which is not
a square modulo 29. Over F29, E˜ has 34 points and P˜ has order 17, but (0, 10) is not in the group
generated by P˜ . In fact, (0, 10) = P˜ + T˜2. But Z(P ⊕ T2) =  which implies Z(P ) = , so this
shows that n ∈ X implies n 6≡ 1 (mod 17). The quartic factors as (u − 6)(u − 29)(u2 − 8) where
8 = Z/(26 · 318) = .





= +1, but not so easy to determine which values of
a (if any) gives Q˜ = aP˜ .
Approach 5.3.4. Following from Theorem 3.0.3, let (x, y) ∈ E(Q) with (x, y) 6= ±2P,O. Then,
Z
(
(x, y)	 2P) = 224 · 336 · (x− 51)−32G · [f24 − 24f4f6f12y] (5.1)
≡ G · [f24 − 24f4f6f12y] (mod ). (5.2)
where fi and G are define in C.22 of Appendix C. The condition of Z
(
(x, y)	 2P) = u2 gives
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u4 − 2Gf24u2 +G2f 224 − 576G2f 24 f 26 f 212 · (x3 − 3267x+ 45630) = 0.
The constant term simplifies to F4G2, so we have
u4 − 2Gf24u2 +G2F 4 = 0.
Viewed as a quadratic in u2, discriminant of this yields
(2G)2(f 224 − F 4) = (48G)2(x− 15)(x2 + 15x− 3042)f 24 f 26 f 212.




(−5 + 9β), 0) where β2 = 17. Direct substitution yields







681 + 162β,−162(153 + 37β)). Direct substitution into Z(nP ) gives
Z
(
(x, y)	 2P) = 226 · 344 · (3 · 199 · 527732929 + 5 · 19 · 379 · 1433 · 1481β)2.
Substituting this directly into the expression of (5.2) yields the same result. This means that T ′ 	 2P





= +1 can ever eliminate T ′	2P .
Thus, P with 2kP˜ = O argument will not eliminate the lifting of n ≡ k − 2 (mod 2k) which force
us to look at 3-torsion point that satisfies x4 − 6534x2 + 182520x − 3557763 = 0. If x satisfies the
3-torsion condition then
G · [f24 − 24f4f6f12y] = 64(2H + 48Ky) = 256 · 327(3H − 8Ky) = 
iff
9H − 24Ky = u2
iff
u4 − 18Hu2 − 210 · 37M = 0.





= −1, then Z(T3 	 3P ) =  over Fq.





= −1 with L a degree 3 polynomial is tricky to deal with.
This failures to eliminate n ≡ 2tk − 2 (mod 2t+1k) could mean that possibly there may exist one or
more further points on the curve C4, of enormous height which comes from the congruence n ≡ 3024
(mod 3026) that could possibly give us a perfect triangle, though it seems unlikely.
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5.4 Proving Theorem 1.6.1
We now come down to proving the core theorem of this thesis. First, we have the following lemma
which proves that the set X and Y \{−2} are the same.
Lemma 5.4.1. Let t ∈ Z, then X ≡ Y \{−2} (mod 3026 · 2t) implies X ≡ Y \{−2} (mod 3026 ·
2t+1). Thus by induction X = {−4,−3,−1, 0, 3}.
Proof.




= −1 for δ(µ) as in Table 3.2 implies that X ≡ Y \{−2} (mod 2 · 3026) eliminating
X ≡ {3022, 3023, 3025, 3026, 3029} (mod 2t · 3026). Since k0 = 3026 ∈ S the closed dou-
bling set, we will have X ≡ Y \{−2} (mod 2t+1 · 3026) every time k0 lifts. Thus by induction
X = Y \{−2}.
Now that we have proved that the set X and Y \{−2} are the same which consists of only five ele-
ments, we come down to proving the main result of this thesis.
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Theorem 1.6.1. There does not exist any perfect triangle arising from the curve C4 : θφ(θ − φ) +
θφ+ 2(θ − φ)− 1 except9 possibly for n ≡ 3024 (mod 6052).
Proof.
From Theorem 2.2.1, we proved that there exists a perfect triangle on curve C4 with φ 6= 0 if and only
if Z(nP ) is a square which is true only for n ∈ X = {−4,−3,−1, 0, 3}. We now have the following
table of n ∈ X and the corresponding value of φ and m.









−3 (6, 162) 0 ±9
8
−2 (51, 108) undefined undefined
−1 (−21,−324) undefined undefined




















3 (6,−162) 0 ±9
8
In [5], it is proven that a Heron triangle with two rational medians lies only on the region defined by
0 < θ < 1, 0 < φ < 1 and 2θ + φ > 1. These inequalities exclude regions in which a proper triangle
cannot form (refer Figure 2.4). It is clear from the table above that the corresponding values of φ in
each cases either lies outside the region defined or is undefined. This implies that there does not exists
any perfect triangle arising from curve C4 except possibly from the case µ = −2 that gives n ≡ 3024
(mod 3026) which we were unable to eliminate in the induction performed.
9this indicates that there may exist one or more further points on the curve that is of enormous height which could
possibly form a perfect triangle
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
While working on the perfect triangle problem, it posed a real exorbitant experience in Mathematics.
Our solving path problems start occurring with basic geometry, followed by algebra and then dealing
with large calculations using software PARI-GP [21], Sage [8] and Microsoft Visual Studio 2015
[20]. While a computer is used to fuel our solving path, it was not for the purpose to solve the
problem but mostly to speedup the calculation process that deals with large numbers. Initially a
computer search would have been appropriate in speeding up the process but we probably would
have missed much of the good mathematics, especially the method introduced in this thesis to tackle
the problem. It was clear enough that our results almost support the evidence in [6] that none of the
Heron triangles with two rational medians can have a third rational median specifically the curve C4
proving our main theorem in this thesis except for the case µ = −2.
6.2 Future Work
Remarkably, as it is common in most research studies, this thesis has also raised many more questions
to it. Unfortunately the motivating problem for this thesis, namely the existence of perfect triangles,
still remains unresolved. The probability that that this problem can be solved in the positive sense
rather that than in the negative can be attributed to the appearance of Heron triangles with two integer
medians. Although we have showed that there are high chances that the curve C4 does not gives rise
to any perfect triangles , we still have to completely solve the case µ = −2. In addition, there are
also remaining seven curves to study as discussed in [1], [6] and [5]. A few of the more important
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unanswered questions which may be more amenable to attack are listed below as conjectures. We
have the following remaining curves C1, C2, C3, C5, C6, C7, C8 as stated below.
C1 : 27θ
3φ3 − θφ(θ − φ)(8θ2 + 11θφ+ 8φ2)− 3θφ(5θ2 − θφ+ 5φ2)− (θ − φ)(θ2 + 4θφ+ φ2)
− (3θ2 − 7θφ+ 3φ2)− 3(θ − φ)− 1
C2 : 3θ
2φ2 − 2θφ(θ − φ)− (θ2 + 6θφ+ φ2) + 1
C3 : θφ(θ − φ)3 − (θ4 + 11θ3φ+ 3θ2φ2 + 11θφ3 + φ4)− 2(θ3 − φ3) + 10θφ+ 2(θ − φ) + 1
C5 : (θ − 1)3φ2 + 2(θ + 1)(θ3 + 2θ2 − 2θ + 1)φ+ (2θ − 1)(θ + 1)3
C6 :φ
4 + 2θφ3 − φ3 − 3φ2θ − 3φθ2 − 2θφ− θ − θ2
C7 : (−φ− 1)3θ2 + 2(φ− 1)(−φ3 + 2φ2 + 2φ+ 1)θ − (2φ+ 1)(1− φ)3
C8 : 3φ
2θ − φ2 + 3φθ2 − 2θφ+ 2θ3φ+ φ+ θ3 + θ4.
We want to find rational numbers φ and θ such that these curves and the third median m of equation
(2.1) are both perfect squares. Taking resultant of these respective curves with the condition for the
last median to be a square gives the following curves D1, D2, D3, D5, D6, D7 and D8. We conjecture





2 + E1. (6.1)
A1 =− 306110016φ14 − 158723712φ13 + 707538240φ12 + 248147712φ11 − 561978432φ10
− 39678336φ9 + 180554048φ8 − 50392576φ7 − 21967040φ6923264φ5 − 2225728φ4
− 274688φ3 − 5312φ2 − 1664φ− 64
B1 =408146688φ
19 + 559312128φ18 − 1453427712φ17 − 1343070720φ16 + 3274753536φ15
+ 1953068544φ14 − 3861927936φ13 − 1959510528φ12 + 1883381760φ11 + 831375360
φ10 − 328928256φ9 − 108393984φ8 + 72589824φ7 + 66009600φ6 + 5419008φ5 + 1202
688φ4 − 6912φ3 + 6912φ2
C1 =− 136048896φ24 − 352719360φ23 + 530572032φ22 + 1787671296φ21 − 2723652864φ20
81
− 7156532736φ19 + 7072987392φ18 + 16664030208φ17 − 9897355008φ16 − 221267635
20φ15 + 7937305344φ14 + 16807233024φ13 − 3533974272φ12 − 6554110464φ11 + 1160
614656φ10 + 1121485824φ9 − 374492160φ8 − 191102976φ7 − 35707392φ6 + 808704φ5
− 248832φ4
E1 =34012224φ
28 + 20155392φ27 − 184291200φ26 + 100403712φ25 + 1293537600φ24 − 250
076160φ23 − 5137758720φ22 + 1313832960φ21 + 15215921280φ20 − 3641407488φ19−
31836001536φ18 + 2061075456φ17 + 40643814528φ16 + 3306977280φ15 − 29748238848
φ14 − 3842961408φ13 + 12277852992φ12 + 587492352φ11 − 3064272768φ10 + 36764928
0φ9 + 502438464φ8 − 23141376φ7 + 2985984φ6.
D2 : A2m
4 +B2m
2 + C2. (6.2)
A2 =1296φ
8 + 3456φ7 + 1728φ6 − 1920φ5 − 1184φ4 + 640φ3 + 192φ2 − 128φ+ 16
B2 =− 2592φ12 − 1728φ11 − 2736φ10 − 63456φ9 − 162832φ8 − 108928φ7 + 26272φ6 + 5696
φ5 − 26560φ4 + 2368φ3 − 1520φ2 + 160φ− 16
C2 =1296φ
16 − 1728φ15 + 4896φ14 + 61056φ13 + 112752φ12 − 73152φ11 − 336384φ10 + 2304
φ9 + 473328φ8 + 165312φ7 − 143712φ6 + 19584φ5 + 53136φ4 − 7488φ3 + 576φ2.
D3 : 2
8(φ+ 1)4m8 + A3m
6 +B3m
4 + C3m
2 + E3. (6.3)
A3 =− 6912φ10 + 760320φ9 − 4532800φ8 + 7470464φ7 − 3352256φ6 − 961024φ5 − 124096φ4
+ 1102720φ3 − 374336φ2 + 14080φ− 256
B3 =62208φ
16 + 7480512φ15 − 11649312φ14 + 12220416φ13 − 61295616φ12 + 73325952φ11+
45561312φ10 − 99002304φ9 + 14570496φ8 + 17966016φ7 + 10408608φ6 − 10827648φ5+
1762560φ4 − 1147392φ3 + 579744φ2 − 15552φ
82
C3 =− 186624φ22 + 6391872φ21 − 41448996φ20 + 5029128φ19 + 133919244φ18 + 148086144
φ17 − 583907616φ16 − 142642944φ15 + 993492864φ14 − 148350528φ13 − 674153928φ12
+ 83090448φ11 + 288701496φ10 + 44851968φ9 − 126002304φ8 − 6951744φ7 + 14097888
φ6 + 10233216φ5 − 4275828φ4 + 262440φ3 − 236196φ2
E3 =186624φ
26 + 1446336φ25 + 31402404φ24 − 22978080φ23 − 191517048φ22 − 36718272φ21
+ 767365812φ20 + 240185088φ19 − 1859264928φ18 − 206686080φ17 + 2540238408φ16−
128817216φ15 − 1989750096φ14 + 227587968φ13 + 950995080φ12 − 82114560φ11 − 3211
09920φ10 + 15629760φ9 + 80846100φ8 − 6275232φ7 − 11518200φ6 − 1259712φ5 + 2125
764φ4.
D5 : 16(φ− 1)12m4 + A5m2 +B5. (6.4)
A5 =− 144φ18 − 2592φ17 − 24400φ16 − 84992φ15 − 134256φ14 + 28448φ13 + 111536φ12 − 108
096φ11 − 92560φ10 + 68640φ9 + 11664φ8 − 42368φ7 + 4016φ6 + 8928φ5 − 6640φ4 + 960φ3
− 288φ2
B5 =576φ
22 + 9792φ21 + 86544φ20 + 240192φ19 + 127296φ18 − 637632φ17 − 1075392φ16 + 304
704φ15 + 1689408φ14 + 441792φ13 − 1148832φ12 − 518976φ11 + 393408φ10 + 179136φ9−
93888φ8 − 25920φ7 + 19584φ6 + 6912φ5 + 1296φ4.
D6 : (6φ+ 2)
4m4 + A6m
2 +B6. (6.5)
A6 =− 576φ14 + 384 ∗ f 13 + 2744φ12 − 3312φ11 − 8296φ10 + 8272φ9 + 12528φ8 − 18048φ7
− 33568φ6 − 18528φ5 − 4888φ4 − 1360φ3 − 696φ2 − 176φ− 16
B6 =81φ
20 + 432φ19 + 1224φ18 − 1620φ17 − 5868φ16 + 11196φ15 + 24588φ14 − 32436φ13−
71802φ12 + 27612φ11 + 105588φ10 + 19044φ9 − 67212φ8 − 39852φ7 + 7956φ6 + 1501
83
2φ5 + 5409φ4 + 612φ3 + 36φ2.
D7 : A7m
4 +B7m
2 + C7. (6.6)
A7 =16φ
12 + 192φ11 + 1056φ10 + 3520φ9 + 7920φ8 + 12672φ7 + 14784φ6 + 12672φ5 + 7920φ4
+ 3520φ3 + 1056φ2 + 192φ+ 16
B7 =− 144φ18 + 2592φ17 − 24400φ16 + 84992φ15 − 134256φ14 − 28448φ13 + 111536φ12 + 108
096φ11 − 92560φ10 − 68640φ9 + 11664φ8 + 42368φ7 + 4016φ6 − 8928φ5 − 6640φ4 − 960
φ3 − 288φ2)
C7 =576φ
22 − 9792φ21 + 86544φ20 − 240192φ19 + 127296φ18 + 637632φ17 − 1075392φ16 − 304
704φ15 + 1689408φ14 − 441792φ13 − 1148832φ12 + 518976φ11 + 393408φ10 − 179136φ9−





2 + E6. (6.7)
A8 =− 2304φ6 − 6912φ5 − 22080φ4 + 8064φ3 + 8640φ2 + 3072φ− 768
B8 =− 15552φ11 − 864φ10 − 20736φ9 − 81600φ8 − 577344φ7 − 203904φ6 + 723264φ5 + 406
464φ4 − 3840φ3 − 22560φ2 − 7488φ+ 768
C8 =− 26244φ16 − 110808φ15 − 273564φ14 − 135216φ13 − 42196φ12 − 1051080φ11 − 40917
88φ10 − 3250784φ9 + 4262196φ8 + 5991960φ7 + 445676φ6 − 1957296φ5 − 812764φ4−
15736φ3 + 14652φ2 + 4672φ− 256
E8 =26244φ
20 + 89424φ19 + 58032φ18 − 276912φ17 − 126288φ16 + 1491984φ15 + 1595664φ14
− 3811248φ13 − 6984072φ12 + 2631600φ11 + 11025360φ10 + 2596464φ9 − 6894864φ8−
4240080φ7 + 815472φ6 + 1491696φ5 + 482148φ4 + 27072φ3 + 2304φ2.
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Upon rearranging the expressions of D1, D2, D3, D5, D6, D7 and D8, we can obtain a similar
expression for Z(nP ) and check for possible values of n that gives Z(nP ) a square. Based on these
values of n we can then investigate if the corresponding value of φ lies in the region that could form
a proper triangle. These values of φ will then indicate the existence of perfect triangle.
6.3 An Overview on Sporadic Triangles
Sides Medians Area
a b c k l












22816608 20565641 19227017 32628974 36845705 185643608470320
Table 6.1: Discovered Sporadic triangles
The story of finding perfect triangles does not stop here since there exist Heron triangles found by
computational search which do not lie on any of the eight elliptic curves C1, · · · , C8. In [4], the
authors discovered the first two sporadic triangle given in Table 6.1 and in [5], the authors continued
a systematic search for more sporadic Heron triangle with two rational medians and found a new
one given by the third entry in Table 6.1. The mystery behind these triangles is yet to be determined
which may or may not lead to a new infinite family of Sporadic triangles.
In [1], the authors present a new analysis of sporadic examples of such triangles along with the
discovery of a new sporadic triangle. The basis of the computational search was Michael Stoll’s
ratpoint.c code which efficiently searches for rational points on hyperelliptic curves. The
authors then modified the code by adding an outer loop over φ and then searched the region
H(θ) < 20000, H(φ) < 20000 where H(m
n
) = max{| m |, | n |} is the naive height function. The
result of this search revealed the fourth sporadic triangle (refer to the fourth entry in Table 6.1) which
does not lie on any of the eight elliptic curves C1, · · · , C8 found so far. Up to this point, the mystery
of sporadic triangle or the relation that they possess among them is yet to be determined.
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This appendix contains a listings of the main program used by the author in the course of the research.
This Pari code gives Z(nP ) a square from n = −1000, · · · , 1000 as per Table 2.1 with ε = 0
for(n=-1000,-1000,XX=ellpow(E,[-21,324],n);x=XX[1];y=XX[2];z=R(x)-S(x)*y;if(issquare(z),print1(n )))
This Pari code gives Z(nP + T ) a square from n = −1000, · · · , 1000 as per Table 2.2 with ε = 1
for(n=-1000,1000,XX=ellpow(E,[-21,324],n);YY=elladd(E,XX,[15,0]);x=YY[1];y=YY[2];z=R(x)-S(x)*y;
if(issquare(z),print1(n )))
This Pari code generates list B17, B34, B89, B178, B68, B356, B51, B102, B267 using the primes in the Table
5.1 , Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 denoted by # as follows.
for(i=1,400,XX=ellpow(e,[-21,324],i);x=XX[1];y=XX[2];RR=R(x)-S(x)*y;rr=RR%#;KK=kronecker(rr,#);if(KK<0,
print1(i "\t" )))
This Sage code gives list of G1, G2, G3, G4, G5, G6
sage: p = 1789
sage: S = {nˆ2 % p for n in range(p)}
sage: S
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Listing A.1: This code gives the period of prime 97324757 as in Table 4.9 as well as the closed





Computation::Computation(std::ostream& log, const char* dataPath, const uint64_t m_P) :
m_log(log),
m_dataPath(dataPath),






























































time_t startTime = time(nullptr);
m_log << "\nComputation procedure started.\n";
m_log << "Reference timestamp is " << startTime << std::endl;
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// determine number of threads
unsigned threadCount = std::thread::hardware_concurrency();
if (maxThreadCount > 0) threadCount = std::min(maxThreadCount, threadCount);
std::cout << "Number of OpenMP threads for main computation: " << threadCount << std::endl;
// create persistent data arrays
m_log << "Adjusting presistent storage objects...\n";














// ensure first data block allocation
m_persistent_state.set_at(PAR_RESERVED, 1);















// this one must be last!
m_allArrays.push_back(&m_persistent_state);
// ensuring persistent data folders
m_log << "Creating presistent storage folders...\n";
std::vector<std::string> dataFolders;





if (startIndex == 0 && endIndex == 0)
{
m_log << "Reading saved indexes from storage...\n";
size_t lastIteration = m_persistent_state[PAR_LAST_ITERATION];
startIndex = m_persistent_state[PAR_LAST_START_INDEX];
startIndex += lastIteration + 1;
endIndex = m_persistent_state[PAR_LAST_END_INDEX];
}
m_log << "Checking parameters...\n";
if (startIndex == 0)
throw std::invalid_argument("start index is zero, indexes start with 1");
if (endIndex == 0)
throw std::invalid_argument("end index is zero, indexes start with 1");
if (startIndex > endIndex)
throw std::invalid_argument("start index is greater than end index");
size_t iterationCount = endIndex - startIndex + 1;
m_log << "First index: " << startIndex << std::endl;
m_log << "Last index: " << endIndex << std::endl;
m_log << "Iteration count: " << iterationCount << std::endl;





uint64_t precomputeFlag = m_persistent_state[PAR_PRECOMP_FLAG];
if (precomputeFlag == 0)
{
m_log << "Precomputing values...\n";
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uint64_t t1, t2;
// 2ˆ-3 mod m_P
m_Inv2 = invmod(2, m_P);
m_persistent_state.set_at(PAR_INV2, m_Inv2);
m_log << "2ˆ-1 mod m_P = " << m_Inv2 << std::endl;
t1 = mulmod(sqrmod(m_Inv2, m_P), m_Inv2, m_P);
m_log << "2ˆ-3 mod m_P = " << t1 << std::endl;
// 3ˆ-4 mod m_P
m_Inv3 = invmod(3, m_P);
m_log << "3ˆ-1 mod m_P = " << m_Inv3 << std::endl;
m_persistent_state.set_at(PAR_INV3, m_Inv3);
t2 = sqrmod(sqrmod(m_Inv3, m_P), m_P);
m_log << "3ˆ-4 mod m_P = " << t2 << std::endl;
// D_coeff = (2ˆ-3) * (3ˆ-4) mod m_P
m_D_coeff = mulmod(t1, t2, m_P);
m_log << "D_coeff = " << m_D_coeff << std::endl;
m_persistent_state.set_at(PAR_D_COEFF, m_D_coeff);
// (-(3ˆ6)) ˆ -1 mod m_P
m_A_coeff1 = invmod(m_P - powmod(3, 6, m_P), m_P);
m_persistent_state.set_at(PAR_A_COEFF_1, m_A_coeff1);
// (2ˆ2) ˆ -1 mod m_P
m_A_coeff2 = invmod(2*2, m_P);
m_persistent_state.set_at(PAR_A_COEFF_2, m_A_coeff2);
// (3ˆ4) ˆ -1 mod m_P
m_A_coeff3 = invmod(powmod(3, 4, m_P), m_P);
m_persistent_state.set_at(PAR_A_COEFF_3, m_A_coeff3);
// initialize D
m_log << "Initializing D ...\n";
size_t D_index = 1;
{
uint64_t d[5];
// d1 = 1
d[0] = 1;
//d2 = 2 ˆ 3 * 3 ˆ 4
d[1] = mulmod(powmod(2, 3, m_P), powmod(3, 4, m_P), m_P);
//d3 = -2 ˆ 9 * 3 ˆ 10
d[2] = mulmod(powmod(m_P - 2, 9, m_P), powmod(3, 10, m_P), m_P);
//d4 = (-2 ˆ (15))*(3 ˆ (19))
d[3] = mulmod(powmod(m_P - 2, 15, m_P), powmod(3, 19, m_P), m_P);
//d5 = (2 ˆ (24))*(3 ˆ (30)) * 5
d[4] = mulmod(mulmod(powmod(2, 24, m_P), powmod(3, 30, m_P), m_P), 5, m_P);
for (auto value : d)
{























<< "\t 2ˆ-1 mod m_P = " << m_Inv2 << std::endl
<< "\t 3ˆ-1 mod m_P = " << m_Inv3 << std::endl
<< "\t D_coeff = " << m_D_coeff << std::endl
<< "\t A_coeff1 = " << m_A_coeff1 << std::endl
<< "\t A_coeff2 = " << m_A_coeff2 << std::endl
<< "\t A_coeff3 = " << m_A_coeff3 << std::endl
<< "\t D[1] = " << m_persistent_D[1] << std::endl
<< "\t D[2] = " << m_persistent_D[2] << std::endl
<< "\t D[3] = " << m_persistent_D[3] << std::endl
<< "\t D[4] = " << m_persistent_D[4] << std::endl
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<< "\t D[5] = " << m_persistent_D[5] << std::endl
<< std::endl;
m_log << "Determining required computaion for D[n] ...\n";
size_t last_D_index = static_cast<size_t>(m_persistent_state[PAR_LAST_D_INDEX]);
size_t D_max_index = endIndex + 10;
if (D_max_index <= last_D_index)




m_log << "Reference timestamp is " << m_DComputationStartTime << std::endl;
size_t D_index = std::max(static_cast<size_t>(6), last_D_index + 1);
size_t requiredDIterationCount = D_max_index - D_index + 1;
m_log << "Need to perform " << requiredDIterationCount << " D[n] compoutation iterations.\n";
if (requiredDIterationCount < D_MT_COMPUTATION_BLOCK * 4)
{





m_log << "Preparing blocks of " << D_MT_COMPUTATION_BLOCK << " values...\n";
std::vector<std::pair<size_t, size_t>> D_blocks;




std::min(D_max_index, D_index + D_MT_COMPUTATION_BLOCK - 1)));
m_log << "Block #" << D_blocks.size() << ": D[" << D_blocks.back().first
<< "]...D[" << D_blocks.back().second << "]\n";
}
int bi, nb = static_cast<int>(D_blocks.size());
m_log << "Computing first two blocks using single thread...\n";
for (bi = 0; bi < 2; ++bi)
{
auto range = D_blocks[bi];
m_log << "Computing D[n] block #" << (bi + 1) << ": D[" << range.first
<< "] to D[" << range.second << "] ...\n";
computeDRange(range.first, range.second);
}
m_log << "Computing other blocks with multiple threads...\n";
omp_set_num_threads(2);
#pragma omp parallel for schedule(dynamic,1) shared(nb, D_blocks) private(bi)
for (bi = 2; bi < nb; ++bi)
{
int tid = omp_get_thread_num();
auto range = D_blocks[bi];
m_log << tid << ": Computing D[n] block #" << (bi + 1) << ": D[" << range.first





m_persistent_state.set_at(PAR_LAST_D_INDEX, D_index - 1);
m_persistent_state.flush();
m_log << "Computation of D finished.\n";
time_t dEndTime = time(nullptr);
m_log << "Reference timestamp is " << dEndTime << std::endl;
m_log << "Duration: " << (dEndTime - m_DComputationStartTime) << " seconds." << std::endl;
m_log << "Total Duration: " << (dEndTime - startTime) << " seconds." << std::endl;
}
m_log << "Computing numbers...\n";
m_mainComputationStartTime = time(nullptr);
m_log << "Reference timestamp is " << m_mainComputationStartTime << std::endl;
{
m_log << "Preparing V[n] computation blocks..." << std::endl;
std::vector<std::pair<size_t, size_t>> V_blocks;
for (size_t i = 0, step = iterationCount / (threadCount*2); i < iterationCount; i += step)
{
size_t blockStartIndex = startIndex + i;
size_t blockSize = std::min(step, iterationCount - i);
V_blocks.push_back(std::make_pair(blockStartIndex, blockSize));
m_log << "Block #" << V_blocks.size() << ": start V[" << V_blocks.back().first




int bi = 0, nb = static_cast<int>(V_blocks.size());
#pragma omp parallel for schedule(dynamic,1) shared(nb, V_blocks) private(bi)
for (bi = 0; bi < nb; ++bi)
{
int tid = omp_get_num_threads();
auto range = V_blocks[bi];
m_log << tid << ": Computing V[n] block #" << (bi + 1) << ": V[" << range.first
<< "] to V[" << (range.first + range.second - 1) << "] ...\n";
size_t n = range.first;









m_log << "Saving computation state..." << std::endl;
flushAllArrays();
m_log << "---------------------------------------\n";
m_log << "Computation finished.\n";
time_t endTime1 = time(nullptr);
m_log << "Reference timestamp is " << endTime1 << std::endl;
m_log << "Duration: " << (endTime1 - m_mainComputationStartTime) << " seconds.\n";
m_log << "Total Duration: " << (endTime1 - startTime) << " seconds.\n";
m_log << "---------------------------------------\n";
analyze(startIndex, endIndex, maxRun1Length, m_analyzedDataLength,
firstSequencePosition, firstSequenceData, true);
m_log << "\nComputation procedure finished.\n";
time_t endTime2 = time(nullptr);
m_log << "Reference timestamp is " << endTime2 << std::endl;
m_log << "Total duration is: " << (endTime2 - startTime) << " seconds.\n";
m_log << "---------------------------------------\n";
m_log << "Cleaning up...\n";
}
void Computation::analyze(size_t startIndex, size_t endIndex, size_t maxRun1Length,
size_t m_analyzedDataLength, size_t firstSequencePosition,
const std::string* firstSequenceData, bool writeData)
{
time_t startTime1 = time(0);
m_log << "\nAnalyzing output sequence...\n";
m_log << "Reference timestamp is " << startTime1 << std::endl;
Run1Analyzer analyzer(maxRun1Length, m_analyzedDataLength, startIndex);
if (firstSequencePosition && firstSequenceData)
{
Run1Analyzer::DataVector data;
int state = 1;






if (ch == ’-’)
state = 2;



















throw std::invalid_argument("invalid initial data string");
analyzer.setFirstData(firstSequencePosition, data);
}
for (size_t i = startIndex; i <= endIndex; ++i)
{




time_t endTime1 = time(0);
m_log << "Analysis finished.\n";
m_log << "Reference timestamp is " << endTime1 << std::endl;
m_log << "Duration: " << (endTime1 - startTime1) << std::endl;
m_log << "Total Duration: " << (endTime1 - startTime1) << std::endl;
m_log << "---------------------------------------\n";
std::ostringstream str;
str << m_moduloDependentDataPath << "/out_" << time(nullptr);
std::string outputFileNameBase = str.str();
time_t startTime2 = time(0);
std::string outputFileName1 = outputFileNameBase + "_summary.txt";
{




out << "startIndex=" << startIndex << " endIndex=" << endIndex << std::endl;
analyzer.logSummary(out);
}
m_log << "Output file ’" << outputFileName1 << "’ written.\n";
time_t endTime2 = time(0);
m_log << "Reference timestamp is " << endTime2 << std::endl;
m_log << "Duration: " << (endTime2 - startTime2) << std::endl;
m_log << "Total Duration: " << (endTime2 - startTime1) << std::endl;
if (writeData)
{
time_t startTime3 = time(0);
std::string outputFileName2 = outputFileNameBase + "_data.txt";
{




out << "startIndex=" << startIndex << " endIndex=" << endIndex << std::endl;
analyzer.logDetails(out, startIndex, endIndex, m_persistent_V);
}
m_log << "Output file ’" << outputFileName2 << "’ written.\n";
time_t endTime3 = time(0);
m_log << "Reference timestamp is " << endTime3 << std::endl;
m_log << "Duration: " << (endTime3 - startTime3) << std::endl;






uint64_t D = 0;
if (!m_persistent_D.get_if_assigned(index, D))
{
int tid = omp_get_thread_num();
size_t nd = index / 2;
uint64_t Dn = computeD(nd);
uint64_t Dnm1 = computeD(nd - 1);
uint64_t Dnm2 = computeD(nd - 2);
uint64_t Dnp1 = computeD(nd + 1);




<< tid << ": n = " << nd << std::endl
<< tid << ": D[n]->D[" << nd << "] = " << Dn << std::endl
<< tid << ": D[n-1]->D[" << (nd - 1) << "] = " << Dnm1 << std::endl
<< tid << ": D[n-2]->D[" << (nd - 2) << "] = " << Dnm2 << std::endl
<< tid << ": D[n+1]->D[" << (nd + 1) << "] = " << Dnp1 << std::endl




if (index % 2 == 0)
{
uint64_t t1 = mulmod(Dnp2, sqrmod(Dnm1, m_P), m_P);
uint64_t t2 = mulmod(Dnm2, sqrmod(Dnp1, m_P), m_P);
uint64_t t3 = submod(t1, t2, m_P);
uint64_t t4 = mulmod(m_D_coeff, Dn, m_P);




<< tid << ": t1 = D[n+2] * D[n-1]ˆ2 mod m_P = " << t1 << std::endl
<< tid << ": t2 = D[n-2] * D[n+1]ˆ2 mod m_P = " << t2 << std::endl
<< tid << ": t3 = t1 - t2 mod m_P = " << t3 << std::endl
<< tid << ": t4 = D_coeff * D(n) mod m_P = " << t4 << std::endl






uint64_t t1 = mulmod(Dnp2, mulmod(Dn, sqrmod(Dn, m_P), m_P), m_P);
uint64_t t2 = mulmod(Dnm1, mulmod(Dnp1, sqrmod(Dnp1, m_P), m_P), m_P);




<< tid << ": t1 = D[n+2] * D[n]ˆ3 mod m_P = " << t1 << std::endl
<< tid << ": t2 = D[n-1] * D[n+1]ˆ3 mod m_P = " << t2 << std::endl







m_log << tid << ": ---------------------------------------\n";
m_log << tid << ": D[" << index << "] = " << D << std::endl;





void Computation::computeDRange(size_t startIndex, size_t endIndex)
{
int tid = omp_get_thread_num();
size_t D_iteration_count = endIndex - startIndex + 1;
m_log << tid << ": ---------------------------------------\n";
m_log << tid << ": Computing D[n] range: start: D[" << startIndex << "] end: D[" << endIndex <<
"]\n";
m_log << tid << ": Number of iterations to perform: " << D_iteration_count << std::endl;
m_log << tid << ": ---------------------------------------\n";
size_t D_index = startIndex;
for (size_t i = 0; i < D_iteration_count; ++i, ++D_index)
{
DComputationProgress(i, D_index);





void Computation::DComputationProgress(size_t iteration, size_t D_index, bool force)
{
if (force || (iteration > 0 && iteration % m_persistent_D.cache_block_size() == 0))
{
int tid = omp_get_thread_num();
//m_persistent_D.flush();
//m_persistent_state.set_at(PAR_LAST_D_INDEX, D_index - 1);
//m_persistent_state.flush();
m_log << tid << ": Computing D[n]: passed " << iteration << " iterations.\n";
}
}
void Computation::computeV(size_t iteration, size_t n)
{
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int tid = omp_get_thread_num();
#if 0
/// just for debugging
if(n > 121 && n < 130)




m_log << tid << ": ---------------------------------------\n";
m_log << tid << ": Iteration #" << (iteration + 1) << ": index = " << n << std::endl;
m_log << tid << ": ---------------------------------------\n";
}
uint64_t Dn = m_persistent_D[n];
uint64_t Dnm1 = m_persistent_D[n - 1];




<< tid << ": m_P = " << m_P << std::endl
<< tid << ": D[" << n << "] = " << Dn << std::endl
<< tid << ": D[" << (n - 1) << "] = " << Dnm1 << std::endl
<< tid << ": D[" << (n + 1) << "] = " << Dnp1 << std::endl
;
}
uint64_t a = n*n - 1 + delta<3>(n);
uint64_t k = n % 8;
uint64_t m = n / 8;
uint64_t b = 20 * (4 * m * m + m * k) + (5 * k * k - 5 + delta<2>(k)) / 4
+ delta<0>(k);
if (m_extraVerbose) m_log << tid << ": a[" << n << "] = " << a << std::endl;
if (m_extraVerbose) m_log << tid << ": k[" << n << "] = " << k << std::endl;
if (m_extraVerbose) m_log << tid << ": m[" << n << "] = " << m << std::endl;
if (m_extraVerbose) m_log << tid << ": b[" << n << "] = " << b << std::endl;
uint64_t x = 0;













uint64_t t1 = powmod(m_Inv2, 4 * a, m_P);




<< tid << ": t1 = 2ˆ(-4*a) mod m_P = " << t1 << std::endl
<< tid << ": t2 = 3ˆ(-4*b) mod m_P = " << t2 << std::endl
;
}
if (Dn == 0)
{
uint64_t t3 = sqrmod(mulmod(Dnm1, Dnp1, m_P), m_P);
B = mulmod(mulmod(t1, t2, m_P), t3, m_P);
m_log
<< tid << ": WARNING: D[" << n << "] == 0, using alternate computation formula!\n"
<< tid << ": t3 = (D(n-1) * D(n+1)) ˆ 2 mod m_P =" << t3 << std::endl





uint64_t t3 = sqrmod(sqrmod(Dn, m_P), m_P);
uint64_t t4 = submod(addmod(sqrmod(x, m_P), mulmod(15, x, m_P), m_P), 3042, m_P);




<< tid << ": t3 = D(n) ˆ 4 mod m_P =" << t3 << std::endl
<< tid << ": t4 = xˆ2 + 15 * x - 3042 mod m_P = " << t4 << std::endl
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if (m_extraVerbose) m_log << tid << ": B[" << n << "] = " << B << std::endl;
uint64_t A = B;
if (n % 2 == 1)
{
if (m_extraVerbose) m_log << tid << ": n=" << n << " matches to condition: N is odd\n";
A = mulmod(A, m_A_coeff1, m_P);
}
if (n % 6 != 0)
{
if (m_extraVerbose) m_log << tid << ": n=" << n << " matches to condition: 6 !| N\n";
A = mulmod(A, m_A_coeff2, m_P);
}
if (n % 2 == 0 && n % 8 != 0)
{
if (m_extraVerbose) m_log << tid << ": n=" << n << " matches to condition 2 | N but 8 !| N\n";
A = mulmod(A, m_A_coeff3, m_P);
}
if (m_extraVerbose) m_log << tid << ": A[" << n << "] = " << A << std::endl;
int V = 0;
uint64_t W = 0;
if (sqrtmod(A, m_P, W))
{
if (m_extraVerbose) m_log << tid << ": W[" << n << "] = " << W << std::endl;
V = legendre_symbol_p(W, m_P);
}
else




if (m_extraVerbose) m_log << tid << ": V[" << n << "] = " << V << std::endl;














void Computation::VComputationProgress(size_t iteration, size_t iterationCount, size_t index, bool
force)
{
if (force || (iteration > 0 && iteration % m_persistent_V.cache_block_size() == 0))
{
int tid = omp_get_thread_num();
m_log << tid << ": ---------------------------------------\n";
m_log << tid << ": Saving computation state..." << std::endl;
//m_persistent_state.set_at(PAR_LAST_ITERATION, index - 1);
flushAllArrays();
m_log << tid << ": Computing numbers: passed " << iteration << " of "<< iterationCount
<< " iterations." << std::endl;
time_t currentTime = time(nullptr);
m_log << tid << ": Reference timestamp is " << currentTime << std::endl;
time_t currentDuration = currentTime - m_mainComputationStartTime;
m_log << tid << ": Current duration: " << currentDuration << " seconds.\n";









Listing A.2: Build and run coding to obtain initial value k = 3026 using Visual Studio 2015
HOW TO BUILD AND RUN "MODCALC" PROGRAMS IN THE WINDOWS OPERATING SYSTEM
=======================================================================
Click on the link https://bitbucket.org/SharinaShams/fl-modcalc
Supported operating systems:
- Windows Vista x64
- Windows 7 x64
- Windows 8 x64
- Windows 10 x64
- Windows Server 2008 R2 x64
- Windows Server 2012 x64
Hardware requirements:
- Multi core CPU of architecture x86_64 (Intel Core i5 or better is highly recommended)
- 8 GB RAM minimum (16 GB and higher highly recommended)
- 300GB free disk space minimum (8+TB recommended if you want to gain full computation results)
Required additional software:
- Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 Community Edition (or more advance version) with Update Pack 1
Instructions:
1. Download source code archive modcalc-0.xx.00.zip from the project files area,
and unpack to your big data drive root (assume this is Z:\). This should
create a folder called like modcalc-0.xx.0 with corresponding incremental version.
2. Start Visual Studio 2015.
3. Use File->Open Project/Solution to open solution file
Z:\modcalc-0.xx.0\src\ModuloCalc.sln
4. Select Solution Configuration "Release" and Solution Platform "x64".
5. Use command Build->Rebuild Solution. This will make executable files.
6. In the Solution Explorer tree, right-click the "ModuloCalc1" project node,
and choose command "Set as StartUp Project".
7a. Choose Project->Properties, select section "Debugging" on the left.
7b. Set value of parameter "Command arguments" to the following:
-cv -wx -p 97324757 -i1 1 -i2 97306362 -d ..\rundata -L modcalc1
7c. Press ok.
8. Choose Debug->Start Without Debugging. Program will run for about 5-10 minutes and will
generates some data. Please check program output messages and then check folder
Z:\modcalc-0.xx.0\src\rundata\97324757\. Among others, there must be 2 files called K.bitmap
and M.bitmap of the size ˜11879 KB (according to Windows Explorer). Press any key in the
program console window to close it. Program output is also available in the log file located in
folder Z:\modcalc-0.xx.0\src\ModuloCalc1 under the name like
modcalc1_yyyymmdd_hhmmdd_rrrrrrrr.log
9. Now, in the Solution Explorer tree, right-click the "ModuloCalc2" project
node, and choose command "Set as StartUp Project".
10a. Choose Project->Properties, select section "Debugging" on the left.
10b. Set value of parameter "Command arguments" to the following:
-d ..\rundata\97324757 -l trace -L comp2b -c2b -i1 0 -i2 12163295249
10c. Press ok.
11. Choose Debug->Start Without Debugging. Program will run for about
30-60 minutes and will generates some data. Please check program
output messages and then check folder Z:\modcalc-0.xx.0\src\rundata\97324757\ .
Among others, there must be file called P.bitmap of the size 1484778 KB
(according to Windows Explorer). Press any key in the program console window to close it.
Program output is also available in the the log file located in folder
Z:\modcalc-0.xx.0\src\ModuloCalc2 under the name like
comp2b_yyyymmdd_hhmmdd_rrrrrrrr.log
12. Repeat the same activities as in the steps 10a, 10b, 10c, 11 4 times,
using following command line parameters for each program run:
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Run #1:
-d ..\rundata\97324757 -t 1 -l trace -L comp2c -c2c -i1 0 -i2 250000
Run #2:
-d ..\rundata\97324757 -t 1 -l trace -L comp2c -c2c -i1 250000 -i2 500000
Run #3:
-d ..\rundata\97324757 -t 1 -l trace -L comp2c -c2c -i1 500000 -i2 750000
Run #4:
-d ..\rundata\97324757 -t 1 -l trace -L comp2c -c2c -i1 750000 -i2 1000000
IMPORTANT NOTE #1: Program will be really pushing the limits of your PC in terms of memory usage.
So please minimize any other activity and close all unnecessary programs (except Visual
Studio 2015) when it is running.
IMPORTANT NOTE #2: At some moment program will start to write messages like:
" Waiting for data to be written out..."
This may be a very very long running process and its result is not important for the limited
range of numbers we are approaching. So at this point, program can be safely closed. Program
is expected to reach this point in 10-20 minutes after starting it.
Each time, program outputs will be available on the console as well as in the
the log file located in folder Z:\modcalc-0.xx.0\src\ModuloCalc2
under the name like comp2c_yyyymmdd_hhmmdd_rrrrrrrr.log
13. Copy log files from step 12 (comp2c_yyyymmdd_hhmmdd_rrrrrrrr.log) to elsewhere, analyze lines
indicating "LOOP:".
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Listing A.3: Output obtaining initial value k = 3026 and some other loops with different values of k
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:640:2016-11-16 19:10:36.355 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated by:
3026, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 3026
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:1272:2016-11-16 19:10:51.139 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 6052, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 3026
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:1911:2016-11-16 19:11:06.021 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 9078, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 9078
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:2508:2016-11-16 19:11:20.756 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 12104, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 3026
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:3731:2016-11-16 19:11:37.763 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 18156, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 9078
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:4352:2016-11-16 19:11:52.438 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 21182, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 21182
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:4986:2016-11-16 19:12:07.238 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 24208, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 3026
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:5592:2016-11-16 19:12:22.061 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 27234, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 27234
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:6791:2016-11-16 19:12:38.980 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 33286, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 33286
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:7388:2016-11-16 19:12:54.627 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 36312, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 9078
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:7995:2016-11-16 19:13:10.289 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 39338, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 39338
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:8604:2016-11-16 19:13:25.893 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 42364, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 21182
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:9839:2016-11-16 19:13:43.905 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 48416, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 3026
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:10433:2016-11-16 19:13:58.656 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 51442, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 51442
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:11050:2016-11-16 19:14:13.342 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 54468, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 27234
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:11659:2016-11-16 19:14:28.014 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 57494, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 57494
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:12896:2016-11-16 19:14:44.728 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 63546, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 63546
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:13533:2016-11-16 19:14:59.567 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 66572, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 33286
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:14130:2016-11-16 19:15:14.412 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 69598, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 69598
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:14764:2016-11-16 19:15:30.440 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 72624, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 9078
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:16027:2016-11-16 19:15:47.903 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 78676, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 39338
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:16632:2016-11-16 19:16:02.839 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 81702, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 81702
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:17242:2016-11-16 19:16:19.166 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 84728, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 21182
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:17863:2016-11-16 19:16:34.757 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 87754, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 87754
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:19034:2016-11-16 19:16:52.517 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 93806, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 93806
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:19653:2016-11-16 19:17:08.154 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 96832, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 3026
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:20259:2016-11-16 19:17:24.228 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 99858, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 99858
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:20869:2016-11-16 19:17:39.578 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 102884, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 51442
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:22078:2016-11-16 19:17:57.067 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 108936, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 27234
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:22717:2016-11-16 19:18:13.413 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 111962, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 111962
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:23325:2016-11-16 19:18:29.188 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 114988, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 57494
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:23917:2016-11-16 19:18:45.775 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 118014, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 118014
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:25138:2016-11-16 19:19:03.973 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 124066, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 124066
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:25723:2016-11-16 19:19:19.335 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 127092, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 63546
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:26305:2016-11-16 19:19:34.819 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 130118, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 130118
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:26936:2016-11-16 19:19:50.050 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 133144, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 33286
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:28139:2016-11-16 19:20:07.126 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 139196, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 69598
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:28758:2016-11-16 19:20:22.232 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
101
by: 142222, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 142222
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:29365:2016-11-16 19:20:37.543 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 145248, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 9078
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:29982:2016-11-16 19:20:53.199 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 148274, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 148274
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:31223:2016-11-16 19:21:10.290 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 154326, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 154326
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:31810:2016-11-16 19:21:25.285 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 157352, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 39338
+comp3b_20161116_191010_6e019fe9.log:32437:2016-11-16 19:21:40.486 (7980) [INFO] LOOP: originated
by: 160378, loop size: 3374100, min. loop point: 160378
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{1513,711,135, 68,356, 34, 89, 17,178},



























































































































































Listing A.7: This code shows that n ≡ {6, 14, 22, 30, 38} (mod 40) for t ≥ 2
#include <iostream>
#include <set>
const std::set<unsigned> numbers0 { 6,14,22,30,38 };
const unsigned MODULO = 40;
const unsigned MIN_M = 2;
const unsigned MAX_M = 10000000;
unsigned two_modpow_x(unsigned x)
{
unsigned res = 1;
while (x > 0)
{







unsigned diff_count = 0;
unsigned two_pow_m = two_modpow_x(MIN_M);
for (unsigned m = MIN_M; m <= MAX_M; ++m)
{
std::set<unsigned> numbers;
if (m == MIN_M || m % 1000 == 0 || m == MAX_M)
std::cout << "... at m=" << m << " so far" << std::endl;
unsigned two_pow_m1 = (two_pow_m << 1) % MODULO;
unsigned k1 = (3026 * two_pow_m + MODULO - 2) % MODULO;
for (unsigned j = 1; j <= 50; ++j)
{
unsigned n = (3026 * two_pow_m1) % MODULO;
n = (n * j + k1) % MODULO;
numbers.insert(n);
}
if (numbers != numbers0)
{
++diff_count;
std::cout << "m=" << m << ": {";
bool first = true;





std::cout << ", ";
std::cout << n;
}











List of all the sets in Table 4.9
A5 = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29]
A29 = [0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 11, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 37, 39, 40,
43, 45, 46, 49, 50, 52, 53, 56, 57, 59, 62, 63, 65, 67, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 82,
83, 86, 87, 88, 91, 93, 94, 97, 99, 100, 101]
A13 = [0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29]
A1789 = [1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39, 40,
42, 43, 45, 46, 47, 51, 52, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 75, 76, 83, 84,
86, 89, 90, 96, 97, 98, 99, 101, 105, 106, 108, 112, 113, 116, 118, 121, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130,
131, 132, 134, 135, 136, 137, 140, 143, 144, 148, 149, 150, 153, 154, 156, 157, 159, 160, 162, 166,
167, 168, 170, 176, 177, 179, 182, 186, 188, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 199, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213,
215, 216, 217, 218, 221, 224, 225, 230, 231, 232, 233, 237, 239, 246, 247, 248, 251, 255, 257, 259,
260, 267, 269, 270, 271, 274, 275, 277, 279, 281, 283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 288, 291, 293, 294, 295,
298, 303, 306, 307, 308, 312, 315, 316, 322, 327, 328, 329, 333, 334, 341, 342, 343, 345, 346, 347,
348, 353, 354, 355, 356, 357, 358, 359, 360, 361, 362, 364, 365, 369, 373, 374, 375, 377, 378, 379,
382, 383, 385, 387, 390, 391, 393, 394, 395, 396, 397, 398, 399, 400, 407, 408, 411, 412, 414, 415,
417, 418, 419, 420, 422, 423, 428, 430, 431, 435, 438, 440, 446, 455, 456, 458, 459, 460, 464, 467,
471, 472, 473, 474, 475, 478, 479, 480, 483, 486, 488, 490, 491, 493, 495, 496, 497, 498, 499, 503,
504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 510, 511, 513, 515, 517, 518, 521, 522, 524, 525, 526, 529, 531, 532, 533,
535, 537, 540, 543, 544, 545, 546, 547, 549, 552, 554, 556, 557, 558, 560, 561, 562, 563, 564, 566,
568, 570, 572, 574, 575, 576, 583, 587, 588, 590, 592, 594, 595, 597, 599, 600, 603, 604, 605, 607,
608, 609, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615, 616, 618, 619, 621, 623, 624, 626, 631, 632, 633, 635, 636, 638,
639, 643, 648, 650, 651, 653, 654, 656, 657, 658, 659, 662, 665, 668, 669, 673, 675, 677, 679, 681,
684, 686, 690, 691, 692, 697, 699, 700, 710, 711, 713, 716, 723, 724, 726, 730, 731, 732, 733, 736,
737, 738, 741, 742, 744, 747, 752, 753, 754, 755, 759, 760, 761, 763, 768, 769, 770, 772, 776, 777,
778, 780, 784, 785, 786, 788, 789, 791, 793, 798, 801, 807, 810, 812, 814, 815, 816, 817, 819, 820,
821, 822, 824, 825, 826, 827, 829, 830, 831, 832, 833, 835, 836, 838, 839, 840, 842, 843, 844, 845,
846, 847, 850, 851, 855, 856, 861, 862, 863, 864, 865, 866, 868, 869, 872, 873, 875, 877, 880, 881,
883, 887, 889, 891, 892, 893, 894, 897, 898, 899, 903, 904, 905, 906, 907, 908, 910, 911, 914, 915,
917, 919, 922, 925, 928, 929, 933, 935, 937, 938, 941, 944, 945, 946, 947, 949, 950, 951, 952, 953,
955, 956, 959, 961, 963, 965, 968, 972, 973, 976, 978, 979, 984, 987, 988, 989, 990, 991, 992, 995,
1003, 1004, 1006, 1010, 1011, 1014, 1017, 1018, 1019, 1021, 1024, 1025, 1027, 1028, 1030, 1032,
1033, 1039, 1043, 1047, 1049, 1057, 1060, 1062, 1064, 1066, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1070, 1072, 1074,
1078, 1081, 1083, 1084, 1086, 1088, 1089, 1092, 1094, 1098, 1099, 1101, 1102, 1103, 1104, 1105,
1107, 1108, 1110, 1111, 1112, 1114, 1115, 1116, 1118, 1120, 1121, 1123, 1124, 1127, 1128, 1129,
1130, 1134, 1137, 1138, 1140, 1141, 1142, 1145, 1146, 1147, 1148, 1149, 1150, 1152, 1154, 1157,
1158, 1159, 1161, 1165, 1166, 1167, 1169, 1170, 1171, 1172, 1173, 1174, 1175, 1177, 1181, 1182,
1183, 1185, 1190, 1193, 1194, 1197, 1198, 1200, 1205, 1208, 1214, 1217, 1219, 1220, 1223, 1226,
1230, 1231, 1233, 1235, 1237, 1242, 1243, 1245, 1246, 1247, 1249, 1251, 1252, 1255, 1256, 1259,
107
1260, 1262, 1263, 1264, 1265, 1266, 1267, 1269, 1273, 1274, 1275, 1277, 1278, 1281, 1283, 1285,
1287, 1288, 1289, 1292, 1296, 1297, 1301, 1305, 1307, 1309, 1312, 1313, 1314, 1316, 1318, 1321,
1322, 1325, 1326, 1330, 1332, 1334, 1336, 1338, 1340, 1344, 1345, 1348, 1349, 1352, 1354, 1356,
1357, 1358, 1361, 1363, 1365, 1369, 1373, 1374, 1378, 1381, 1382, 1383, 1385, 1387, 1389, 1392,
1393, 1395, 1396, 1397, 1401, 1403, 1404, 1405, 1406, 1407, 1408, 1410, 1411, 1414, 1415, 1418,
1419, 1421, 1423, 1424, 1425, 1427, 1428, 1433, 1435, 1437, 1439, 1440, 1444, 1447, 1450, 1451,
1453, 1456, 1462, 1465, 1470, 1472, 1473, 1476, 1477, 1480, 1485, 1487, 1488, 1489, 1493, 1495,
1496, 1497, 1498, 1499, 1500, 1501, 1503, 1504, 1505, 1509, 1511, 1512, 1513, 1516, 1518, 1520,
1521, 1522, 1523, 1524, 1525, 1528, 1529, 1530, 1532, 1533, 1536, 1540, 1541, 1542, 1543, 1546,
1547, 1549, 1550, 1552, 1554, 1555, 1556, 1558, 1559, 1560, 1562, 1563, 1565, 1566, 1567, 1568,
1569, 1571, 1572, 1576, 1578, 1581, 1582, 1584, 1586, 1587, 1589, 1592, 1596, 1598, 1600, 1601,
1602, 1603, 1604, 1606, 1608, 1610, 1613, 1621, 1623, 1627, 1631, 1637, 1638, 1640, 1642, 1643,
1645, 1646, 1649, 1651, 1652, 1653, 1656, 1659, 1660, 1664, 1666, 1667, 1675, 1678, 1679, 1680,
1681, 1682, 1683, 1686, 1691, 1692, 1694, 1697, 1698, 1702, 1705, 1707, 1709, 1711, 1714, 1715,
1717, 1718, 1719, 1720, 1721, 1723, 1724, 1725, 1726, 1729, 1732, 1733, 1735, 1737, 1741, 1742,
1745, 1748, 1751, 1753, 1755, 1756, 1759, 1760, 1762, 1763, 1764, 1765, 1766, 1767, 1771, 1772,
1773, 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779, 1781, 1783, 1787, 1789, 1790, 1793, 1795, 1797, 1798, 1801, 1802,
1804, 1805, 1806, 1807, 1808, 1809, 1814, 1815, 1819, 1820, 1823, 1824, 1825, 1826, 1827, 1828,
1830, 1831, 1832, 1834, 1835, 1837, 1838, 1839, 1840, 1841, 1843, 1844, 1845, 1846, 1848, 1849,
1850, 1851, 1853, 1854, 1855, 1856, 1858, 1860, 1863, 1869, 1872, 1877, 1879, 1881, 1882, 1884,
1885, 1886, 1890, 1892, 1893, 1894, 1898, 1900, 1901, 1902, 1907, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1915, 1916,
1917, 1918, 1923, 1926, 1928, 1929, 1932, 1933, 1934, 1937, 1938, 1939, 1940, 1944, 1946, 1947,
1954, 1957, 1959, 1960, 1970, 1971, 1973, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1984, 1986, 1989, 1991, 1993, 1995,
1997, 2001, 2002, 2005, 2008, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2016, 2017, 2019, 2020, 2022, 2027, 2031,
2032, 2034, 2035, 2037, 2038, 2039, 2044, 2046, 2047, 2049, 2051, 2052, 2054, 2055, 2056, 2057,
2058, 2059, 2061, 2062, 2063, 2065, 2066, 2067, 2070, 2071, 2073, 2075, 2076, 2078, 2080, 2082,
2083, 2087, 2094, 2095, 2096, 2098, 2100, 2102, 2104, 2106, 2107, 2108, 2109, 2110, 2112, 2113,
2114, 2116, 2118, 2121, 2123, 2124, 2125, 2126, 2127, 2130, 2133, 2135, 2137, 2138, 2139, 2141,
2144, 2145, 2146, 2148, 2149, 2152, 2153, 2155, 2157, 2159, 2160, 2162, 2163, 2164, 2165, 2166,
2167, 2171, 2172, 2173, 2174, 2175, 2177, 2179, 2180, 2182, 2184, 2187, 2190, 2191, 2192, 2195,
2196, 2197, 2198, 2199, 2203, 2206, 2210, 2211, 2212, 2214, 2215, 2224, 2230, 2232, 2235, 2239,
2240, 2242, 2247, 2248, 2250, 2251, 2252, 2253, 2255, 2256, 2258, 2259, 2262, 2263, 2270, 2271,
2272, 2273, 2274, 2275, 2276, 2277, 2279, 2280, 2283, 2285, 2287, 2288, 2291, 2292, 2293, 2295,
2296, 2297, 2301, 2305, 2306, 2308, 2309, 2310, 2311, 2312, 2313, 2314, 2315, 2316, 2317, 2322,
2323, 2324, 2325, 2327, 2328, 2329, 2336, 2337, 2341, 2342, 2343, 2348, 2354, 2355, 2358, 2362,
2363, 2364, 2367, 2372, 2375, 2376, 2377, 2379, 2382, 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386, 2387, 2389, 2391,
2393, 2395, 2396, 2399, 2400, 2401, 2403, 2410, 2411, 2413, 2415, 2419, 2422, 2423, 2424, 2431,
2433, 2437, 2438, 2439, 2440, 2445, 2446, 2449, 2452, 2453, 2454, 2455, 2457, 2458, 2459, 2460,
2461, 2471, 2476, 2477, 2478, 2479, 2480, 2482, 2484, 2488, 2491, 2493, 2494, 2500, 2502, 2503,
2504, 2508, 2510, 2511, 2513, 2514, 2516, 2517, 2520, 2521, 2522, 2526, 2527, 2530, 2533, 2534,
2535, 2536, 2538, 2539, 2540, 2541, 2542, 2543, 2544, 2549, 2552, 2554, 2557, 2558, 2562, 2564,
2565, 2569, 2571, 2572, 2573, 2574, 2580, 2581, 2584, 2586, 2587, 2594, 2595, 2597, 2598, 2599,
2600, 2601, 2605, 2606, 2607, 2608, 2609, 2611, 2612, 2613, 2614, 2615, 2618, 2619, 2623, 2624,
2625, 2627, 2628, 2630, 2631, 2632, 2634, 2635, 2636, 2638, 2640, 2641, 2642, 2643, 2645, 2648,
2649, 2650, 2653, 2655, 2656, 2657, 2658, 2660, 2661, 2662, 2663, 2664, 2667, 2668, 2669]
A5333 = [1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26, 29, 32, 34, 35, 36, 39, 43, 44, 45, 48, 49, 50, 51,
55, 57, 58, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 70, 71, 72, 74, 75, 76, 78, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 86, 91, 93,
95, 99, 104, 105, 107, 109, 110, 113, 114, 115, 116, 118, 119, 122, 123, 124, 127, 128, 130, 131,
134, 135, 137, 138, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 148, 150, 151, 154, 155, 156, 157, 159, 160,
162, 164, 167, 169, 170, 175, 176, 179, 182, 183, 185, 187, 188, 189, 190, 193, 195, 196, 198, 199,
200, 201, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 210, 211, 215, 218, 220, 221, 222, 224, 227, 228, 229, 230, 232,
233, 235, 238, 241, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 251, 253, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 262,
264, 265, 266, 267, 268, 271, 273, 279, 280, 284, 285, 288, 289, 292, 293, 295, 299, 301, 304, 305,
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306, 307, 308, 310, 311, 313, 314, 315, 317, 320, 321, 325, 326, 331, 332, 333, 340, 341, 342, 343,
345, 346, 348, 349, 352, 355, 357, 358, 359, 363, 365, 368, 369, 370, 373, 374, 376, 377, 380, 381,
382, 385, 387, 391, 392, 393, 395, 398, 401, 402, 404, 405, 407, 408, 409, 410, 417, 418, 419, 424,
425, 429, 430, 433, 435, 436, 437, 439, 440, 442, 443, 444, 445, 446, 449, 451, 455, 457, 458, 461,
462, 465, 466, 470, 471, 477, 479, 482, 483, 484, 485, 486, 488, 490, 491, 492, 493, 494, 495, 497,
499, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 507, 509, 512, 515, 517, 518, 520, 521, 522, 523, 526, 528, 529,
530, 532, 535, 539, 540, 542, 543, 544, 545, 546, 549, 550, 551, 552, 554, 555, 557, 560, 561, 562,
563, 565, 567, 568, 571, 574, 575, 580, 581, 583, 586, 588, 590, 591, 593, 594, 595, 596, 599, 600,
602, 604, 605, 606, 607, 608, 609, 610, 612, 613, 615, 616, 619, 620, 622, 623, 626, 627, 628, 631,
632, 634, 635, 636, 637, 640, 641, 643, 645, 646, 651, 655, 657, 659, 664, 666, 667, 668, 669, 670,
672, 674, 675, 676, 678, 679, 680, 682, 683, 684, 685, 686, 687, 688, 689, 692, 693, 695, 699, 700,
701, 702, 705, 706, 707, 711, 714, 715, 716, 718, 721, 724, 726, 727, 729, 730, 733, 734, 735, 740,
741, 743, 745, 747, 748, 749, 750]
A97324757 = [1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 27, 28, 31, 33, 34, 35, 37, 38, 40, 41, 42, 43, ...]
List of sets that gives Z(nP ) a non-square modulo prime p that occurs in Table 5.1, Table 5.3 and Table 5.4.
B17 = [1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12]
B34 = [1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]
B89 = [1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55,
56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81,
82, 83, 84]
B178 = [1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 54, 55, 56,
57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82,
83, 84, 85, 86, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106,
107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127,
128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147,
148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167,
168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173]
B51 = [2, 4, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34, 36, 37, 38, 40, 43,
45]
B102 = [1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33,
35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 48, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63,
65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 74, 76, 77, 78, 79, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94,
95, 96, 97]
B267 = [1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 33, 36, 37, 39, 43, 44, 48,
49, 50, 51, 53, 54, 55, 56, 58, 59, 60, 61, 65, 67, 69, 70, 73, 75, 81, 84, 89, 90, 91, 92, 94, 96, 97,
99, 101, 102, 103, 105, 108, 111, 114, 117, 123, 126, 127, 128, 129, 134, 135, 136, 137, 140, 146,
149, 152, 155, 158, 160, 161, 162, 164, 166, 167, 169, 171, 172, 173, 174, 179, 182, 188, 190, 193,
194, 196, 198, 202, 203, 204, 205, 207, 208, 209, 210, 212, 213, 214, 215, 219, 220, 224, 226, 227,
230, 233, 234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 241, 243, 244, 245, 246, 250, 252, 253, 254, 255, 257, 258, 260,
261, 262]
B68 = [1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,
30, 31, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56,
57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63]
B356 = [1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37,
38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 64, 65, 66,
68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 83, 84, 85, 86, 88, 89, 90, 91, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97,
98, 100, 101, 103, 104, 105, 106, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 119, 121, 122,
123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 129, 130, 132, 133, 135, 136, 138, 139, 140, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149,
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150, 151, 153, 154, 156, 159, 162, 166, 168, 169, 171, 173, 175, 177, 179, 181, 183, 184, 186, 190,
193, 196, 198, 199, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 212, 213, 214, 216, 217, 219, 220, 222,
223, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 233, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 246,
247, 248, 249, 251, 252, 254, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 261, 262, 263, 264, 266, 267, 268, 269, 271,
272, 273, 274, 275, 276, 278, 279, 280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 286, 287, 288, 290, 291, 292, 293, 294,
295, 297, 298, 299, 300, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316,
317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 323, 324, 325, 326, 328, 329, 330, 332, 334, 335, 337, 340, 341, 342, 343,
344, 345, 346, 347, 349, 350, 351]
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Appendix C
Verifying Equations : SageMath
This appendix contains a listing of the main program used by the author in the course of the research, to verify
the calculations required through out this thesis.
Listing C.1: Sides (a, b, c) to (θ, φ)
p, t= var(’p t’)
a=(-2*p*tˆ2-pˆ2*t)+(2*t*p-pˆ2)+t+1
b=(p*tˆ2+2*pˆ2*t)+(2*t*p-tˆ2)-p+1







p, t= var(’p t’)
a=(-2*p*tˆ2-pˆ2*t)+(2*t*p-pˆ2)+t+1
b=(p*tˆ2+2*pˆ2*t)+(2*t*p-tˆ2)-p+1







Listing C.2: The pair of equations for (θ+, φ−)
p, t= var(’p t’)
a=(-2*p*tˆ2-pˆ2*t)+(2*t*p-pˆ2)+t+1
b=(p*tˆ2+2*pˆ2*t)+(2*t*p-tˆ2)-p+1







(2*pˆ2 + (p - 1)*t - p - 1)/((3*p + 1)*t - p + 1)
p, t= var(’p t’)
a=(-2*p*tˆ2-pˆ2*t)+(2*t*p-pˆ2)+t+1
b=(p*tˆ2+2*pˆ2*t)+(2*t*p-tˆ2)-p+1






-((p + 1)*t + 2*tˆ2 + p - 1)/((3*p + 1)*t - p + 1)
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Listing C.3: Third median in terms of θ and φ
p, t= var(’p t’)
a=(-2*p*tˆ2-pˆ2*t)+(2*t*p-pˆ2)+t+1
b=(p*tˆ2+2*pˆ2*t)+(2*t*p-tˆ2)-p+1
c=(p*tˆ2-pˆ2*t)+(tˆ2+2*t*p+pˆ2)+t-p #3 sides (a,b,c) in terms of theta and phi
expand(2*aˆ2+2*bˆ2-cˆ2) #third median equation, m=1/2*sqrt(2*aˆ2+2*bˆ2-cˆ2)
9*pˆ4*tˆ2 + 18*pˆ3*tˆ3 + 9*pˆ2*tˆ4 + 6*pˆ4*t + 18*pˆ3*tˆ2 - 18*pˆ2*tˆ3 -
6*p*tˆ4 + pˆ4 - 22*pˆ3*t + 6*pˆ2*tˆ2 - 22*p*tˆ3 + tˆ4 + 2*pˆ3 - 6*pˆ2*t
+ 6*p*tˆ2 - 2*tˆ3 - 3*pˆ2 + 18*p*t - 3*tˆ2 - 4*p + 4*t + 4
Listing C.4: Area in terms of θ and φ
p, t= var(’p t’)
a=(-2*p*tˆ2-pˆ2*t)+(2*t*p-pˆ2)+t+1
b=(p*tˆ2+2*pˆ2*t)+(2*t*p-tˆ2)-p+1
c=(p*tˆ2-pˆ2*t)+(tˆ2+2*t*p+pˆ2)+t-p #3 sides (a,b,c) in terms of theta and phi
s=(a+b+c)/2 #semiperimeter
factor(s*(s-a)*(s-b)*(s-c)) #Heron formula for area
-(3*p*t - p + t + 1)*(2*p + t + 1)*(p + 2*t - 1)*(p - t - 1)*(p + 1)*(p
- 1)*p*(t + 1)*(t - 1)*t
Listing C.5: Check constraints on θ and φ
p, t= var(’p t’)
a=(-2*p*tˆ2-pˆ2*t)+(2*t*p-pˆ2)+t+1
b=(p*tˆ2+2*pˆ2*t)+(2*t*p-tˆ2)-p+1
c=(p*tˆ2-pˆ2*t)+(tˆ2+2*t*p+pˆ2)+t-p #3 sides (a,b,c) in terms of theta and phi
solve(a+b>=c,p)
[[t == p - 1],
[t == 1],
[p == -1],
[1 < t, p < -1],
[p - 1 < t, t < 1, -1 < p, p < 2],
[1 < t, t < p - 1, 2 < p],
[t < p - 1, p < -1]]
p, t= var(’p t’)
a=(-2*p*tˆ2-pˆ2*t)+(2*t*p-pˆ2)+t+1
b=(p*tˆ2+2*pˆ2*t)+(2*t*p-tˆ2)-p+1
c=(p*tˆ2-pˆ2*t)+(tˆ2+2*t*p+pˆ2)+t-p #3 sides (a,b,c) in terms of theta and phi
solve(b+c>=a,p)
[[t == -1/2*p + 1/2],
[t == -1],
[p == 0],
[-1/2*p + 1/2 < t, p < 0],
[-1/2*p + 1/2 < t, t < -1, 3 < p],
[-1 < t, t < -1/2*p + 1/2, 0 < p, p < 3],
[t < -1, p < 0]]
p, t= var(’p t’)
a=(-2*p*tˆ2-pˆ2*t)+(2*t*p-pˆ2)+t+1
b=(p*tˆ2+2*pˆ2*t)+(2*t*p-tˆ2)-p+1
c=(p*tˆ2-pˆ2*t)+(tˆ2+2*t*p+pˆ2)+t-p #3 sides (a,b,c) in terms of theta and phi
solve(c+a>=b,p)
[[t == -2*p - 1],
[t == 0],
[p == 1],
[max(0, -2*p - 1) < t, p < 1],
[-2*p - 1 < t, t < 0, 1 < p],
[t < min(0, -2*p - 1), p < 1]]
Listing C.6: Discriminant of curve C4
R.<p> = QQ[]
S.<t> = R[]
Cstar = (t*p*(t-p)+t*p+2*(t-p)-1).discriminant(); Cstar
pˆ4 - 2*pˆ3 + 5*pˆ2 + 8*p + 4
Listing C.7: 14 rational points on the curve D4 for 0 ≤ m,φ ≤ 100
f,m= var(’f m’)
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D=36*fˆ14 - 468*fˆ13 + 3321*fˆ12 + 1224*fˆ11 + (-144*mˆ2 - 8982)*fˆ10 + (432*mˆ2 + 10332)*fˆ9 +
(-472*mˆ2 + 29583)*fˆ8 + (-1040*mˆ2 + 144)*fˆ7 + (1672*mˆ2 - 21024)*fˆ6 + (784*mˆ2 - 4572)*fˆ5
+ (16*mˆ4 - 3256*mˆ2 + 7047)*fˆ4 + (-2896*mˆ2 + 3816)*fˆ3 + (-392*mˆ2 + 306)*fˆ2 + (128*mˆ2 -
108)*f + (-64*mˆ2 + 81)
[(f,m) for f in [1..100] for m in [1..100] if D == 0
Listing C.8: D4 : resultant of the curve C4 and the third median, m
P.<m, p ,t> = PolynomialRing(QQ,3)
C4 = t*p*(t-p)+t*p+2*(t-p)-1 #the curve C_4
f4 = (9*pˆ2-6*p+1)*tˆ4+(18*pˆ3-18*pˆ2-22*p-2)*tˆ3+(9*pˆ4+18*pˆ3+6*pˆ2+6*p-3)*tˆ2
+(6*pˆ4-22*pˆ3-6*pˆ2+18*p+4)*t+(pˆ4+2*pˆ3-3*pˆ2-4*p+(-4*mˆ2+4)) #the third median]
D4 = C4.resultant(f4,t); D4
D4.coefficient(mˆ2), D4.coefficient(mˆ0)
(-144*pˆ10 + 432*pˆ9 - 472*pˆ8 - 1040*pˆ7 + 1672*pˆ6 + 784*pˆ5 -
3256*pˆ4 - 2896*pˆ3 - 392*pˆ2 + 128*p - 64,
36*pˆ14 - 468*pˆ13 - 144*mˆ2*pˆ10 + 3321*pˆ12 + 432*mˆ2*pˆ9 + 1224*pˆ11
- 472*mˆ2*pˆ8 - 8982*pˆ10 - 1040*mˆ2*pˆ7 + 10332*pˆ9 + 16*mˆ4*pˆ4 +
1672*mˆ2*pˆ6 + 29583*pˆ8 + 784*mˆ2*pˆ5 + 144*pˆ7 - 3256*mˆ2*pˆ4 -
21024*pˆ6 - 2896*mˆ2*pˆ3 - 4572*pˆ5 - 392*mˆ2*pˆ2 + 7047*pˆ4 + 128*mˆ2*p
+ 3816*pˆ3 - 64*mˆ2 + 306*pˆ2 - 108*p + 81)
Listing C.9: Graph of excluded regions of θφ-plane
p, t= var(’p t’)
a=(-2*p*tˆ2-pˆ2*t)+(2*t*p-pˆ2)+t+1
b=(p*tˆ2+2*pˆ2*t)+(2*t*p-tˆ2)-p+1
c=(p*tˆ2-pˆ2*t)+(tˆ2+2*t*p+pˆ2)+t-p #3 sides (a,b,c) in terms of theta and phi
region_plot([a+b>=c, b+c>=a, c+a>=b], (t,-2,2), (p,-2,2))
Listing C.10: Shows that A2 −Bφ4 = 4F 2v2
p,v= var(’p v’)
A=18*pˆ10 - 54*pˆ9 + 59*pˆ8 + 130*pˆ7 - 209*pˆ6 - 98*pˆ5 + 407*pˆ4 + 362*pˆ3 + 49*pˆ2 - 16*p + 8
B=9*( p + 1 )ˆ2*(pˆ4 - 2*pˆ3 + 2*pˆ2 + 2*p + 1)*(4*pˆ8 - 52*pˆ7 + 373*pˆ6 + 68*pˆ5 - 445*pˆ4 +
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72*pˆ3 + 163*pˆ2 - 48*p + 9)
C=9*pˆ8-18*pˆ7-7*pˆ6+45*pˆ5-21*pˆ4-74*pˆ3-18*pˆ2+6*p-2 v2=pˆ4-2*pˆ3+5*pˆ2+8*p+4 #equation C_*
expand(Aˆ2-B*pˆ4-4*Cˆ2*v2)
0
Listing C.11: Map from E to C
p,x,v,y= var(’p x v y’)
x=3*((5*pˆ2+24*p+12*v+24)/pˆ2)
y=108*((-pˆ3+5*pˆ2+2*p*v+12*p+4*v+8)/pˆ3)
eq1=expand(yˆ2-xˆ3+3267*x-45630); eq1 #Elliptic curve E : yˆ2=xˆ3-3267x-45630
eq=eq1.subs({v: sqrt(pˆ4-2*pˆ3+5*pˆ2+8*p+4)});eq #equation C : v2=pˆ4-2*pˆ3+5*pˆ2+8*p+4
eq.simplify_full()
0
Listing C.12: Map from C to E
p,x,v,y= var(’p x v y’)
p=12*((6-x)/(6*x-y-198))
v=2*((xˆ3-18*xˆ2+3267*x-324*y-71658)/(xˆ3+36*xˆ2-12*x*y-5643*x+396*y+84834))
eq1=expand(vˆ2-pˆ4+2*pˆ3-5*pˆ2-8*p-4);eq1 #equation C : v2=pˆ4-2*pˆ3+5*pˆ2+8*p+4
eq=eq1.subs({y: sqrt(xˆ3-3267*x+45630)});eq #Elliptic curve E : yˆ2=xˆ3-3267x-45630
eq.simplify_full()
0












[(-21 : -324 : 1)]
E = EllipticCurve([0,0,0,-3267,45630])
factor(E.discriminant())
2ˆ14 * 3ˆ14 * 17
E = EllipticCurve([0,0,0,-3267,45630])
E.torsion_subgroup()
Torsion Subgroup isomorphic to Z/2 associated to the Elliptic Curve
defined by yˆ2 = xˆ3 - 3267*x + 45630 over Rational Field
E = EllipticCurve([0,0,0,-3267,45630])
E.torsion_points()
[(0 : 1 : 0), (15 : 0 : 1)]
E.cremona_label()
’102a1’
Listing C.14: Calculating R− Sy expression (denominator)
p,x,v,y= var(’p x v y’)




eq2=eq1.subs({v : 2*((xˆ3-18*xˆ2+3267*x-324*y-71658)/(xˆ3+36*xˆ2- 12*x*y-5643*x+396*y+84834))});eq2
eq2.simplify_full()
eq2.denominator()
(xˆ3 + 36*xˆ2 - 12*x*y - 5643*x + 396*y + 84834)*(6*x - y - 198)ˆ10
Listing C.15: Calculating R− Sy expression (numerator)
p,x,v,y= var(’p x v y’)
A=18*pˆ10 - 54*pˆ9 + 59*pˆ8 + 130*pˆ7 - 209*pˆ6 - 98*pˆ5 + 407*pˆ4 + 362*pˆ3 + 49*pˆ2 - 16*p + 8
C=9*pˆ8-18*pˆ7-7*pˆ6+45*pˆ5-21*pˆ4-74*pˆ3-18*pˆ2+6*p-2
eq=A+2*C*v;eq
eq1=eq.subs({p: 12*((6-x)/(6*x-y-198))});eq1 #map E to C
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eq2=eq1.subs({v : 2*((xˆ3-18*xˆ2+3267*x-324*y-71658)/(xˆ3+36*xˆ2-12*x*y-5643*x+396*y+84834))});eq2






81*xˆ16 + 40662*xˆ15 + 14353281*xˆ14 - 460241028*xˆ13 - 644722959186
*xˆ12 + 39379675354740*xˆ11 + 5212980804862026*xˆ10 - 4155466300588
54656*xˆ9 - 8202010485984353739*xˆ8 + 1396767997483732402758*xˆ7 -
27550698906220673513787*xˆ6 - 1044392234943529703379852*xˆ5 + 60770
398462922893831446348*xˆ4 - 1284453663719469166478575296*xˆ3 + 1418
3844641879715988450074288*xˆ2 - 648*(5*xˆ14 + 705*xˆ13 + 290538*xˆ12
- 70731900*xˆ11 - 3758722218*xˆ10 + 1053015072966*xˆ9 - 1088573056416
0*xˆ8 - 3940456385030292*xˆ7 + 152633823217827453*xˆ6 + 20804281047
86386833*xˆ5 - 251028048388546977570*xˆ4 + 6600088659215189441448*
xˆ3 - 84037963130105635720512*xˆ2 + 540224663531654157119568*x - 14
17148617159624089648672)*sqrt(xˆ3 - 3267*x + 45630) - 8180051787494502
5246941522368*x + 196162341839727571433321441856
Listing C.16: Calculation for Z = Z(nP )Z(nP + T )
x,y,r,s=var(’x y r s’)
R=(81*xˆ16 + 40662*xˆ15 + 14353281*xˆ14 - 460241028*xˆ13 - 644722959186*xˆ12 + 39379675354740*xˆ11
+ 5212980804862026*xˆ10 - 415546630058854656*xˆ9 - 8202010485984353739*xˆ8 +
1396767997483732402758*xˆ7 - 27550698906220673513787*xˆ6 - 1044392234943529703379852*xˆ5 +
60770398462922893831446348*xˆ4 - 1284453663719469166478575296*xˆ3 +
14183844641879715988450074288*xˆ2 - 81800517874945025246941522368*x +
196162341839727571433321441856)- (3240*xˆ14 + 456840*xˆ13 + 188268624*xˆ12 - 45834271200*xˆ11
- 2435651997264*xˆ10 + 682353767281968*xˆ9 - 7053953405575680*xˆ8 - 2553415737499629216*xˆ7 +
98906717445152189544*xˆ6 + 1348117411901578667784*xˆ5 - 162666175355778441465360*xˆ4 +
4276857451171442758058304*xˆ3 - 54456600108308451946891776*xˆ2 + 350065581968511893813480064*x
- 918312303919436410092339456)*y;R
eq=R.subs({x:(15*r - 2817)/(r - 15)}).subs({y:((-2592)/(-rˆ2 + 30*r - 225))*s});eq
-8033551259904*s*(5*(5*r - 939)ˆ14/(r - 15)ˆ14 + 235*(5*r - 939)ˆ13/(r - 15)ˆ13 + 32282*(5*r -
939)ˆ12/(r - 15)ˆ12 - 2619700*(5*r - 939)ˆ11/(r - 15)ˆ11 - 46403978*(5*r - 939)ˆ10/(r - 15)ˆ10
+ 4333395362*(5*r - 939)ˆ9/(r - 15)ˆ9 - 14932415040*(5*r - 939)ˆ8/(r - 15)ˆ8 -
1801763321916*(5*r - 939)ˆ7/(r - 15)ˆ7 + 23263804788573*(5*r - 939)ˆ6/(r - 15)ˆ6 +
105696697901051*(5*r - 939)ˆ5/(r - 15)ˆ5 - 4251182041838930*(5*r - 939)ˆ4/(r - 15)ˆ4 +
37257693662411384*(5*r - 939)ˆ3/(r - 15)ˆ3 - 158132253872218432*(5*r - 939)ˆ2/(r - 15)ˆ2 +
338842670858824816*(5*r - 939)/(r - 15) - 296290571224614688)/(rˆ2 - 30*r + 225) +
3486784401*(5*r - 939)ˆ16/(r - 15)ˆ16 + 583455256434*(5*r - 939)ˆ15/(r - 15)ˆ15 +
68651298071289*(5*r - 939)ˆ14/(r - 15)ˆ14 - 733772856484044*(5*r - 939)ˆ13/(r - 15)ˆ13 -
342632214152767026*(5*r - 939)ˆ12/(r - 15)ˆ12 + 6975991350066126780*(5*r - 939)ˆ11/(r - 15)ˆ11
+ 307821303546297773274*(5*r - 939)ˆ10/(r - 15)ˆ10 - 8179204319448436194048*(5*r - 939)ˆ9/(r -
15)ˆ9 - 53813390798543344881579*(5*r - 939)ˆ8/(r - 15)ˆ8 + 3054731610496922764831746*(5*r -
939)ˆ7/(r - 15)ˆ7 - 20084459502634870991550723*(5*r - 939)ˆ6/(r - 15)ˆ6 -
253787313091277717921304036*(5*r - 939)ˆ5/(r - 15)ˆ5 + 4922402275496754400347154188*(5*r -
939)ˆ4/(r - 15)ˆ4 - 34680248920425667494921532992*(5*r - 939)ˆ3/(r - 15)ˆ3 +
127654601776917443896050668592*(5*r - 939)ˆ2/(r - 15)ˆ2 - 245401553624835075740824567104*(5*r -
939)/(r - 15) + 196162341839727571433321441856
eq1=eq.simplify_full();eq1
2518170116818978404827136*(rˆ16 + 20176*rˆ15 + 37800432*rˆ14 + 38942208*rˆ13 - 9902402239932*rˆ12 +
2098879075692144*rˆ11 + 1251569383166362752*rˆ10 - 27904748513919705504*rˆ9 -
14404525497300289527954*rˆ8 + 616067692751989432143792*rˆ7 + 33730951609111260964848624*rˆ6 -
2393218427678731602388981440*rˆ5 + 29955398095653396569352194004*rˆ4 +
484585340789024340349551161616*rˆ3 - 5993296869392692769731823207136*rˆ2 + 4*(53*rˆ14 +
278724*rˆ13 + 174606237*rˆ12 - 93326874624*rˆ11 - 19574945119935*rˆ10 + 19731492000717444*rˆ9 +
2266186026606113097*rˆ8 - 321441918171895527264*rˆ7 - 6932815981576533971505*rˆ6 +
1471939671868069215647628*rˆ5 - 35655147905625465957381177*rˆ4 -
249370590563296415779485600*rˆ3 + 11093551562687279295375436923*rˆ2 +
67709844445387238633318265900*r - 2370586908141194274256966148205)*s -
167103030468575346995556340104096*r + 2201717943780657966910135593518841)/(rˆ16 - 240*rˆ15 +
27000*rˆ14 - 1890000*rˆ13 + 92137500*rˆ12 - 3316950000*rˆ11 + 91216125000*rˆ10 -
1954631250000*rˆ9 + 32984402343750*rˆ8 - 439792031250000*rˆ7 + 4617816328125000*rˆ6 -
37782133593750000*rˆ5 + 236138334960937500*rˆ4 - 1089869238281250000*rˆ3 +





2ˆ30 * 3ˆ44 * 13 * 73
eq4=R.subs({x:r}).subs({y:s});eq4
81*rˆ16 + 40662*rˆ15 + 14353281*rˆ14 - 460241028*rˆ13 - 644722959186*rˆ12 + 39379675354740*rˆ11 +
5212980804862026*rˆ10 - 415546630058854656*rˆ9 - 8202010485984353739*rˆ8 +
1396767997483732402758*rˆ7 - 27550698906220673513787*rˆ6 - 1044392234943529703379852*rˆ5 +
60770398462922893831446348*rˆ4 - 1284453663719469166478575296*rˆ3 +
14183844641879715988450074288*rˆ2 - 648*(5*rˆ14 + 705*rˆ13 + 290538*rˆ12 - 70731900*rˆ11 -
3758722218*rˆ10 + 1053015072966*rˆ9 - 10885730564160*rˆ8 - 3940456385030292*rˆ7 +
152633823217827453*rˆ6 + 2080428104786386833*rˆ5 - 251028048388546977570*rˆ4 +
6600088659215189441448*rˆ3 - 84037963130105635720512*rˆ2 + 540224663531654157119568*r -




2ˆ26 * 3ˆ44 * 13 * 73
eq6=eq1*eq4;eq6
2ˆ24 * 3ˆ40*(rˆ16 + 20176*rˆ15 + 37800432*rˆ14 + 38942208*rˆ13 - 9902402239932*rˆ12 +
2098879075692144*rˆ11 + 1251569383166362752*rˆ10 - 27904748513919705504*rˆ9 -
14404525497300289527954*rˆ8 + 616067692751989432143792*rˆ7 + 33730951609111260964848624*rˆ6 -
2393218427678731602388981440*rˆ5 + 29955398095653396569352194004*rˆ4 +
484585340789024340349551161616*rˆ3 - 5993296869392692769731823207136*rˆ2 + 4*(53*rˆ14 +
278724*rˆ13 + 174606237*rˆ12 - 93326874624*rˆ11 - 19574945119935*rˆ10 + 19731492000717444*rˆ9 +
2266186026606113097*rˆ8 - 321441918171895527264*rˆ7 - 6932815981576533971505*rˆ6 +
1471939671868069215647628*rˆ5 - 35655147905625465957381177*rˆ4 -
249370590563296415779485600*rˆ3 + 11093551562687279295375436923*rˆ2 +
67709844445387238633318265900*r - 2370586908141194274256966148205)*s -
167103030468575346995556340104096*r + 2201717943780657966910135593518841)*(rˆ16 + 502*rˆ15 +
177201*rˆ14 - 5681988*rˆ13 - 7959542706*rˆ12 + 486168831540*rˆ11 + 64357787714346*rˆ10 -
5130205309368576*rˆ9 - 101259388715856219*rˆ8 + 17244049351651017318*rˆ7 -
340132085261983623627*rˆ6 - 12893731295599132140492*rˆ5 + 750251832875591281869708*rˆ4 -
15857452638511965018254016*rˆ3 + 175109193109626123314198448*rˆ2 - 8*(5*rˆ14 + 705*rˆ13 +
290538*rˆ12 - 70731900*rˆ11 - 3758722218*rˆ10 + 1053015072966*rˆ9 - 10885730564160*rˆ8 -
3940456385030292*rˆ7 + 152633823217827453*rˆ6 + 2080428104786386833*rˆ5 -
251028048388546977570*rˆ4 + 6600088659215189441448*rˆ3 - 84037963130105635720512*rˆ2 +
540224663531654157119568*r - 1417148617159624089648672)*s - 1009882936727716361073352128*r +
2421757306663303351028659776)/(r - 15)ˆ16
eq7=eq6.simplify_full();eq7
2ˆ24 * 3ˆ40*(rˆ32 + 20678*rˆ31 + 48105985*rˆ30 + 22584284460*rˆ29 -
3307178233278*rˆ28 - 3240113416377444*rˆ27 + 259268978010695598*rˆ26 + 1047932665834905316512*rˆ25
+ 262607501198586605752107*rˆ24 - 40384956136719376029737430*rˆ23 -


















32*(265*rˆ28 + 1430985*rˆ27 + 1084930119*rˆ26 - 266305853223*rˆ25 -
132854315697243*rˆ24 + 44400053007042399*rˆ23 +
25792181038562195313*rˆ22 + 7639182679557438616095*rˆ21 -





















4*(43*rˆ30 + 102160*rˆ29 - 83116218*rˆ28 - 21855874266*rˆ27 +
42375682569168*rˆ26 - 11369678436128754*rˆ25 -
1491753550765854150*rˆ24 + 1084267683600795523098*rˆ23 -
























2ˆ24 * 3ˆ40*(rˆ32 + 12198*rˆ31 + 2314465*rˆ30 - 12105775188*rˆ29 + 5363823023298*rˆ28 +
1122558153237468*rˆ27 - 1190957568896565522*rˆ26 + 209082600175304589984*rˆ25 +
22989403151925296937003*rˆ24 - 4914900851027091491992374*rˆ23 +
187314971305181007593402091*rˆ22 + 1851435573081259757991725916*rˆ21 -
177112654221172660874138268072*rˆ20 + 43926953348772854958076288336008*rˆ19 -
8069925182155695353376402378426972*rˆ18 + 689585428817365840411341429649636128*rˆ17 -















426657021984772608506438415602232517825896105800369395838016)+ 4*((rˆ16 + 2401*rˆ15 -
1538892*rˆ14 + 118823274*rˆ13 + 150798296943*rˆ12 - 13005036572589*rˆ11 + 322875618406398*rˆ10
- 7022328530447016*rˆ9 - 1445447493698347593*rˆ8 + 238834199666023317207*rˆ7 -
11379447958729114457928*rˆ6 - 52943462599349890161918*rˆ5 + 26326454275102891039802433*rˆ4 -
1032710042907471534962464683*rˆ3 + 17744685427381182549880943862*rˆ2 -
144458441780762503101244977828*r + 461876411019611159953475937336)*(43*rˆ12 + 207*rˆ11 -
14458500*rˆ10 + 5372699976*rˆ9 + 206034559578*rˆ8 - 25247323095822*rˆ7 - 2616524275178484*rˆ6 +
187986171664128564*rˆ5 + 1786181521077497907*rˆ4 - 378790162136400261033*rˆ3 +
9959864226888959439840*rˆ2 - 102205172774728506938004*r + 383778854731778849648352)*(rˆ2 - 30*r
+ 2817))*s/(r - 15)ˆ16
where
f_{32}=rˆ32 + 12198*rˆ31 + 2314465*rˆ30 - 12105775188*rˆ29 + 5363823023298*rˆ28 +
1122558153237468*rˆ27 - 1190957568896565522*rˆ26 + 209082600175304589984*rˆ25 +
22989403151925296937003*rˆ24 - 4914900851027091491992374*rˆ23 +
187314971305181007593402091*rˆ22 + 1851435573081259757991725916*rˆ21 -
117
177112654221172660874138268072*rˆ20 + 43926953348772854958076288336008*rˆ19 -
8069925182155695353376402378426972*rˆ18 + 689585428817365840411341429649636128*rˆ17 -
















f_{16}=rˆ16 + 2401*rˆ15 - 1538892*rˆ14 + 118823274*rˆ13 + 150798296943*rˆ12 - 13005036572589*rˆ11 +
322875618406398*rˆ10 - 7022328530447016*rˆ9 - 1445447493698347593*rˆ8 +
238834199666023317207*rˆ7 - 11379447958729114457928*rˆ6 - 52943462599349890161918*rˆ5 +
26326454275102891039802433*rˆ4 - 1032710042907471534962464683*rˆ3 +
17744685427381182549880943862*rˆ2 - 144458441780762503101244977828*r +
461876411019611159953475937336
f_{12}=43*rˆ12 + 207*rˆ11 - 14458500*rˆ10 + 5372699976*rˆ9 + 206034559578*rˆ8 - 25247323095822*rˆ7
- 2616524275178484*rˆ6 + 187986171664128564*rˆ5 + 1786181521077497907*rˆ4 -
378790162136400261033*rˆ3 + 9959864226888959439840*rˆ2 - 102205172774728506938004*r +
383778854731778849648352
f_2=rˆ2 - 30*r + 2817
Listing C.17: R2 +Q2y2 = f32
sage: x,y,r,s=var(’x y r s’)
sage: R=rˆ16 + 2401*rˆ15 - 1538892*rˆ14 + 118823274*rˆ13 + 150798296943*rˆ12 - 13005036572589*rˆ11
+ 322875618406398*rˆ10 - 7022328530447016*rˆ9 - 1445447493698347593*rˆ8 +
238834199666023317207*rˆ7 - 11379447958729114457928*rˆ6 - 52943462599349890161918*rˆ5 +
26326454275102891039802433*rˆ4 - 1032710042907471534962464683*rˆ3 +
17744685427381182549880943862*rˆ2 - 144458441780762503101244977828*r +
461876411019611159953475937336;R
rˆ16 + 2401*rˆ15 - 1538892*rˆ14 + 118823274*rˆ13 + 150798296943*rˆ12 - 13005036572589*rˆ11 +
322875618406398*rˆ10 - 7022328530447016*rˆ9 - 1445447493698347593*rˆ8 +
238834199666023317207*rˆ7 - 11379447958729114457928*rˆ6 - 52943462599349890161918*rˆ5 +
26326454275102891039802433*rˆ4 - 1032710042907471534962464683*rˆ3 +
17744685427381182549880943862*rˆ2 - 144458441780762503101244977828*r +
461876411019611159953475937336
sage: Q=2*(43*rˆ12 + 207*rˆ11 - 14458500*rˆ10 + 5372699976*rˆ9 + 206034559578*rˆ8 -
25247323095822*rˆ7 - 2616524275178484*rˆ6 + 187986171664128564*rˆ5 + 1786181521077497907*rˆ4 -
378790162136400261033*rˆ3 + 9959864226888959439840*rˆ2 - 102205172774728506938004*r +
383778854731778849648352)*(rˆ2 - 30*r + 2817);Q
2*(43*rˆ12 + 207*rˆ11 - 14458500*rˆ10 + 5372699976*rˆ9 + 206034559578*rˆ8 - 25247323095822*rˆ7 -
2616524275178484*rˆ6 + 187986171664128564*rˆ5 + 1786181521077497907*rˆ4 -
378790162136400261033*rˆ3 + 9959864226888959439840*rˆ2 - 102205172774728506938004*r +
383778854731778849648352)*(rˆ2 - 30*r + 2817)
sage: expand(Rˆ2+Qˆ2*(rˆ3-3267*r+45630))
rˆ32 + 12198*rˆ31 + 2314465*rˆ30 - 12105775188*rˆ29 + 5363823023298*rˆ28 + 1122558153237468*rˆ27 -
1190957568896565522*rˆ26 + 209082600175304589984*rˆ25 + 22989403151925296937003*rˆ24 -
4914900851027091491992374*rˆ23 + 187314971305181007593402091*rˆ22 +
1851435573081259757991725916*rˆ21 - 177112654221172660874138268072*rˆ20 +
43926953348772854958076288336008*rˆ19 - 8069925182155695353376402378426972*rˆ18 +


















rˆ32 + 12198*rˆ31 + 2314465*rˆ30 - 12105775188*rˆ29 + 5363823023298*rˆ28 + 1122558153237468*rˆ27 -
1190957568896565522*rˆ26 + 209082600175304589984*rˆ25 + 22989403151925296937003*rˆ24 -
4914900851027091491992374*rˆ23 + 187314971305181007593402091*rˆ22 +
1851435573081259757991725916*rˆ21 - 177112654221172660874138268072*rˆ20 +
43926953348772854958076288336008*rˆ19 - 8069925182155695353376402378426972*rˆ18 +
















sage: F32=(rˆ32 + 12198*rˆ31 + 2314465*rˆ30 - 12105775188*rˆ29 + 5363823023298*rˆ28 +
1122558153237468*rˆ27 - 1190957568896565522*rˆ26 + 209082600175304589984*rˆ25 +
22989403151925296937003*rˆ24 - 4914900851027091491992374*rˆ23 +
187314971305181007593402091*rˆ22 + 1851435573081259757991725916*rˆ21 -
177112654221172660874138268072*rˆ20 + 43926953348772854958076288336008*rˆ19 -
8069925182155695353376402378426972*rˆ18 + 689585428817365840411341429649636128*rˆ17 -
















rˆ32 + 12198*rˆ31 + 2314465*rˆ30 - 12105775188*rˆ29 + 5363823023298*rˆ28 + 1122558153237468*rˆ27 -
1190957568896565522*rˆ26 + 209082600175304589984*rˆ25 + 22989403151925296937003*rˆ24 -
4914900851027091491992374*rˆ23 + 187314971305181007593402091*rˆ22 +
1851435573081259757991725916*rˆ21 - 177112654221172660874138268072*rˆ20 +
43926953348772854958076288336008*rˆ19 - 8069925182155695353376402378426972*rˆ18 +




















r,s,B= var(’r s B’)
eq=(-2*rˆ3 + (27*B - 15)*rˆ2 + (-405*B + 6309)*r + (2*sˆ2 + (-88209*B + 140265)))/(2*rˆ2 + (-54*B +
30)*r + (-405*B + 6309));eq #x-coordinate of point (r,s) + (-15/2+27/2B,0)
eq1=eq.subs({sˆ2: rˆ3-3267*r+45630});eq1
eq2=eq1.numerator();eq2 #numerator of x-coordinate
eq3=eq2.collect(r);eq3
eq4=eq.denominator();eq4 #denominator of x-coordinate
eq5=eq4.collect(r);eq5
eq3/eq5 #numerator/denominator
-3*((9*B - 5)*rˆ2 - 15*(9*B + 5)*r - 29403*B + 77175)/(6*(9*B - 5)*r -
2*rˆ2 + 405*B - 6309)
Listing C.19: yQ-coordinate
r,s,B= var(’r s B’)
eq=(-2*s*rˆ3+(-1215*B+18927)*s*r+2*sˆ3+(-176418*B+280530)*s)/(-2*rˆ3+(81*B-45)*rˆ2+(1215*B-18927)*r+88209*B-140265);eq
#y-coordinate of point (r,s) + (-15/2+27/2B,0)
eq1=eq.subs({s: sqrt(rˆ3-3267*r+45630)}).subs({sqrt(rˆ3-3267*r+45630):s});eq1
eq2=eq1.numerator();eq2 #numerator of y-coordinate
eq3=eq2.simplify_full();eq3
eq4=eq.denominator();eq4 #denominator of y-coordinate
eq5=eq4.collect(r);eq5
eq3/eq5 #numerator/denominator
-(243*B*(5*r + 726)*s + (2*rˆ3 - 18927*r - 280530)*s - 2*(rˆ3 - 3267*r +
45630)ˆ(3/2))/(9*(9*B - 5)*rˆ2 - 2*rˆ3 + 27*(45*B - 701)*r + 88209*B - 140265)
Listing C.20: Rationalizing xQ-coordinate
r,s,B= var(’r s B’)
eq=(-2*rˆ3 + (27*B - 15)*rˆ2 + (-405*B + 6309)*r + (2*sˆ2 + (-88209*B + 140265)))/(2*rˆ2 + (-54*B +
30)*r + (-405*B + 6309));eq #x-coordinate of point (r,s) + (-15/2+27/2B,0)
eq1=eq.denominator();eq1
eq3=eq1*(1);eq3











3/2*(9*B*rˆ2 - 270*B*r - 5*rˆ2 + 25353*B + 4056*r - 46755)/(rˆ2 + 15*r - 3042)
Listing C.21: Rationalizing yQ-coordinate
r,s,B= var(’r s B’)
eq=(-2*s*rˆ3+(-1215*B+18927)*s*r+2*sˆ3+(-176418*B+280530)*s)/(-2*rˆ3+(81*B-45
)*rˆ2+(1215*B-18927)*r+88209*B-140265);eq #y-coordinate of point (r,s) + (-15/2+27/2B,0)
eq1=eq.denominator();eq1















243/2*(5*B*rˆ2 - 1302*B*r - 51*rˆ2 + 5445*B + 1530*r - 143667)*s/(rˆ2 +
15*r - 3042)ˆ2
120
Listing C.22: Coefficients for calculation in Approach 5.3.4
F=(x +21)*(25*x +1389)ˆ3*(x -51)ˆ8
G=(x -15)*(xˆ2 +42*x -3447)*(xˆ4 -87*xˆ3 -1971*xˆ2 +174339*x +4789854)
g4=(xˆ4 -87*xˆ3 -1971*xˆ2 +174339*x +4789854)
f4=(175*xˆ4 -4056*xˆ3 -1143666*xˆ2 +62352288*x - 837732213)
f6=(125*xˆ6 -9360*xˆ5 +8613*xˆ4 +18427608*xˆ3 -1833414345*xˆ2 +102657564216*x -1930926865113)
f12=(15625*xˆ12 -1237500*xˆ11 +38657250*xˆ10 -12974151564*xˆ9 +533650744071*xˆ8
+121437337840776*xˆ7 -11274507073597860*xˆ6 +170515980345443976*xˆ5 +20161406661516603495*xˆ4
-1328061956020011871884*xˆ3 +39439847373448468144482*xˆ2 -650597244827887990559484*x
+4881303597258306893011689)














H = 1046075759168415219033576350436991*xˆ3 -98534927556719173268889362800814655*xˆ2
+2446421915048679714833961791096342853*x -39510552059726891515831374044900510205
K = 25441145010497431613105941742*xˆ3 -2396422239721733923922476553535*xˆ2
+59498221549235152713674259483936*x - 960915532680059488454405146311747
M = 76525368878171807067136581264117383188804825163396076583251615333095*xˆ3 -
7208294155089519029604196201261835873757483022008085026747388368959076*xˆ2 +
178967286321785456915814183736239487939376570184165183316217277104692167*x -
2890382883380167016386333524902582184106074409533433131988367208948730350
L = 1301086228083644150797876765106127613888776065065439277118919944647835*xˆ3
-122555596799455195516033034667632860862490419484016361208885861739971624*xˆ2
+3042806260515738105912007972139849950131649060198587027761162282135872611*x
-49142361789089238412507235091818177836442640077584848284389201776337407450
121
